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.The Nolumal Conference on Sports Psycholpgi. "The Winning Edge." held at the
.. ..State University of,Nevs: Yo* at Buffalo. May Ift.20. 1973; was the culmination of four

years of concentrated effort by a Sorts Psychology Task Force appointed by tie ..g
. .6 4.... , extettliii council of the Division of Mtn's Athletics (pow National Association for Sport

-and Physical Education).
e t' i

-7Membep of the Task Force were: " , . . . ...s Walt & C. Schank.kUniversity of Montima. Chairtnad
Harry Fritz. State University of New York at Buffalo

eReuben B. Frost:Springfield College:, ,e,.../
John Lowther. t meritus. PennsylvanioState University. '. Cosponsors of the coliference were: . .. ...

Division of Physical; Education. Recreation at Athletief.4tate University of
New York at BiatTalo ., ., . .

.

':'

Western Zone, New- York State Association' for Health. Physical Education. and
. Recreation

. .

Division of Men's Athletics (now American, Assotiation for Sport and Physical I.......N Education). AAHPER
.

Cooperating Associations were: ,
. Eastern District A sociation for Health. Physical Education. and Recreation /t
New York State As, lotion for Hellth. Physical Education, and Icreation
Division of Girls a Women's Sports (now National AssociAsion for Girls andi Wolen in Sport). AAHPER a

.
National Council of Secondary School Athletic Directors

National Council of State High School Coaches Associations
The theme and organization of the conference are best explained as Wows:,
Thrust of Conference: "--- / t

Practical applications of psyc 'logy to the coaching of sports
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To help n n and women coaches as they work with the student-athlete
assist t llege sports psychology instructors .

.

Opportunities Ion
Open discussion. questions and answers. during and hollowing presentations by

leaders in the fields of psychology and sport psychology
Small interest group meetings
interaction and etchange of ideas with outstanding leaders in the field of sports

psychology and with successful coaches.
There has been a great demand by coaches for practical working conference on

sports psyyhology. They work under the "win" pressures of coaching and realize that. in
today's competitive sports world, psychology plays a vital role in obtaining maximum

. performance from a player and/or team. In fact: many coaches state that "the winning-
edge'. is determined by the psychology employed in preparing the athlete and teatrkfor

4. peak performantvs in crucial contests. Techniques. strategy. offenses, defenses and
similar %ariables are conducted on an equal basis IV' most coaches but the Mental
preparation and -see" tot peak Won is the most inconsistent but vital variable.

his conterencc partially fulfilled the coaches' needs. However, additional conferences
of this nature are peedial. They should he sponsored on a regionallevel so they can be
mailable to large grobps of:interested people at minimal cost in dollars and time.

It is hoped that these proceedings will be of value to the practicing coach and teacher
i01 spirts psychology. 9 .

Walter C. Scinsank
Editor
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The Self-Concept of
the Winner; What If the
Dream qrnes True?

-

Eugene L. Gaier
State University ni New }fork at &Otto

011
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to the extraordinary 'spectacular called the world a sports. watched with a mixture of
fascination. awe and voyeuristic and macabre contempt, it may be overlooked that those
who prepare the players grapple with matters of little. concern to the spectators. They
often try to uphold a standard of public performance namely winning that has been
erted by *hate Oractice in the name of survival. recruitment. shaving pdthts and other
unsavory but commonly denied practices.

Coaches agonize about the morals of their kusiniss-oriented, individualistic school
hbards in which pushing. shoving. conniving. image making, and huckstering have
brought undeniable success to athletes as well as themselVes. But public pokey in spans
events that bear heavy responsibilities for tlieirestiny and the public is another matter.
Athletic efficiency and crew -cut precision ih carrying out objectives cannot be confused
with the straitegie integrity that sees the public interest as a whole, the planning that
makes winning-greater than the sum of the parts:even gieaterhhanloyalty to ideals or to ,
sacred pstitutions. Of late. the athletic world has had partiettlir trouble with these
distinctions when so tich.tAs changed so swiftly. The shift to play for the sport or how
one playa -the game has c.)incided with .technological change which exalts information
and builds data hark, c ; athletes (7) with devices that invade privacy. give instantaneous
dossiers. and whft. concern about questionable practices seems to evoke a shrug.
accompanied by the advice, -Shut up and slide!"

MI this has coincided with the use of men for whom the wort:ethic has ceased to meah
either work or ethics) Thus. the worshipping of winning comes from manipulating men
and money. Of courso. we assume that this must be an honest game. To "throw a game"
'destroys the inner moral purpose which makes it worthwhile. But it is failure that touches
the most sacrosanct myths and endangers them at a point of the greatest vulnetability.
Thus. to win is all gouging the groin of the opponent and*seizing the jugular (never to
he seen. even when used and encouraged).

We st-e the athlete as a splendid epitomization o man. deemphasizing what he is as
an indi:idual. We feel as trough we ourselves pers&ially had achieved sinnething. Weiss

. points out that by representing us. the athlete makes us vicariously become completd
men (13). We cannot help being.pleased by what such a representative man achieves. The
excellence that the athlete wants to attain is a superiority greater than that attained
before. What he once achieved and what he might now achieve is an excellence relative to
some particular period of time and circumstances. Later. or elsewhere. a superior state or
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performance will perhaps he produced. thereby making clear that man's final limits had
not been reached before. One looks forward ao thit as long as men compete with one
another. .

William James recognized America's "exclusive worship of the hitch-nddess-success.
That with the squalid interpretatiem put on the word success -- is your national
disease." For many athletes. the Horatio Alger boy is the ltey to the meaning of the
success m h..Alone. unaided. the ragged boy is plucked into the maelstrom of city life.
But by hi. own prowess and luck. he capitalizes on ode of the myriad opportunities
avail tt him and rises to the top of the economic heap. Recast into. the present

/ athtet c scene, this belief is in the potential greatnesl,of the athlete. the equation of the
pursuit of mOney with the pursuit or happiness and of athletic success with spiritual
grace. Simply to mentioti these concepts is to comprehend the brilliance .of Alger's
synthesis and the dream come true for the coach. parents and school.

deiptillis article. two areas concerning the winner will he explored theself-concept
and dynamics of winning and ;.he winner. and the after-effects of winning and implica-
tions for those who prepare thc.persop tolhelieve that winning is all.

WINNING AND THE WINNER

The.oft-repeated cry. "It is not the wi tning. but the taking part. not the conquering.
but the playing fair.* is enough to bring bears -to the eyes of the most naive coach exiled to
a fourth-rate school. While this may be Mouthed for the press and boy scout pow -Maws.
athletes are trained to win. As Paul Weiv asserts:

If a player would win. he should try to win. should strive to win, 'should want to win.
To obtain maximum results in a game. he must give himselfto it. He can then some-
times come close to getting what he desires. Aad this he will do if he is a'true athlete.

113:17b)
Romantics may tell us that the ancients 'were content merely to participate in the

game. Not so. writes Erich Segal: a.
The single aim in all Greek athletics was to wkiri. There were no awards for second
place: in factOosing vv s considered a disgrace .1: The ancient Olympic victor may
have won merely a si le wreath. but when he returned tobis home town. gifts were
lavished upon him, and he usually received an. income for life. (12:606)' .
When the athlete engagestina sport. he may attribute the, outcome of his participation

to one or more causal forces. There exiits the tendency to aseihe responsibility to
personal forces (e.g.. ability andleffort) or to impersonal forces over which he has little
control te.g.. situation and luck) (I). But attribution of responsibility has been shown to
be related to the nature of the outcome. the discrepancy between expected and actual
outcome and to personality vAriables such W. self-esteem and the need for achievement
and approval 0).

Even the coach comes in for censure I). For example. Joh; Dobroth. seven-foot high
jumper Old law student at UCLA. limented that: . e

... coaches are so sure winning is important and that they know how to go about
winnittg that at% means used to improve peritTmanee is justified. Thus. they
manipulate the man without regard for what is really healthy for the individual
make-up oftthat person. They may not, and I've seen it. talk to that athlete for days
at a time. 'They must tequest that a boy compete or train while injured. They may re
fleet on his masculinity. All to get him to perfa'rmion a higher level. Ldon't accuse

Attest men of overt cruelty. They simply do not see that improving at track is not

to) 1
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worth the athlete's psychological or Physical well-being. If a "soft" or insecure boy iseintimidated by a strong-willed suntartned, butt own) coach. he will feel guilty for
not corning upio this strong figuesi conception f an atfiete and man.
The winner. by just being. appears to be a very vulnerable creature'. And once thechatiacter as. a winner becomes in any way tangible, every winner is saddled with the..

obligation to compare his own featnres to those of the ideal in his sport, To define what is'the winner, rather than ,to take i on faith. sets up the machinery of individualism; for
every Athlete enters intsi the cote srative process in order to be rewarded by feeling and
being treated as a special person with reverence. For even after winning. the athleteeither on his own or pushed by his'adoring pqblic seems forever to be seeking to find
some manner or )icing in v. "ch the can feel authentic. worthy of being respected,
dignified. The athlete's goal . only to possess. to win, to wield power) also involves
material things aids to, creatqlg an inner self' which is complex. variegated, not easily
fathomed by others because only with such psychological 'armor ealt a person hope to
establish some freedorii with.in the terms of class of winners. Thus, when questioned as towhy they were endorsing brtaitt Koductss a rewarding sideline for hero athletes, an
article in The New York Times (April I. 1973) nqted that athletes' reasons for being lured
by Madison Avenue's siren song were:'

First. of course is money ... . and since an athlete's career is generally a short bne.
. often hinging Zm the condition of his-her knees or Achilles heel,-it is one occupation

,where the "get-it-while-you-can attitude about money often prevails ... then there
is the prestige factor . . . . -

But even Mit is not enough. The article continues: '
A spokesman for Brut eitplained simply: "By using ms's like this that are real

e-men. you make the average guy feet he can use something like a men's cologne
without fettling self-consciots abouikit."

Not every athlete, of course s eligible. for commercial endorsements. "You have
to be adrperstar," said a man closely involved with comMercials. "and you can't
have any moral or family problems. This eliminates guys like Fritz Peterson and
Mike ISekich (New York Yankees who swapped wives) and Lance Rentzel (a Los
Angeles Ram who has been arrested both for exhibitionism and possession ofmarijuana)."
As this wrier has indicated in earlier papers concerning athletic success b. 4). one

must assess risk-taking tendencies based on the individual's need to achieve as well as to
test limits. More important. it may he that success in athletes who produce flew forms of
behavior may he rooted in the person's ability to make himself into a culture hero able to
attract fans and to provide daijy drama both with his past struggles and his currenttriumphs. His productivity. as underscored with winning. may then reflect a combinationof successful Yeats an the playing field, coupled with a. flair of charisma that attracts

.folkavers and worshippers. TheAubvquent mystique may be the product created afterthe winning rather than the actual physical feat itself. In fa& the production of novel
or risque or statistically infrequent responses commonly associated with winning may noteven' he in'the playing asOc'ts of a sport as in the production of a sense of drama or
extravaganza or even burlesque. By so doing. the winner may even pander to the most.
unworthy impulses of his fans.

By contrast. there may also be the over-evaluation of the winner, who.. perceiving
improvement'through practice and denial of impulie satisfaztion as meaningless and
without challenge. is at a loss when he must attempt a performance without. the
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knowledge of basic skills which he may have deliberate) avoided learning. Ironically. the
winner may become the. ery agent responsible tr his losses.

Ail athlete once was, and can still be, treated as a sacred being who embodies
sothething of the divine in him. He is credited with the dignity of embodying a. supreme
value. While functioning as a single. organic being, self-onlinued and wellgeared

d the future. "he is seen. through the help of a ceremony Olympics). to he
.i.adjeetival to a more remote reality. The athlete and those who attend him are content to

accept the tact that he is an unusual man, exhibiting and achieving what most men do
-.Me (13:153).

a

* Factors In SucCess

What contributes to winning? Luck, taking advanta'ge of opportunities that ono
perceives. making this most of individual potentialities? Whatever. success must he won.
It is not automat;c or a. gift in athletics: it encompasses trainif.e;. guidance and knowing

-how to maximize one's abilities, plus having the motivation to employ one's abilities and
wil'ingness to postpone immediate satisfactions and pleasures fr the sake of larger.
more distant There must also be a flexibility and willingness to adjust to new roles
and activities when they contribute to winning. The athlete must have opportunities to
learn how to use his capacities and to assess hjvtrengths and weaknesses and he willing
tp adjust realistically his levels of aspiration (t4).-.3

AFTEREFFECTS OF WINNING -
,

8

In sports. success in one area often becomes the stepping stoic to success elsewhere
(that is. there is the transfer of learning or of success). In fact. this is too frequently the
first realization when the dream comes true. But the effects of success are tickle. as any
coach knows and one must learn to deal with them. While winning typically leads to the
need to taste more and greater success. frequently one finds the reverse. For the athlete
may want to aspire to greater records: but he might also want to play it sate. It' he it
contident of repeating past successes, he is likely to raise his level of aspiration in the
hope oq winning greater approval, status. iirestiw or more space in atitial% of sports
records. It he is not confident that he can succeed at a higher level, he is mort\likely to
hold his level of aspiration constant or even lower it it) ensure continued success.

If one could predict the after-effects of winning as simply an 'Other /or condition. the
life of the coach would be tattle. But the development of success and the taste of victory
often are in conflict. Repeated success tends to increase self-confidence and came% the
individual to expect to s whatever he undertakes. Now. and Lust deal with the
generalized especial' n of success. In high school, with the prestige (9) associated with
athletic success tr vs, (as well as its over-evaluation in the greater societyF. the high
school athlete may not be equipped to deal with this narcissistic over-evaluation that is
buttressed by money/girls and various forms of hero worship. Of course. winning may
increase the athlete's motivation. Atter reaching the level of aspiration he has set fOr
himself, the athlete may derive enough satisfaction from his success and prestige to be
willing to put forth even greater iiffort in the hope of further successes'.

Only the most atypical athlete would not want to publicize his success. He wants others
to know of his success to increase his prestige and status in their e:es. This can vary from
overt boasting that has been the basis of ma . best sellers of jocktyties who have nia.re
the bign mime to the more sophisticated, off

r
- nd manner affected by late-shOw talk types.
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In the film Privilege. a story is told of a rock superstar with a very special gimmick.
hilly as it may sound. during his performance. symbolic members of the establishment
appear. whip him. and kick hilt about on the stage. These deeds automatically make
him the living equation of any niism;derstood. trodden-down young person..V. orshippad
fanatically by his tans. this hero of pop culture is eventually- able to wield control over
both timid, and state. Rock superstars and athletes have a certain ,kind of power
billowing their triumphs. They are often treated like gods: their fans react to their
utterances as if they werpapal epistles. At the risk of hyperbole. one might suggest that
the relationship of the hero superstar or superathlete is inevitablyeascistic. And
this attitude merely exaggerates this relationship to illuminate the power a mass-cult
figure es entually might command.

flow much satisfaction the athlete experiences following his winning depends on three
major factors: a) the value attached to the activity; b) the prestige associated with the
activity in whichshe participates (for example. in athletics, more prestige is associated
with finitball and baseball than with minor sports such as track or tennis); and c) the
attitude of significant people towards his successes. Parents are prouder. of sons who
obtain varsity sweaters than Pht-Beta Kappa keys. And these attitudes reinforce athletic
values and color lite styles and attitudes. Thus: the athlete who experiences frequent *.
success tends to develop a generalized expectation for future success ill other areas.

But in the athletic world boyi are called upon to make sacrifices for greater rewards
later. hos, training tieing treated as a child with dietary restrictions. sexual denial. even
bed checks tOr adult males often necessitate postponing many pleasures that the athlete
might enjoy during these years. Parents may exert pressure for the boy to achieve. 'often
encouraging him to aspire to unrealistic goals. The literature is replete with stories of
aspirations in sports, that are completely out of line with the athletes' capacities. These
aspirations have been shown to be related to intellectual level. For example. the bright

Hostswilt not aspire to he a football islayer for 'example,. if he,has little interest in
lions and little capacity for football even thmigh he recognizes the prestige and glamour
associated with a football hero. But the less bright adolescent will want tope a football
herobecauseit is glamorous. not because he`especially likes football or has the ability to
play well enough to he outstanding. This reasoning is in keeping with the notion that
those with low self-esteem (high measures of social inadequacy, inhibition of aggression
and depressive tendencies) are moil" likely to be inflbenced by persuasive
communications that those with high self-esteem. In addition, those with a low self-esteem
and a tear of failure also experienceored action of their own socialyalue. To aim to w ir' in
a sport with prestige has more than a little redeeming valu, in their search for social
support.

Dreams of a Sleepless:Night

But even winning has its toll. Often. with winning there results a conflict between the
libidinal desires of a person and his' ego. tits expression of his instinct of
self - preservation, which also contains his ideals. In 191S, Freud pointed up the surpt ising
and often bewildering situation that people occasionally fall ill precisely because a
deeply-rooted and long- cherished wish has V..%come fulfilled. It seems as though the
winner cannot endure his bliss of the causative vinnection between this fulfillment said
the tatting ill. In his essay. "Those Wrecked by Success.;' Freud observed that ".. %It is
forces Ofconscience which forbid the person to grin the long-Ifopea-for enjoyment from
the fortunate change in reality. It is a caticult lass. howevet. to discover the essence and

14
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origiii W.' the censuring and pupi§hing 'tendencies, which so often surprise us bytheir
presence 'where we do nut expect to rind them" (2). St. Theresa's observation is more
pithy "More tears are shed over answered prayers rather than-unanswered Ones."

Dissatisfaction even after the game is won may bi expprienced when the
performance falls below the level of asPiratiiiii. Seri ifone reaches his level of aspiration.
he may he disappointed when he believes that he set his goad hit) tow or selected the
wrong goal. There are also the dissatisfied winners those whii Jelieve that tlbstacles
placed by others blocked their paths to the true.success they fi. illy believed they were
capable of mahifesting. Prospero. in The Tempest. sighs,

This swift business
I must uneasy make. lest too light winning
Make the prize light..

Frequently. we ma, find severe 'phobic reactions to winning _as posited by Mae
Rudolph in a recent issue of New York magazine. For her.

. . . Success phobia is a sudden, profound revulsion against success itself, an initer
shudder on achieving one's lifetime goals. It comes without warning, to those who
never knew the facility of their ambition, never dinibted that theywould succeed: the .
true success ophobe strives constantly for-perfection in his .headlong flight to
disaster; small successes don't count.
The athlete with a favorable self-concept tends. to set goals high in relation to past

performances. When he fails, however. he avoids the intropunitive explanation which
athletes with low self-concepts employ. Obviously, success and .failure can be judged
either objective or subjectively depending on the person's frame of reference. If the.

4ndividual comes up to the expectation that the coach has for him, he will be judged a
success even if he surpatses expectation. He is now called a real success. Yet, he may not
be sate :tied with his performance. He may even regard himself a faildre in that he has
fallen short of his own expectations. His achievement may not have measured up to the
level of aspiration he had set for himself, But because immediate, goals are likely to be
more realistic than remote goils, the chalices of failure ora subjective type are greater for
remote goals than for immediate goals. At

Winning and/or success can be viewed as a favorable termination of a venture or
contest. To the mature person. success may simply mean working tip to one's ofnimal
capacity or realizing differing kinds of potentials. But a problem uniqup to the winning
athlete is to think of success mainly in terms of what his high value means in his culture
(money. possessions). These rewards serve as visible and valued status symbols and .

prestige that may accompany certain educational and occupational status., And though
the meaning of success varies to some extent. every athlete comes to realize" quickly
03. /OW what is highly valued in the group with which tie is identified.This. in turn, then
influences his interpretation of success.

. - Movie Director Bernardo Bertolucci of Last Tango in Paris fame says of himself: '1
am a living example of how success brings a sense of guilt. My superego is spending all of
its time passing judgment on me. My superego is very authoritarian and repressive." The
athlete asks. "Do I really dare? MO deserve it? How 'tan they really think I am that'
good?" Can the athlete deal with the imminentattainment of his desire? One might
speculate that it might-he more realistic to downgrade ambition and settle for a situation
of less achievement but also less danger and more certainty of psychologiraliurvival.
Consequently. one may suffer considerable conflict between deeper ideas of what

15
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constitutes success in life and the pressures exerted by society's current definition cd
success.

"Lite is not so simple. You have gut to make the dream happen:* says John Amos, the
black coach in The Worlds Greatest Athlete. in a serious moment 4ring a series of
concocted competitions in which he is the loser. Well. the dream dues happen in this
farce.

In a letter of the New York Times (February 1973). Pauli Weisi wrote:
. Success challe-nges one's future: it invites envy; it makes one seek external con-
firmations again and, again . . ;To make no effort is to letive the outc4ne to others
or to circumstance: to try is to discoter one's limits and therefore who one is.

4 . Uinningtpigitity and/or Authenticity
.: .

_... To ettUCt come cjosing of the 'gap between winning and the ability to deal with the
consequences as well as experience1the authenticity of the experience. one would suggest.
.abandonitig not only ahost of educational inhibitions but also certain social inhibitions.'
We must not pretend that society is unaware of the price of winning. But the paliticaland

*-

alumni segments of society must collaborate in the process leading to change. We must
.rnot.pretend that the social gains and social mobility derived stein merely from outside or

. pressures on 'the athlete. The result, of course. is a vision that is posed. patient.
and studied a portrait that, would result in input from the total culture that is
concerned with the mental. health and post-winning adjustment and 'dignity of the
winner. Can this he effected? The duty to preserve sports and winning is not absolute.-

, but relative. When one t!onsiders thAtrain, pain and discomfort accompanying winning
s and them-inner. is the-cost of the procedure not extraordinary? One shudders when one

considers the numbers of adult men in the coaching world whose year-to-year existence is
literally in Ne hands of 16- and 17,year-old boys running across a,muddy one can
but question the underninnings of the entire profesiion.

.

There is neither a right to win nor a right to lose. Neither of these rights comes from
legislitfon. public enactments. prizes. school hoards -- no .-matter how wise and
enthusiastic or circumspect they may be. They can never guarantee the joy that might be
associated with winning nor rob the athlete of the joy of merely trying without the outside
kudos-. What one asks is 'to tie able to play with dignity. which, after all,. is not very
different from the right toliverith authenticity.

Is it not winning what we have all been taught that life is about? Is it not the end-all of
business. sports. politics, even university life to ha Ntlmber One? This`basic pt'emise and
philosophy dominate American life even the President so -zellously embraces this
philosophy that his publicly-endorsed heroes were pro-football coaches who are the most
visible and blatant embodiments of it. But competition and winning arc really poor
models to guide behavior in areas like friendship. family and puhlic life. The late Adlai
Stevenson understood this well when he wrote, "Better to lose and educate. than to win
and obfuscatc."
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Personality and
Athletic Achievement
Frank Ryan
President. Ryan Films. Inc.
West Haven. Connecticut

In efforts to improve our knowledge of sports psychology we are inevitably deeply
involved with personality that of the athlete add of the coach. From my many years of 4
coaching and work in psychology I am fully persuaded that personality plays a highly
significant role in athletic performance and achievement. The correlation is great. but it
may be a complicated one. We can usually specify performance levels in sports. especially
those such as track and swimming, which lend themselves to quantitative measurement.

On the psychological side we'have infinitely more difficulty. Within the formal dis-
ciplines concerned with human behavior there is a great variety of theoretical systemt of
personality. often very different. They may be in conflict or simply place emphasis on
different data. 1;liany case, ifwe try to correlate athletic performance with personality, we
are severely limbed both by the reality or galidity of the theoretical viewpoints and the
reliabilities (and validities) of the various measurement systems that have been
develdped. Even ielose relationship between athletic achievement and personality could
be completely obscured by poor personality theories and tests.
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I would like to discuss the general notion of.applying formal psychological theory and
findings to sports. Two considerations are important for our general orientation and a
realistic look at what can be done. First, we will take a close look at what psychology can
really offer the coach. Second, we will look at the motivations and expectations of the
coach. Here. we have to oversimplify a,blt because there are variations. Nevertheless,

. there do seem to be general trends or cores. These two considerations are. of course,
intermingled.

The traditional training of the coach, and particularly his continuous training, is
concerned with improving his mastery of athletic techniques. He \"eads journals on
techniques and attends various coaching clinics: He listens to famous coaches and other
experts lecturi and then usually participates in question-answer sessions. There is still
great fondness for and faith in clinics, and ft coach will attend many of them during his
career.

More and more the coach is trying to supplement his professional background by
reaching out to various sciences. Physiology, for example. has influenced training
methods. Interval training. now essential to good perfdrmance in running and swimming.
emerged *oil physiological research. Coiches have been highly conscious of physics in
examining and changing athletic techniques.

PSYCHOLOGY AND THE COACH

Now the interest seems to be moving toward psychology. There would appear to be a
feeling that our knowledge of athletic skills and techniques has resehed a saturation
point, or at least one of diminishing returns. There is a growing belief that nearly all
coaches are about to be equal from the standpoint of technical knowledge. Therefore,
future CompetitiOn. it is thought, will b}e on a psychological basis. In brief. since nearly
everything else will be even, the winning coaches will,be thoseAho know and can apply
psychology. Such a millenium hat not arrived and probably will not, Yet, the basic idea
isn't entirely bid. Coaches deal with human behavior, and the more they know about
psychology. the better.

. The application of any science cannot be stronger than its theoretical structure; such a
limitation, of course, applies to psychology. Compared to other sciences, however, the
limitation appears severe. Consider the enormous effects on our lives prpduced by the
application of physics and chemistiy. The effects are so powerful and obvious that we
hardly need mention them, but, of course, you quickly think of the atomic age. the radio
and television, the automobile. the jet plane. It would be difficult to think ofi, a
comparable list of effects produced by the application of psychology.

Mankind has always tried to study mankind. "Much of the observation has been
expressed in literary efforts. and still is. In formal psychology the basic attempt has been
to: make use of methodologies that have been successful in other sciences. The myths of
such attempts, it seems to me. have been generally frustrating and boring. Some
psychologists may be unable to art''' or even recognize their own frustrations. Many
have left the fold of psychology \without even knowing it, having become experts in
statistics. animals, vision, etc. I use the word "boring" because of the great number of
psychology journals which have bored us with thousands of sterile academic exercises.

All this is far from saying that psychology is not a good pursuit. It surely is. It just
seems that when man studies man there are great difficulties. Exciting insights about
mankind have emerged. but for the most part they have come from efforts that may be
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termed clinical rather than scientific. Neither the coach nor the athlete should have
expectatilins about what psychology magically cast contribute to them. For a time the
contributions may seem quite modest. There will Nth revelations..

. NTIlere are practically no amateur physicists or chemists, but there are millions of
amateur psychologists. The ability to function. andperhaps even to survive, depends unlit
a certain amount of ability to understand and predict human behavior. Some people
seem to get very good at it. at least in a special fielfl. The used car salesman seems to

4. know his potential customers. The con manor the cafnival appears to read the people he
can take advantage of. It would be very difficult tier the psychologist to advise these

4 people. So it is with the athletie'coach. He deals with athletes every day and is not naive
about their behavior. In fact. many coaches ar.: rather shrewd about sizing up
personality. The contribution to the coach. in order to be useful, has to be above and
bes\id wh. he is already able to do on his own.

EXPECTA ONS OF THE COACH .
I

lust as coaches ti!:'sry in personality so they vary in their expectations from psychology.
At Te extreme are those who seek and expect nothing. AS we move along the scale. there
arc coaches who feel that psychological help,should he forthcoming only when the athlete
is "mkt." Next. there are coaches who are hopeful and optimistic that psychology can
otter tiakings that willimprove coaching methods. It would he nice to think that they are
the majority. At the end of the scale there are the coaches who expect miraetes from
psychology. Maybe they really don't. *uch an unrealistic expectation could represent a
tomiiiiy toward any interference b ins -hology.

--. What topics concern coaches the most? At Yak, I conducted a series of weekly 0seminars at which coachei, met with speciialists in human behavior including
pss:Jhologists, psychiatrists and sociologists. The most oft-recurring topics. though not in
this order. were apt i tude. motivation. !catnips acand hieve*bh,

C.

1.

Aptitude

The coach wouYet like. to find talent, to discover the youngsters who are likely to do well.
Th'e problem of askessink aptitude filithletics is somewhat similar to that in other areas
t baits ior. Academic aptitude. which has been the subject of more than a half century
of rescarch.'supplies,a Useful. parallel. }liners original :efforts to assess intelligence in
younpters led to a proliferation of so- called intelligence tests. In some ways. especially
with reference to theoretical research. the mtwement has been unfortunate. Tile typical
lest produces a shore that is really a conglomerate. Items have been added or withdrassu
on an empirical basis. The tests do have practical value in that they correlate with the
ability to carry out various functions, principally schoolwork.

Accompanying the development of the intelligence tests have been efforts.tp specify the
nature of intelligence. Accomplishment here has'been modest. The conclusion seems to
he that intelligence is made up of a general factor (CD along with specific factors (s's). The
same situation may 411 he true of aptitude for sports. Observation suggests that there is
such a thing as general athletic aptitude. but specific aptitudes are important. There

.1 liar been great all round athletek. but there are also many instances of outstanding
athletes in one sport failing in anothtTr.

In athletics we have king talked about the "components" of aptitude: Favorite words
have been "coordination." "balance." "strength" and "sexed." The meanings of these
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words are still a hit hazy. Aft athlaite clan slow coordination in one activity and not in
another. He can caihibit balance in one event and fall down in another. strength seems to
be a fairly clear factor, but even weight lifting requires good technique. Speed appears30tk
be'a component susceptible to precise measurement. But even here there are difficulties
in the way of finding a pure Measure since technique and training play important roles.
As you know. professional football coaches place great emphasis on a candidate's time
for a 40-yard sprint. t

.

A good battery of athletic ap4tude tests could prude useful in unearthing unsuspected
talent. .tore intensive efforts in this area probably merit attention. And yet. as a
practical matter, it is useful to look again to the field of academic aptitude, where
intensive and massive work has been carried out. Consider the college admissions people.
the ogres who guard the gates. Their basic goals are, of course. to select candidates who
can best do the academic work; Despite the enormous aptitude test movement. the best
single predictor remains the secondary schoOl record. It really amounts to it' you've
done it before you're likely to do it again.

In dealing with the matter of prediction of athletic.suceess..wevan consider any sport.
The quantitatile ones such as track and swimming aftOrd the easiest predictions.. but
let's take gootball. The high'school coach has the least to go by and often tails to select or
encourage talented youngsters. who then drift into other sports or away from all sports.
'the college coach recruits on the basis of high school playing recotds. An all-stater is a
good bet to do well in college. In turn, the pros select or draft on the basis of record. An
all-American is a good lit.t.hut not a surefire one. In each instance the prediction system
is not a certain one. but it's KC& than a system based on apt tulle measures. ,Past
performance remains the best predictf?r,

_ The system of projecting the past Into the tioure predicts well. but why doestft it
*diet better? I think largely because the"prohlem boxes" arc not identical. College

_fivotpall is not quite the same as high school football. Nor is professional ti otball quite
.% likit college football. Always there are differences that will make predictions uncertain. In

addition. we are usually dealing with a developing peAmality. Personality changes that
will influence playing performance are hard to measure. It' we are to improve our ability
to predict sports performance. the most promising area is the identification of

'personality factors that correlate with achieverent.

Motivation

I a m going to suggest some clues on motivation that arc indicated by a realistic look at
athletic behavior. I he coach likes to think of.motivation as a quantity. aneach auhlete
possesses a certain amount of it. Of course. he cyan do even greater daniage to tile concept.
of motivation by regarding the area as that the athlete is either
mutilated or he is not.

A quick look at some complications in athletic motivation indicate\ that first, there is
usuSily conflict. To do extremely well in an athletic event, an athlete m y have to give up
another source of satisfaction. It's undertittindable enough that there an he goals that
conflict with athletic achievement. However, what is not so easily' u erstood is hat
-unconscious needs are often Influential. even decisive. An athlete can have a strong need
tO achieve and also a strong need not to achieve. Such a notion may Appetir unrealistic to
the coach. but most of his "problem" athletes probably fall into this category.

Second. the high school or college athlete is a -young treason undergoing the growth
process. Particularly important to him is hi% emotional development. His aggression.
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which may base been largely physical in its earlier outlet. ma! shift in other areas of
aehitvement. His early need to knock down somebody or defeat an opponent physically

:`447; Mat shift to another form ofr achievement.
The third pOint is related to the second. Assam. as I think we can. tharthe ioriginjYl

emotional base Or achievement has been weakened. Will the athlete drop out? Not
necessarily'and very likely not right ;mays Because he has become so highly skilled. that
great 'athletic performer has developed an ego retource that he may or may not be able to
use for personal gain. In many cases the gain can be financial. A tonprofessilinal athlete
is well paid, At the college letel, a line perfOrmer can expect a "tree ride" while lookint
ahead to a much greater i,neome. '1 he college player who is in a strictly amateur situation
has a different motivation. Whether or not he persists will depend on nonmnetary sat is-
"actions. If I had to guess. I Would say it would be mostly a matter of prestige and
recognition.

1 1w topic of motivation 'ihould not be without some mention of peel' influence. We see--T
the,tremendous power of peer influence in every area of behavior, and we e:in he sure thin
the area.of sports motivation is do exception. Teams tend to be mini-societies and exert
great pressure on t heie Members. In additionAbe larger society: of the sehtiol or college
has ist....iatluence. I suggest that an adequate understanding of sports psychology requires
Cxtenshe research in the area of psel influence.

The climate in a hich a young"siZtr enters sport; is important = all kinds- of climate
including geographical. psychological, sociological and historical. We can talk about the
ootkgster'i attract ion to sports in general and specifically. mi .t's vary in the emplvisis

- they put on sports part lc ipatittn and aeliiet ernent. Some nattytns (e.g.. Australia) are
highly sports conscious; others are much lesi, so. But it would certainly seem obvious
enough that the culture in it hiclia youngster grows up will influence his motivation fOr
-sports. As for the matter of which sport. climate of all kinds is vital. if -ot, grow up in the
Sahara its unlikely you will he a tkier or hockey player. If you grow up in the ghetto of a
large American city, you will probably not he a cricketeer or polo player. These examples
are. of coarse, extreme. tint the suggestion is there tOr the athletic coach. TO do well he
has to foster a climate ftivorable to ports in general and tithe sports that he coaches.
Learning 9

1 must mention two feelings of trepidation. It Whets me to put human behavior into
pigeonholes. This process is only a matter of organization and convenience because
'behavior is interdependent: Se5ond.,in this sort of rough survey I cannot do justice to any
.single topic. I `can touch on some of them with the suggestion that exploration might
furtOr our knowledge of sports psychology. I have to he brief, and often. I fear.'1 am
4prvssing my- own prejudices. So it has to he in the vast field of learning. .

-.Psychologists, perhaps unfortunately, have narrt4ed the field of learning to where it is..
a "kpe&alty otirely *sorbing the entire efforts and energies of many professionals. My
bwki feeling is that a narrow approach to learning will he futile and defeating. Perhaps we
wont't advance tra:h until we take account of all' of the discipline concerned with
itchavior modification.

area ill learning has been an attractive one for psychologists over many
gener !ions. This area has evoked an overwhelming literature 'of research reports and
theories: It hard to know what athletic coaches and other educators have gotten out of it
all. Nevertheless, the coach still seems to hate. hope. He knows that efficient and .
impFovel teaching and learping are critical to his task. He may have a skeptical eye
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about what the. academicians may contribute. but he It still interested in any findings
. .that ea o help hint teach.

Most of Atom-mid...1. thinlagree that the two figures who have most influenced out
views on learning have bees Pavlov and ,Skinner. Both have had and still do have
enormous impacts with their differing views!on conditioning. Pavlov's findings were
hailed as a solid has for a scientificapproach to behavior. Mysticism was to be rtuneved.
We would now know about !varying. Pavlovian,views still have many adherents, but for
joy pint I found this type of cofiditioning hard to establish in the laboratory and very
quickly extinguished. It never struck me as a compelling base on which to Ipild a theory
of learning. As for Skinnerian.conditioning. it really does work in the laboratory!
Animals do learn. within the settings that Skinner devised. Watching the animals
perform is almost a startling experience. As you know from his writings. Skinner
proposes to extend. his findings and views to modify our society. I. for ones do not think
this kind of extrapolation is realistic or. -justified. However. Sinnee$ findings may very
well have same application for the teaching oj athletic skills. in the practical coaching
situation they are difficult to amity.

As you may suspect. I aie rather an admirer of Skinner and his ingenious approach.
However. I feel uneasfabout most experimepts with laboratory animals. To restrict the
nuniblol mathematical variables, conditions are set up to restrict the options of the
animal. Usually, the animal has no chance to reveal anything we might call "insight." I
think such a process interferes with oty ability to,generalize.

Achievement

For most practical purposes. achievement becomes the bottom line. It is all very well
for the athlete to look good in practice, but the showdown comes in thegame or the meet.
In short, the athlete must perform well in competition or there is no real achievement.
Quantitative sports like track and swimntinggive us a good chance to look at the pattern.
Let> take a simple example. Suppose there are two high jumpers on the team. On a
Wdnesday in practice both can jump six feet. Wheh they enter competition on
Saturday. one does 61/: feet and the other does 5% feet. The next week in practice they
achieve the same height only to diverge again in competition. Coaches in the quantitative
spoils 'are highly aware of this. pattern. There have even been instances of an athlete
breaking a world record in practice and then failing to score in a minor meet.

In some sports the pattern is much more difficult to perceive. For example. the football
player who barely misses the tackle or the pats completion looks as if he might make if
next time. He &lest.% . He can send the team down to defeat..

I suggest that the ability to achieve in athletics within the framework of physical ability
depends on personality factors. Both thepattern of the ability to compete in athletics and
ihe associated personality structure are stable factors. Thus, a promising area for
exploration is indicated.
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Sport and Aggreassion

E Dean Ryan
University of CalitOrnia
Davis

Starts Psychology

What is sports psychology? 1)rst. psyChology is frequently defined as the scientific
study of human behavior. Within the broad field of psychology there are subtlelds or

. divisions, such as learning. perception. motivation or social psychology. Social. tpsychology. for example, has the same definition as psychology. i.e.. the scientific study
of !Ionian behavior, but one thing is added. The new definition becomes the scientific
study of human behavior as influenced by the presence. behavior and produce of other
human beings.. The same is true with other diviskins of psychology. If the psychologist is
a learning psychologist he studies human behavior as influenced, by past practice and
reinforcement history. If he is interested in motivation he studies behavior as it is
modified by prior deprivations or arousals,.

At least one psychologist. R.B. Zajonc. has pointed out that psychdlogists would beaa
classified in d!firient fields. not because they'arc studying different behavior but because
they are studying different antecedents of that particular behavtor (21). For example, a
number of different psychologists might be interested in studying aggression. The
learning psychologist might be studying how aggression is learned. The comparative
psychologist would he studying aggression in different species of animals, and thi social
psychologist would be looking at aggression as influenced by certain social factors. Ifwe
adopt this approach to defining our area we would expect sports psychology to be defined
as: the icientific study of human behavior as influenced by participation in or
bservatlon of sporting activities.

Thus my topic. sport and aggression. should be the study of aggression as influenced
by observation of or participation in sporting events. Wi.ite this seems like a reasonablejdefinition land describes reasonably wel the work of the European sports psychologist).
the people unsalted in what we call spa s psychology in the United States have typically
adopted a" much broader de nitiott. The breadth of the ,fieal can be determined by
'examining the table of can nts of some of the texts on sports psychology. A typical
example is Contemporary Rea inks in Sports-Psychology by William Morgan (I D. Some
of the chapter headings are "Engineering Psychology.' "Measurement'' "Motivation."
"Motitr Learning." "Perception:" "Personality Dynamics" and "Social Psychology."

Thus. what passes for sports psychology in the United States is not truly sports
. psychology at aft but .psychology applied to sports. Typically. sports*sychology in the
; United States includes motor learning. motor development and social psychology. Sports
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psychology as I defined it simply does not sexist in the United States. There Etre some
. notable esceptions NM in general. attempts to study psychology of sport have been

limited and most studies rather poorly done. This is probably because of the difficulty incontrolling the many variables that are 'acting and interacting to produce the observed
behavior. I suspect that as we become more skilled in the use of unobtrusive measures
and more closer in the design of field experiments. such as Sherit's classic "Robber's
Cave F.xperiment" 05). we will begin to develop a true psychology of sport. .

I must confess to yiui now that my suniect. "Sport and Aggression." will have to beconsidered psychology as it applies to sport rather than the psychology of sport. Whilethere are only a handful of studies actually investigating the influence of sport onaggressive behavior. there is a considerable body of research in related areas that seems
to suggest ptasibie implications and relationships between sport and aggression.

Psychology to Sports

14 do% want to suggest that studying psychology as it is applied to sports is an
inappropriate activity. Indeed. ',think it can be very meaningfial;. For example. severalyears 'ago I was doing a paper on attgude change when a television progrant featuring"Bear" Orr.or came on. was impresfed by the fact that "Bear" Bryant. in dealings with
his athletes. has applied almost,all of the principles of attitude changes I was to discuss in
my paper. I am reasonabl$, sure he hadn't scoured the literature to find out what 'these
principle.. were. I assume "Bear" Bryant is a very bright fellow who has been coaching
for a number of years .and has been able to pick up these psychological principles thatapply to sport

There are three ways a coach can develop successful coaching principles. Fil.st, you can
say. "I'llwatch Bear Bryant and do exactly as he does and says." As you might suspect.however. there are a few problems involved with this approach. Drew up in Oklahoma
and I remember when Bud Wilkinson was the idol of all young coaches. They walked likeBud, talked like him and patted kids on the hack as he did. Probably. hOwever, they
weren't picking up the critical things that really made Bud Wilkinson successful. Asecond approach is to spend 25 to 30 tears determining what these principles ofsuccessful coaching arc but some of you may not want to gait that tong. The third
approach. and the one I would advocate, is to study psychology, then attempt to apply it
to sports. Thus, you may be able to pick out the critical factors in successful performanceand adapt them to your own style ame personality rather than copy someone else.

AGGRESSIVE REHAXIOR

It is rare to find a single cause for complex social behavior such as aggression. Rather.
we should try to identify those variables or causes which can he shown to increase or
decrease the probability of the behavior in question.I.,will discuss some factors that havebeen shown tr influence aggreislve behivior. It is .hoped that this information may
enable coaches to have more control over the aggressive behavior of both the player.' andspectators.

Concept of Reducing Aggression Through Sport.
First. in dealing with the relationship between sport and aggression there appears to be

a clear contidiction between what is commonly believed and what actually happens.
'Physical activity in general and competitive sports in particular have long been
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encouraged because of the supposed cathartic effect of these activities on aggressive
-behavior. Stokes. an English psychiatrist, stated "A very valuable feature. all will agree.
is the catharsis of modern games." and later in the same article. "ft is obvious that
considerable aggression is used in hitting. kicking and flinging the ball.,Indeed. here lies
the principal opportunity for the catharsis of aggression". 1161. Another English
psychiatrist, Anthony Store, in his book Human Aggression. wrote, "It is obvious that the
encouragement of competition in all possible fields is likely to diminish the kind of
hostility which leads to war rather than to increase it . rivalry between nations in sport
can do nothing but good and it should be possible to encourage competition in other
ads also" (17).

Coaches, administrators and parents have frequently advocated physical activity in
sport because it ataxy% kids to blow off steam and thus reduce the probability of
aggressive behavior. In spite of this. everyday observation clearly indicates that this isn't
always the case. Fights on the field or court. violence atm' destruction by spectators after
witnrssingithletk contests and extensive property damage have occurred so frequently
that on occasions it has been necessary to eliminate competitive sports completely.

As for Stores claim that competition will diminish ituernational tension. we have only
to look at thedisaster of the last Olympic Games in Germany. Theie are several other
examples. In 1969. a war between El Salvador and Honduras was apparently precipitated
by a soccer match between the two countries. Again in 1969. when the Czech hockey
team defeated the Russians for the World's Championship some of the Czech people
rioted against the Russians stationed in their country thus bringing about increased
international tension.

Paradoxically. then. activities-lhat have been advocated because of their ability to
o

reduce aggression seem at least on some occasions to elicit or stimulate aggression.

Definiihm of Aggression

Before proceeding. we should define aggression. Much of the conflict surrounding the
area of aggression stems from the lack of a common definition. For the purpose of this
paper, and tir most psycholOgists doing research in the area. aggression is behavior with
a goal to injure someone. I don't think it is necessary to go into some of the arguments
involved with this definition but I would 'ike to make two points. First. the behavibr is
goal-directed. that is. there is an actual intent to cause injury. Second. in 'physical
education or athletics there is a tendency to equate aggressiyeness with motivation. We
talk about an aggressive base runner or an aggressive basketball guard. Now, both the
base runner ,and the basketball player may plan to injure someone to gain an end but just
because they are enthusiastic and :Amorous in their behavior they would not be considered
aggressive by this definition.

woad like to make one more distinction between instrumental aggression and hostile
aggression. Instrumental aggression is behavior primarily Oriented toward attaining a
goal other than doing injury. For example. pilots and bombardiers in the Air Force are
typically performing instrumentalacts of aggression. They are actually killitirpeople.
Their primary goal. however, is winning the war or protecting the world, not injuring;
people. The instrumental act supposedly helps the aggressor reach his goal. Aggression
in athletics is typically instrumental. The coach tells the player to knock the opponent
down dnd run over him. While this sounds rather vicious, it is not intended to hurt the
opponent but rather to win the game or score touchdowns.

While instrumental aggression is important. the focus of this per will be on 'hostile
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aggression or aggression with the primary goal ofinjuring someone. For ccinvenience.I would like to separate'the discussion into two sections: (I) the influence of viewing
ports or games on the aggressive behavior of the spectator and (2) theinfluence of spurts()straws on the development of aggressive behavior :ts the participant.

Influence of Viewing Sports on Aggressive Behavior of Spectators ,
A number of studies.using films of aggressive sports events have consistently sht*n

that after viewing an aggressive event spectators typically behave more aggressively thanthose not viewing the aggfessiveevent. I think one or two studies will be sufficient to givethe flavor of the research.
Walters and Thomas had one group of subjects watch an adolescent knife fight scenefrom the movie Rebel Without a Cause. A control grip watched a film sequence

showing adolescents engaged in art work. After watchin be movies, the group viewing
the knife scene behaved more aggressively than the control group (20).

In an experiment by Hartmann. movies of an adolescent basketball game were used.
One version showed two boys playing basketball while the second version showed a tighterupting between the boys during the game. When given a socially acceptable
opportunity to administer electric shock to another person. those'watchipg the fight
scene indicted more punishment than those who witnessed only the standard basketballmovie (9).

Berkowitz has done a series of studies dealing with viewing aggression in sport. In onestudy he used two movies Champion. starring Kirk Douglas. and a more neutral film.
Typically. he compared two groups. In another study he had- the control group watch asailing rare and in another he had them watch the race between Bannister and Landythat resulted in the first four-myttite mile. While there are a number of factors involved.
the basic results are consistent. Subjects behaved more aggressively after watching thefight scene than after viewing the less aggressive movie (2.3.4).

_ 00ritatioh of actin, athletiC contests has shown the same pattern. Goldstein and
=Arms interviewed sRectators at the 1%9 Army-Navy football game in Philadelphia. They

found a significant increase in feelings of hostility from just before to immediately afterthe game. The results were consistent regardless of which team won ,(8). A similar study
conducted at the Army-Temple gymnastic meet did not exhibit this increase in hostility..

The results from laboratory studies and field studie% are consistent and suggest that. in
general. viewing aggression has a tendency to increase the probability that the spectatorswill act aggressively themselves. I might add thertire no studies showing decreases in
aggression after watching such events.

While the results arc fairly consistent. we know that aggression doesn't'always resultfrom viewing these sports. What. then. are some of the conditions that could account forthe inhibition or elicitation ofaggression?
It is possible that competition. by its very nature, leads to aggression. Competition is.almost by definition. a frustrating event two individuals or groups attempting to reachthe same goal which is available to only one. If the goal is important to the loser he;Would clearly he frustrated. While frustration does not inevitably lead to aggression. the

chances of aggression being displayed are certainly enhanced. Sherif% "Robber's CaveExperiment" brought two groups of young children together in a series of frustrating
competitive athletic contests. In the first series of studies. aggression became so severe
between the two groups that the experiment had to be terminated (15).

Ryan compare4 the aggressive behavior of individuals wholost in a competitive contest
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with these who won. Thew was a significant difference between the two groups. with the
lo;ers expressing an increase -in aggressive behavior while the winners displayed a
signitiCant reduction in aggression (13). This should not be interpreted as a catharsis.
The subjects were punishing or inflicting injury on an individual whom they knew would
not and could not retaliate.'In a more realistic situation where the loser could retaliate
against the winner its probable that a spiral of aggression wpuld,result. At the very,least
competition increases the chances for aggression.

White winning and losing is 'one factsw in determiping how much aggression is
expected, it apparently. isn't a critical factor. In studying 'competition. Epstein and
1 aylor tiundaii.main effects Jim winning or losing. Their conclusion was that frustration
proencd bs defeat led only to disappointment (h). The critical factor seemed to be the
perceived intent of the aggressor. If the aggressive act is judged to be an accident it is
usually forgiven without any indication that. aggressive feelings were aroused. For
example, we have seen cases where the person experiencing an injury actually tries to
comfort the person who injured him. reassuring him that he was not at fault. On the
other hand. should the identical injury be'interpreted as resulting from an aggressive
intent. that is. "that old boy is trying to get me." retaliation in some form or another
normally can he expected.

In a sense: what Berkowit/ has done in his studies of film violence is to manipulate the
subject's perception of his victim. When Kirk Douglas (the individual who is tieing
beaten) is portrayed as a "good guy." even angered subjects typically did not act
aggressively. On the other hand. when Kirk Douglas is portrayed as a "bad guy"
deserving of the beating, the subjects typically acted aggressively toward individuals
associated with Kirk in one form or anther CO. From these studies it would he
hypothewed that in sports it the opponent is perceived as a good guy, little aggression
should result. but it the opponent is perceived as being apt to act unfairly or aggressively,
more aggression should be expected. both from the spectator and the participant. It is
ttetttientt± w taint the coach's ability to control this perception. If the coach or newspaper
consistently Blass up the negative aspeuts of the opponent don't be surprised when
violence erupts.

A studs to I lastort and Cantril_. illustrates how perception of intent-tletermines,
ec hrther aggression may he expected or not. Their study deinonstrates that. a football .

game can he interpreted in ;i number of ways depending on the audience's expectation or
attitude. In viewing a Princeton-Dartmouth footabli game in which there was a great
deal of violence and illegal play. spectators from one of the institutions described the
game as being rough and fair while spectators associated with the other team desiiribed
the game as being rough and dirty. The spectator's preconception of what his team was
like and what the opponent was apt to he like influenced his perception of the outcome.
1 he spectators from one team 'did not see as many illegal moves by their own team as did
the spectators from the opposing ten (10). Incidentally, if you have ever officiated you
can appreciate this point. When an official makes a close call, one coach or group of fans
thinks it is a correct call %hilt the other coach and fans think "they have been had." This
isn't necessarily that either team wants the official to cheat, it is simply that their
perception of the event is distorted and this in turn can influence aggression.

Another important factor may he how excited or aroused the audience or athlete is. A
number of studies have shown that when a person is aroused or excited, and there is some
uncertait7ty A to what is causing this arousal, he will react to what he perceives as the
origin of his arousal. Loud noises such as might be expected at an athletic contest might
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have that arousing effect. Geen and O'Neal had subjects watch the prize tight scene
referred to earlier. Subjects exposed to a louck noise were more aggressive to fellow

' students than subjects who didn't hear the noise (7). As mentioned earlier. however,
whither a person atvs aggressively or not will depend on the interpretation he places on
the arousal.

Berkowitz stoats that it is the combination of arousal and aggressive cues that
increases the probability of open violence (3). A football game or prize tight need not he
thought of as an aggressive event although it obviously would he easy to do so. An athlete
who knocks down another athlete may simply he viewed as more powerful or more
skilled. This interpretation should not.pr9voke aggression. If the _aroused _spectator or
contestant believes;bowever. that the oppon&t was trying to cause injury, then the event

`has aggressive connotations and could result in violence. As Werkowitz has pointed out,
"However broad or subtle our own definition of aggression might be, it is the viewer's
interpretation that really matters; the scene really isn't an aggressive stimulus unless the

' observer thinks of it as aggression. as the deliberate injtiry of others" 04).
Actlially it would appear that much of the frustration-aggression literature can he

applied to sports. For example. .thwartings or frustrations see; as unexpected or
arbitrary are more apt to lead to aggression than thwartings regarded as nonarbitrary or
reasonable. If a team expects to !me and then does lose, one would expect less ahression
from both spectators and participants than if a team expected to win and then lost.
When a player expects to get blocked or hit, this action seems rational or reasonable. In
most cases there would be little frustration involved. If, however, the participant was
illegally. held or hit unexpectedly.from behind, this would he unreasonaNcior arbitrary
and more aggression would fie 'expeeted. liven illegal play should result in little
aggression if the illegal actions are expected. For example. apparently holding is nut
uncommon in professional basketb;.1.-If the player knows he is going to be held, even
though it is illegal, it isn't particularly frustrating. However. if the holding is unexpected,
owl of the participants might end up with a broken jaw. This has. in fact. happened.

I could go on with examples, but these illustrate the point. The evidence. strongly
suggests that the short-term effect of viewing or participating in sport tends to increase
rather than decrease the probability of aggression. While sport has many values, one of
them does not appear to he the reduction of aggression. However, the coach should
understand the factors influencing aggression so he can control situations normally
leading to aggiession, and through his own actions and instructions to the players and
through information teceived by the newspapers, he can alter the perceptions and
expectations of both the athlete and the spectator so aggression is less apt to occur.

Influence of Sports on Aggressive Behavior of Participants
. We have alluded to factors that could temporarily change the behavior bt the
participant. What about the long-term effects off participating in PthIctics? Does
participation make the athlete more aggressive or does it Fnahle him to contrUl his
aggressive feelings more adequately? I know of no studies dealing specifically with snorts
and games but as in the previous area, a number of studies seem relevant. In general.
these studies indicate that physically aggressive responses such as hitting or kicking may
11: learned under nonfrustrating situations. that is, through direct reinforcement during
play, then transferred to interpersonal situations.

Patterson. Littman and Bricker observed a group of nursery schoolchildren over a
period of nine months. They fOund that the nursery school setting was very influential in
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. developing aggressive behavior. The development of the aggression seemed to depend on
three factors:

1. The amount of interaction the child had with his peer. The more active the child
was.the greater the number of attacks agaiitst him and the greater the chance of his being
reinfOrced for his aggressiveness..

2. The frequency with which the child counterattacked. The more frequently he
counterattacked the less frequently hf was attacked.

3. The pnyortion of occasions upon which his Counterattack was successful in
terminating the behavior of the aggressor. '` 7 .

The authors'state that aggression is a high amplitude even that is learned by being
reintOrced. They report that not all children who have had dvanced training in these
assertive behaviors will be aggressive but all children .who are-aggressive will have had
extedsive training ina vatic:), of assertive behaviors (12).

Davitz trained a group of nine-year-old chadten in either"constructive or aggressive
behavior., The constructive treatment consisted of drawing murals. working with others
on completing jigsaw puzzles and so on. cooperative activities wer! encouraged and
praised while all aggressive behavior was discouraged. The aggressive training consisted
of playing three games: "Stomp." "Scalp" and "Cover the Spot." Stomp consisted of two
participants. each with a ping-pong ball. The ping-pang ball was placed at their feet and
the only rules of the game were to smash the opponent's ball and protect your own. Scalp.
also involving two players. each with a band around the upper arm. required the player to
take his opponent's arm band while protecting his own. Finally. Cover the Spot has two
participants and a cross mark on the floor. The game is played for a brief period of time.
The person covering the spot at the end of the time was the winner.

The games were played for 10 minutes and repeated for seven training sessions,
Thnslighout these sessions aggressive behavior was praised and encouraged by the -
expenmenter. Finally. the children were frustrated and placed in a freee'play situation.
The children who had been playing the competitive games behaved more aggressively in
the free play situation than the children trained in- the program emphasizing cooperation
(5). Notice. frustration didn't necessarily lead to aggression which depended upon the .
type of training the child had received. It appears. howevez. that the frustiation did
energise the behavior that was doininant.

A related study by Walters and Brown reinforced children first for hitting a BoBodoll.
then had them participate in the same physical contests used by Davitz. The children
who had been trained to hit the BoBo doll were judged to be more aggressive in the
contact games than those who/had not had the training (19). The Davitz and
Walters-Brown studies both show that aggressive responses learned in one at are
transferred to another apparently unrelated area.

Bandura and Walters suggest that most of the responses used to hurt or injure others
for example. hitting or kicking) are probably learned for protocial purposes and under

nontiustrating conditions (1 Since frustiations generally cause an increased arousal. the
high amplitude responses once acquired may be called out in social interaction for the
purpose of injuring others. Following this reasoning a nd the reasoning of Patterson it
would he predicted that children or young adults wht. have participated in contact nth:
[elks would be more aggressive in social settings. particularly those v4ith prior arousal,
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than children or young adults who had neit participated in contact athletics. Typically theaggressive or high magnitude responses are those tkat have been reinforced in contact
athletics. Therefore, the child who has participated in these athletic activities would beexpected to have a history of positive reinforcement for aggressive responses. Indeed, asWalters says. "A father who trains his son to hit a punch bag hard is thhs providing
training that increases the probability of the child acting aggressively toward other

A contrary point of view is presented by Scat. He argues that sports and games areideal training grounds for the control of aggression. He points out that many sports andgames have the effect of inducing situations which can easily lead to aggression, such aspainful contact or intense competition. The athlete learns that hostile aggression orillegalaCtions are promptly punished. Thus through sports and games the participants
are trained to control their aggressive impulses end to refrain from violence in thesesituations il4t. Scott has no evidence tim this poition but the studies by Davitz cited
earlier demonstrated that while reinforcement for aggressive behavior in play situationsdid lead to inappropriate aggression at a later date, it was quite possible in frustratingsituations to train for behaviors other than aggression.

While I have no evidence other than observation of litany athletes over a period ofyears it is my hypothesis that the athlete..being trained in these high amplituderesponses. or in a sense as a tighter, sees hinfself as being able to control the
environment. He is quite capable of successfully inflicting punish.metft dif he so deshies.Hobbit Smith. for example, could wipe out one entire end of town in an evening if' hechose. He doesn't, however. It may he that experience at controlling aggressive behaviorgained through athletics.keeps him from acting aggressivellyex4t in situations that heconsiders justifiat le.

I have already mentioned that sports and games are frequently advocated because oftheir ability to reduce aggressive behavior. There is little evidence to suistantiate thisposition` It seenis that even a simple exercise such as riding a bicycle may have'anenergizing effect on aggressive behavior rather than the cathartic effect expected.
Zillmann. Katcher and Mili1/4ey reported that 2% minutes of moderate exercise on abicycle ergometer increased the intensity of punishment subjects administered to theirpeers (22)..

Why theli. has the notion of a catharsis through physical activity persisted so long?Sports. games and physical activity may serve to distract the participant from the sourceof frustration or they may simply delay the,expression of aggression. The old lidea of"counting to 10" is an effective deyicel,for reducing the expression of aggressthn. Thelonger the period offirne between tle insult or frustration and the aggressive response,the weaker the expressed aggression. Most athletes, when asked, will indicate they "feelbetter" after activity. Berkowitz has suggested the subjective mood may he important. Ina study by this writer th6v was no indication of a reduction in aggression.' but the14.Sjects who were most'aggressive said they "felt better." Remember, however. eventhough they "Evil better" there was no reduction in their aggressive behavior.In conclusion, let me summarize by saying that The available evidence suggests thatsports and games appear to increase the probability of spectators and participants acting
more aggressively and have little or no effect in reducing aggressive behavior in arousing
situations. However, there has been almost no rosearch dealing specifically with sports
and aggression, and the related research from psychology should simply serve to promptquestions on the part of physical educators.
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Mptivatioh and Arousal
Reuben R. Frost
Springfield College
Springfield. Illussuchuseff.

To understand why athletes behave and perform as thsy do. to appreciate their needs.
wants and goals. and to utilize this knowledge in wholesome and effective leadership is a
serious and imposing challenge for a coach. In this 'field there are no final answers and
few universal generalizations only changing intangibles. We are dealing with that
complex. and yet 'fantastically capable. living organism. the human individual, an
integrated composite of an infinite number of inherited characteristics and behavioral
tendencies. innumerable environmental influences. and a psychological and spiritual

4 component that defies complete understanding.
Anti yet the case is not hopeless. We do know something about motivation and arousal

as they relate to sports. For many years, motivation has been the subject of intense study'and research on the part of scholars and scientists, such as Sigmund Freud: Gordon
Allport, William lames, Abraham Mitslow. Erich Fromm. Carl Rogers. B. F. Skinner

'find Victor Frank!. We know also that-there are hundreds of coaches, athletic trainers..
andcontemporary psychologists who have researched a good deal and thought 'deeply

_ _ about this subject. Their insights must not be ignored nor their contributions minimized..; This, then, is a synthesis of fact. theory and experiences drawn from as authoritative
sources as have been available to the author. The purpose of this presentation is to assist
the coach and the teacher of psychology of sport to understand motivational and arousal
phenomena as tpey relate to leadership in sport: Conclusions. hypotheses and opinions

'expressed in this paper arc based on:
I. A fairly extensive review of the literature.

' 2. Experiences in more than 30 different classes in psychology of physical education
taught by tie author at three different institutions during the past 20 sirs.

3. More than 500 team papers by graduateitudents dealing with this or related topics.
4. More than 100 taped interviews with athletes and coaches concerning motivation

tar peak performances. I .

5:" Almost 100 questionnaire responses from coaches,
h. Working with doctoral students whose disstirtation topics were related to this4 theme.
7. The author's experience in coaching tour major sports during 55 seasons.

Questions Needing Answers

Thera arc questions which intrigue. plague or interest coaches. athletes and students of
sport; psychology. Now does a coach deal with individuals or teams to assure that they
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are properly motivated for optimal perlrma.nce? How can athletes be helped to achieve?
Why do athletes and teams cease to improve? Why do certain coaching tactics succeed iej
one instancesand fail in others? What happens when a team cracks? How do we influence.
.players to behave as we wquld like them to?

What was the difference between the Mark Spitz of Mexico and the Mark Spitz of
Munich? What was the force that drove Al Oerter to win the discus event in four
successive Olympiads, even wheti suffering so e trauma in his side? What does the
UCLA basketball term have besides groat ayers that keeps them winning so

/consistently? What made the 4-minute Mile and the 16-foot pble-vault seem so "
unapproachable for many years and then suddenly become nth& common marks for
great performers? And of course. what causes a given basketball, football or hockey team
to perform to wonderfully in one instance and then, only a few clat later, play so
miserably? Finalty. why do the divers at Acapulco risk life and limb to perform their feats
of daring and skill?

These and many other questions seem to defy definite answers. At least the solution
does not seem to he tiund in anthropometric .measurements. in tests of strength, in
olserving'practice or even in watching competition in which there is no challenge. The
answer is involved with nebulous. intangible things like spirit. feelings. ambitions, desires
and innerresources. The response of individuals and teams to challenge the way they
perform when they need to surpass their own previous marks, the emotional control they
exhibit unders.great pressure and their response to stresses and stimuli of all kinds may
give us a cite.

Definitions and Meanings

MotiratiOn refers to the,initiation. energizing. sustaining, inhibiting and halting of
action. It has to do with the causation of behavior. The study of motivation attempts to
determine why individuals act as they do.

Motives are of many kinds. Tensions. needs. ;drives, urges, wants, ambitions and
instincts have been-used to designate factors which influence or control behavior.

Motivation is the key to accomplishment. Coaches have long known that the optimum
Anotivational "mind -set" is one of the most significant factors in determining the
performance of an athlete or a team. Some feel it is the most important factor. '

Arousal is concerned with excitement, tension-and the physiological and psychological
preparation of the organism for action. It is made up of emotion, attention.. readiness.
frustration and generally a mixture of several forms of excitement. The aroused organisitr
is sensitive o stimuli. explosive in its movements and usually can concentrate on a task
with greater intensity than if not aroused. Arousal is a more temporary phermenon
than motivation: it may he superigipostal on a motivated state. Emotional arousal may
constitute the motivation to action.

.

Anxiety is a- general state of foreboding or apprehension in which an individual is
Aare that some event might or will occur but is uncertain of the outcome or whether it
will result in p. inr pleasure. Most players and coaches are somewhat anxious before an
important athlt. C contest. Anxiety may result fr ?m frustration or fear of consequences. ,

retested:ion results when one's.drivt. to a goal is blocked, when one's movements or
actions are hindered, or when one's freedom is threatened. The harrier which prevents an
individual from attaining his goal may he another person, an object or his own lack of
capacity or skill. Complete frustration.generally leads to anger. aggression. dependency.
apathy and finally fixation at the point of frustration. A high scoring forward, tightly
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guarded by a great defensive man, or a skillful quarterback prevented from passing by a
powerful and hard charging defensive line are in situations where tempers flare and
hostility often t tocurs.

A peak peetiormanee is usually the culmination of long, arduous hours of practice. -1
r igid sett-discipline, willing subjugation of self for:the good of the team. and obedience to
the edicts of the coach and trainer as well as the kexorable laws of nature. Peak per-
formances. however. are not always those of world (Ass athletes or Olympic champions.
Less physically etidowed individuals can hal peak performances. In addition, peak per-
tbrmances are not always a matter of winning or losing. A pefson who develops his total
being. in all dimensions. to the limits of his capacities. and Ow puts everything ogether
to achieve his besLpossible performance also will have attained the goal of a peak
performance.

Abraham Maslow characterizes a peak experience as one in which the Individual is
more integrated dm fighting against himself), is more harmoniously organized, feels
himself' to be at the peak orhis power. is aware of himself as being more creative and
spontaneous. and sees himself as being fully responsible and "in charge." Such a person
senses that he is using all his capacities to the fullest and functions with effortlessness
and case (4: 275- 277).

Examples of peak perfOrmances might be:
1. Ard Schenk ho fell in the 500-meter race at Sapporo. but came hack to in three

gold medals (something only five men in the Winter Olympics had previously done).
2. Bob Beaman in Mexico. with his fantastic leap of 29 fcet..21/2 inches. It exceeded all

ttotpectations and predicted possibilities.
'3. Emil Zatopek who won three Olympic championships and several world records

after he'was 30 years old.

4. And. of course. thefabulous performance of Mark Spitz in Munich.

Homeastisis and Tension Reduction*

Motivation theorists have long emphasized the lulman organism's tendency to main-
tain_a constant internal environment. When body temperatures get too high or text low.'
w hen the blood pressure ris.is or falls beyond normal limits, when the acid-base balance
is upset, or w hen there is present in the blood an excess of carbon dioxide, tension ensues
and physiological mechanisms are set in motion to reduce it.

Motives w hich are especially designed to reduce such tensions are sometimes classified
41% PriMan' Migirts and in other instances termed,physio/ogiral motives. Examples are
hunger. thirst. sexual desire and sleep. Alleviation of tensions in such states and the
satisfying of the resultant drives are powerful motivating factors.

Anger. fear and other emotions also are often tiaified as physiological motives. The
'classic "tight or flee" phenomenon, which results frtim deep emo.tion. triggers the
typical physiological-mechanisms including shunting of blood to the skeletal muscles.
secretion of hormones the ductless glands. deepenitniof respiration. release of sugar
from the liver and increase in arterial blood pressure.

These physitilogical phenomtna are part of the preparation pf the organism for action.
A state of tension exists and the drive- to relieve it is evident. When there is no
opportunity fin action the tension must subside gradually. Psychosomatic dbiturbadces '
such as kastric ulcers, skin allergies and asthma have been known to result. Insomnia.
nervousness. headaches, nightmirties'an'd upset stomach are other symptoms, of chronic
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unreduced tension. School teachers and ctiaches have been identified by psychiatrists asJ
among those whose roles do not permit an open and 'free expression of.their frustrated
feelings and thus are quite subject to such psychosomatic disorders.

Hunger is experienced as a drive directed toward obtaining food. When certain
nutritional elements are absent, equilibrium is upset and both autonomic and voluntary
mechanisms are set in motion in alleviate the tensions and uncomfortable sensations felt
because of this lack.

Thirst. or need for water, is felt as a dryness of the lips and mouth but alio a vagues
"feeling that water is needed: Reglilation of the amount of water involves the pituitary
gland, the hypothalaMus and many other parts of the organism.

The sex drive is stimulated in many ways and relief from the tensions can be obtained
by the sex act and also by deep involvement in physical activity or other absorbing
interests.

It has been conjectured that the sex drive is related to competitiveness. Observation of
male animals battling to the death during mating season. or roosters fighting to retain
their place in the pecking order has been likened to the need many humans feel to prove
that they'are superior to others of the species. Some behavior can no doubt be attributed
to this phenomenon.

Hierarchy of Needs

There are those who attempt to base their entire theory of motivation on the
phenomenon of homeostasis. Or tension reduction. Recently. however. it has been more
usual to place motives on a continuum ranging froni the primitive, biological needs
which are necessary to support the organic processes to the altruistic and self-fulfilling
needs which ;s ill help build a better society.

Mallow's hierarchy of needs serves as a good example. They are listed as 1) survival
needs. 2) security needs. 3) belonging needs. 4) esteem needs and 5) self-actualization
needs. This arrangement can be quite meaningful to those of us in physical education
and coaching We know that before higher needs will interest normal. healthy
individuals. immediate drives for food aad water must be satisfied. People are not
interested in sports or games when they are hungry acid thirsty.
- Security needs are of many kinds. A young child needs the security of his mother. A
12-year-old boy needs to feel secure with his coach and peers if he is to play freely and
spennaneously. A secure athlete is less worried about making mistakes than one who has

, not yet won his spurs.

Assuming survival needs and security needs have been satisfied: all individuals feel' a
need in- belonging. Most people feel a need to be accepted for what they are. To be
member 'tithe "in-group." to he invited to panics, to be one of the gang. are needs that
we have all experienced at one time or another. Coaches and teachers are often aware

. that boys and girls. during certain periods of their life, are more concerned with how
*their peers react to their behavior than with winning the approval of their superiors.

Esteem needs are of several.kinds. Esteem of those younger than oneself. esteem of
;peers. esteem of superiors and self-esteem. all are important at certain times and under

rtain circumstances. Coaches must understand this and not be too critical when an
/athlete behaves in a way which seems to be directed at -peer acceptance instead of the

coach's approval. it may be important, even for the sake of better performance, that he
feel accepted. by the team. .- -

Sekesteem is related to sel-concept and is the highest of the esteem needs. When a
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person has reached the point where he has formulated his phiousphy of life and his, actions are congruent with his beliefs he,will be moving closer to becoming a whole.
integrated individual. When Se behaves as he does because he feels it is the right way tobehave, and not just to please someone else, he will beToachingmaturity. .. Self actualization. or the actualization of one's full potentialities, is the highest in

. Maslow's hierarchy. Certainly this is in keeping with the philosophy or most good
coaches. To become what one is capable of becoming and to realize one's potential aregoals worth striving for. A vsiiird of cantion, however. may be in order. There are those
coaches -who cannot accept the idea that some of their athletes also may have other

... ambitions. Some athletes.intend to become great engineersoathers are interested inMusic. while many wish to be successful in business, law, medicine or industry. To expecteveryone who is out for a school team to put his athletic endeavcirs ahead of all other
. school programs is not rentstic or right. And yet an athlete who is not highly motivated interms of his performance and contribution to a team will nut make his maximumcatcontribution. Judgment and empathetic handling of such situations are important.
Higher Levels of Motivation

In fairly recent years the psychological literature has placed increasing emphasis on.hat. I have chosen to call "higher levels of motivation." These include the concepts of
self-actualization just discussed, the idea of the "central motive state" as described hetRado "propriate striving" as presented by Allport (1:26 -32). and the notion's of"self-transcendence" and "logotherapy" as Frankl explains thgtn (2).

The higher levels of motivation go beyond tension reduction, avoidance of pain.seeking of pleasure and the' concept of homeostasis. They are concerned with self-fulfill-
ment. the wish to become what one is capable of becoming. the concentration on thecompletion of a task. thAdiscovery of meaning in life, and the giving of oneself
completely to a cause. They have to do with the desire for excellence. the ambition tomove ever upward. the idea of es( enhancement, and the constant striving to grow andimprove. At the highest level, fhat of self-transcendence, such motivations carry onebeyond selfish impulses. and, in the wads of Franki, "into that sphere rf human
existence in which man chooses what he will do and what he will be in the midst of anobjective world of meanings and values" (2:511. .

The central motive state is characterized by an intense concentration on a goal. In such
a state the ibilividual is organized and integrated by a single outstanding interest. Hisentire organism is mobilized to accomplish a given task. When motivated by such a statethe individual is prepared to react with the proper motor and cognitive responses. The
central motive state in sport. then, would be one in Which an individual ga'top priority
to his performance in a particular contest and approached it aid. single-mindedconcentration.

The central motive state Can be short-term or long-term although it 'Lally has arelatively lasting influence on behavior. -It would seem that every coach would strive to
develop a central motive state in each athlete which would last at least for the duration of
a season.

Propriate :striving resists equilibriiim. It strives to maintain the tension *that willfurnishlthe drive to attain a goal that is long-term. An overall, Ming-term commitment is
maintained. Aliport uses the example of Roald Amundsen an his dominant passion tobecome a polar explorer. Seemingly insurmountable obstacles were overcome,
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temptations io reduce tumulus were great. but prop riate striving persisted' In AIIpon't.

-* -words: .
Propriate striving distinguishes itself from other forms Motivation in that. how-
ever beset by conflicts. it makes for unification of personality ....ilk. possession of
long-range goals, regarded as central to one's personal existence. distinguishes the
human being from the animal, the adult from the child, and in many cases the
healthy child Irian the sick. (I:30.31)
Certainly every coach van use this as part of his motivational philosophy. Is has been

my observation that the great coaches I have known are very much concerned about the
long- range mental, physical and emotional develtpment of their eltirges. *-

lite eminent philosopherpsychotherapist. Victor Frankl. has developed his own
particular brand of psychotherapy which he calls "logotherapy." Influenced greatly by
his experiences in a Gentian concentration camp and the observation that thOSe who
were slistaincd'hv a sense of "meaning" in their lives were much better able to withstand
the hardships they were forced to endure. he developed his philosophy and therapeutic
technique of logotherapy Fswntially be 'finds that ehotA as a preventive and a thera
penny measure. the search tor, and the discovery of. meaning is the key to good mental
health. 1r:mk1 ow:hides his chapter. "Deventer Self Actuali/ation and SellEspression."
with these'w

It appears, in conclusion. that thowe theories of man which are based upon the
reduction of his tnsion as in homeostasis theory, or the fulfillment of the greatest
number of imminent possibilities as in selfactualiiation, when weighed. an found
wanting. It is the contention of the author that an adequate view of man can he
formulated when it goes beyond homeostasis, beyond self- actualisation . . . .

Frank) then got. on to lead his readers into a discussion at logotherapy and existence
tif: WS! t.

I-or me the theories of "higher levels of motivation" described above make vise. ore
important than incentive and rewards, more important. than "psyching up" to a
particular event. more important than emotional appeal and pregame oratory, is a deep
and abiding sense of purpose. The athlete who belie.ves that what he is doing is worthy of
has blest efforts and worthithe sacrifice of some transient pleasures has a basis for his
Itch:weir and actions upon which powerful motivations van be built.

his is not to sat, that other migivational devices are unimportant or ineffectual. It is to
say that long-term mental preparation has real significance and that the development of
theright kind of personality and character in an athlete is fundamental to the "winning
mind."

Self-concept. Expectations and Level of Aspiration

Now one believes others perceive hint mid how he perceives himself playan important
ttle in controlling behavioc. If one feels he is regarded by his peers as a leader he will try
to fill that role. If an athlete believes he is not competent-to perfOrm in the league in
which lw tints himself he is almost certain to Lid. If there are among the spec.atorit.
persons who have great faith in an athlete's ability, he will try his hest to Will their.expectations.

Coaches and other leaders must .b continually aware of the effect of praise and
disparagement. Criticism and ridicule whieficonvey a complete lack of confidence; in an
athlete's ability :in ht,his undoing. Judicious praise may bolster an athlete's confidence
and morale to.vs here he performs better than he himself believed possible. To he told that
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he is a great "elutchhitter.4 a strong finisher or a great competitor can do much to
develop such traits in an athlete. To be disparagingly called "yellow." a choke."- or
"tiro- can ',lien encourage such attitudes and cause him to we flimsy:11.in that light.

A person's opitiion of himself affects his behavior. The way be feels others perceive him
influences his relations with them and ultimately his personality. His reaction to others.
his competitive spirit. his achievements and failures. his kvel of 'aspiration and his
realieation of his potential are all related to his conet..t of self.

.1 he /ere/ fit apirotam is the goal which oat! sets for himself. It may he the height
which a pole vaulter strives to achieve. It may also he the grade in physics for which he is
striving. Winning a starting berth on a soccer team, hitting a certain number of home
runs in a season. bolding a high-scoring tiers and to, a few points. or running a certain
distance in a given amount of time. all.are levels of aspiration.

Success tends to raise one's level of aspiration. failure tends to low er.it.
Liwouragement may cause a person to shoot for higher goals and discouragentent for
lower Ones.

Expecratily of Barents. jtirlfriends. boyfriends. v:aches and oneself will influence
what one believes he can tin and what he sets as his goal. The confidence of the pertOrmer
in those whose expectations he recognizes will determine the influence those persons have
on his level of aspiration.

It may he seen then that while self-concept. expectations and level of aspiration arc not
exactly the same. they are interrelated..F.Ypectations do influence one's concept of sell
and his level of aspiration. One's goals and the efforts to achieve them will be affected th
a person's self-confidence and opinion of hiniselr. 'the expectations of coaches and other
people whom a .plaver trusts will do much to raise or Lower his own estimate of what he
can a I.

It is apparent the all '4 these three notions. sell-concept level of aspiration and
expectations. are part of motivation. One's opinion of oneself affects his behat for and the
level to which he' aspires. The expectations of others not only influence his opinion of
himself but may moth ate him to struggle more valiantly to achieve.

To be the most effective in motivating athletes. the factors just mentioned must W.
realistic. and criticisms. opinions and expectations must he sineere. Expectations and
levels of aspiration which are too high and cause repeated failure can result in
frustration. hose w hich ;met ton low to he challenging w ill not he developmental.

I was impressed by the simple analysi. which Fred ifolkoway. long-time soccer coach at
the State Vniversity.of New York at Cortland. presented in an intery ieu 1k answered a
quetion about level of aspiration in this way:

' Evers athlete twed% a goal or goals.
2. 1 1w goals must be worths goals.
3. *I he goals should lie achievable.
4. 1 he goals shall be high goals which require dedication and eflOet.
S...lhe achievement of the goals should result in a better self.
h. Reaching the goals should bring one as close as possible to the achievement of his

potentialities.

Step-by-step progress and improvement. the mastering of one challenge after the
other. a realistic appraisal of abilities and capacities. a vision of what a person can
beconw. and a determination to move steadily onward toward the realifation of one's
pojential these are elements of the truly motivated state.
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Social Determinants of Behavior .

Mip does nu live by himself but as a part of a group. His behavior is tin:rehire
influenced by social determinants as well as individual phenomena. Human beings have
needs 'for companionship. empathy and sharing which cannot he satisfied without
involving other people. Man likes to play and receives many pleasures and satisfactions
from participating in games. . .

I have frequently asked my IQ children and many of their playmates the questions.
"Why are you ptaying touch Iiimball?" for another game) and. if they indicate: that they
like physical education. "Why do you like gym?" Two responses far outnumber all
bthers. The first is ':hecause it's fun" and the second "heathy I like to be with the guys"
!Air "oilier girls." as the ease may be. Fun and the desireto play interesting games with
their friends these are the overriding motives of youngsters for participating in srs.
We coaches sometimesiOrget this. There are many athletes who do not become as
intensely involved in the competitive aspects of the game as do the coaches. Some of them
;whim better because of it: they are more relaxed.

I have tried to glean from my consersations with athletes what some of their greatest
sat isfactions have been. A surprising number identified the friendships hirmed the spirit
of camaraderie. and the sharing of triumphs, defeats and exciting experiences with their
teammates. Anyone who has participated in "old horde week." in athletic -remember
when" sessions or similar events hich'go on far into the night will attest to the human
neel for and enjoyment of such expertenCes.

Other social incentives alsoinfluence the behavior and actions of those participating in
sport. It is important to he liked by one's peers. to he an.accepted member of a team or
group, to he a member of the "inner circle." People need to love and to he loved. To be
able to communicate with others and not feel the chill and emptiness of social isolation is
a human need. There are those who are motivated to participate in sport and go out for
teams just to fulfill such needs.

Regardless of analogies used in the study of the human organism. man is more than a
"naked ape." more than a combiner in human form. He possesses the quality t4
humanness and as wilt has a need fur interaction with others of his kind. He is
motivated by his need to show and receive affection. to converse with other people. to
compete and cooperate. to exhibit his prowess andivie creativity. to be recognized for his
achievements. These, too. are motives Alai need to be understood and appreciated.

Arousal for Peak Performance

We come now to the matter of arousal. If a person has Achieved the central motive
'state us far as his particular sport is concerned, is it still necessary to arouse him further
so that he may achieve a peak performance? The answer is "yrs and no." This is an
individual matter and a 'situational matter. The degree of arousal necessary for optimum
per:Orma nee varies with the individual. with theparticular sport, with the position on the
team. and with many other circumstances surrounding the pa rt icttIor event or contest.

The goal is rather clear. Each individual should be aroused to the degree that normally
elicits his best performance. Each team must be aroused to the need 4 a cohesive,
unified. unselfish effort. Each coach needs to be personally aroused:to the sitar where he
*ill be controlled, clear thinking, decisive and inspirational. Ail should sense the urgency
of the task. the excitement of the moment and the challenge of the endeaser.

Then is plenty of evidence to indicate that in each individual there are hidden
- -
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resources which can be called out in time of emergency. and that there are energies
and capacities thtt can he mobiliteil when the organism is optititally stimulated.Theliterature ciontains \a number of instances where 'sigh emotional arousal has made
incredible feats possible.

The essential points of the diagram of the invented "U-curve" and the principles of the
Verkes-Dodson law are:

1 . Without some arousal there is. no action, Some arousal is necessary for, arty
pertOrmance.

2. Up to a certain point, an increase in excitement improves performance.
3. The point at which pertitrmance is best is called the optimal arousal level.
4. Performances rcquiring great strength.sexple'Siveness, enduratice and eiturage are

usually enhanced by higher levels of emotional arciusal.
S, When arousal levels go beyond the Optimal arousal level, performance begins todeteriorate and disorganization sets in.
b. clear thinking. precise movements. fine coordinations and peripheral vision arehindercd.by arousal lev4, which are too high.
7 There may he a relationship between individual personality traits and theAstimum

level of arousal for a given individual. -
S. Each athlete. each sport, each team and each situation will need to be considered in&Oahu:110a much arousal is desirable.
9. Each indiv idual should learn how he can best prepare himself mentally for a contest

and try to reach his optimal level of arousal:
Many emotional states combine to provide the excitement .and stimulation whichmobilite the human resources for action. Anxiety, aggressiveness. hostility. fear. anger.

apprehension. atiect it in, loyalty. confidence. joy. exhilaration, buoyancy, determination.
. challenge and atonement arc words which have to do with arousal or. as some would call

it. "psyching up tilr a contest?' To touch the strings.of human emotion so as to bring out
just the right degree of excitement which will not only mobilite the organism for action
but also sustain the athlete thrilughout the contest this is the challenge.

The mental state or condition which is desirable in many. instances would include the
hollowing: a) confidence that victory is possible. bi respect for the opponent's capability.
c) belief in the IA orthwhileness of an all-out effort. d) a wee hit of anxiety with regard to
the outcome. e) a feeling of buoyancy or "joy of combat." 0 a determination to make this
a peak performance. g) a fCciing of "all fOr one and one for all." h) a determination to gut
the effini Of the team of it is a team sport) above selfish interests.

. In many instances, optimum arousal levels will he achieved by careful mentalpreparation along the way.. If there is a week between 'games and considerable
preparation is involved with showing movies of the opponents andlor discussing their
tactics and :personnel. the players may he aroused without. any emotional appeal
immediately before the game. In cases where the sport consists of individual
perthrmances such as in gymnastics. track and field or .swimming. tho,probability .that
the athlete feels the weight of his responsibility so keenly that there is no need for further
arousal. In tact. the opposite may well he the case. It may be in such instances that a
quiet, steadying influence is needed, and an expression 4 confidence and support is the
ingredient.

In a sport like wrstling.special arousal tactics are seldom necessary. As one wrestler
said. "Merel watching the previous matches was enough to psych me up."
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In a sport like baseball or basketball where fine manipulative skills are involved there
may he danger of too notch arousal. Too much excitement can cause fumbling. poor
tint/Mg.:Ind less clearheaded thinking.

There have been instances. however. where a few strong. decisive words by a spirited.
articulate leader have inspired a team or individual to the extent tharthe person of team
has gone onto perform better than anyone had aright to expect. Sometimes it is the note
of andidence and strength. sometimes it is a challenge to which the wain or individual
reai..4s..sometimes it is in the expectations expressed. and sOnwtimes I feel it is in the
-ring of the voice." the sincerity of the message. the expression of faith. Whatever the
raison, it is nonderful to natch a team or individual nho has put everything together
produce a truly- -peak pertormance.-

Spirit of the Champion

What motivates the champion? I biliese the tollon ing illustrations are illustrative.
Robert t iiegengach. the Olympic track and field coach in 19h4. said:
The great champion over the years is the Man who Hants to n in and mustwin all the
time. I here is nothing iingentiemanly ubout this. Some of the miltlest people who
calk the Ike oft fp earth arc sOme 'lithe most vicious when it comes to competition.
A complete dissatisfaction nith being in a subsidiary position thin must be the
motivation of the great champion competitively..0thers are satisfied unit making
the seam. being the second man. nith hying on the squad. nith having improved
their condition and similar objectives. The 'great champion feels a tremendous need

. to be first.
The need to achieve is a motise that has been identified by man psychologists and is

seats real to top pertormers.

Athletic contests seem so often to consist ail surges. Momentum is an important
motif Wing factor. To keep one's on n momentum going and to stop the opponent's
momentum as soon as possible is the name of the game its competitive sports.

I rain Arlo!. the sees successful Northeastern emu coach, responded to a question
about !mammon) as tollon 5:

Absolutely. I hat is one of the beauties of sport :hen suddenly something comes
:disc and the cren brings out the best in themselves its a great thing. It does
happen and that's %hat %sere aluays wising tor: In er'w this can sometimes be ac-
complished by the little tenon that sits on the stern of the !at and steers, the cox
,,wain. tic may say. "You're moving up." and providing it's true it spurs the ere.% to
greater etforis they come alive they come attire and its beautiful to natch!
I his I think is Tart of shat a coach is strising for. There is nothing finer than when a

cress looktke they are losing and then suddenly comes alive and goes ahead and
is ins. 1 his .s one 01 the beauties of sport. (3 :$K) -
tom V% 4 91 Rhshiek:Ittrgreat fullback for the Ditaifetphia Eagles. is as asked a feu years

ago to state the most importiotivaiiiiit thetor in professional football. Without any
hesitation he said. "the pride the individual has in himself as a professional to go out and
do his alb to the very best of his ability.' Pride in performance is indeed the mark of a
great -pro.- and characteristic of the tray motivated person.

And Rob Richards. in his hook, The Heart ofa ChampOm. wrote about inspiration in
these V. 0111:

I can't describe it or define it. but I'd like to give you mu; facet of shat t think it
mean% %lo) a person is inspired. has when they we themselves not as th ail. but
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as the ln become. Its when they see themselves, not in terms of their weaknesses
and shortcomings, their failures and inadequacies. but in terms of what they can be.
when they begin to believe they can be what their v ision tells them that's when
they're inspired. When they no longer see their weaknesses. but their greamesses, by
emphasizing their strengths they go on to do things they never dreamed of. 1t):19-20)
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The Stimulus-dicfs,
a Psychosocial Paradox

Brut... ('. ()whir.
. Mare 'fliver.10;

lntitute fro the Staub. of kik le.fitAltrtiattror
Sun Am.

1

he basic intent of this a c is to offer it psychsocial interpre'...tion to account foru hat appears to he the c emelt paradoxical behavior associa fed with risk .taking
athletes. It is this author's conclusion that empirical data and available research supportthe theors that the tnlidamental motivation is a function of a highly integrated
personalits structure u hich is "stimulus. addict ion- prone.
Danger in Sports

One .4 the great paradoxes for the typical spectator is the concept of individuals uitn agreat /cm tot hie placing thentseltes in situations where the probability of termihatingMe is greatly Increased. 1 how has been a vast amount of psychological. social and.physiological theory formulation to account kir the estmpleit motivation and character
formation of those who subject themselves to physical risks. In the absence of reliabledata. u is difficult to quantify in precise statistical terms the actual gradient of danger
t ithin sports. When considering the risk ta.tor in sports car race driving. we can attest tothe fact that as of this date .r percent of those 4lescribed in our 1%8 study are either
dead or so setiousls injured that they %lid never drive conrpetitively again 45).

Direct communication unit the t IS, Parachute Association indicated that there was a
near perfect relationship between jumping competithely for a two-year period and the
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occurrence of injury. A variety of other sports which in'corporate arOng degrees of danger
such as mountaineering. gliding. scuba-diy nig. spelunking a^ d aerobatics have been the
subjects of study. It has been anticipated that a sound. viable. theoretical. psychosocial
*load can be tOrmulated to understanesuck paradoxical human motivation.

I he mammy 01 nonparticipants tent! to interpret risk taking behavior in the light of
their own personal need system and thereby project a %vide range negative images.
best vary Irian labeling the behavior as foolhardy. reckless. daredevil and in the

centime. snividal. !sies continually ask."What could motivate a human to jump out of a
plane I 2.000 feet in the air and tall 14.000 feet heron: opening his chute while aiming at an
eieht inch disc target upon the ground?" '`What could motivate a human to climb an.
unconquered mountain. dangling at the en4 of a rope 10,000 feet above the earth?"
"What in the world could prompt a human to strap himself into an incendiary bomb
which he ill accelerate tooter 180 miles pitt,,hour often tor hours 11 end ?" "What about
Ow ho %trap themselyceis into high powered midget planes specifically designed for
avrobatie competition'.'" These competitors challenge every' law of gravity and space
unite exhibitine %hat Must he the most exquisite 10rms of motor coordination and
intellteence to be hound in the sports %odd.

of tither high risk sports such as % hitt.% ater canoeing. snowmobilihg and
skittle scorn to per`mit a greater ease of positive identification and therefore. arc fess
prone n. tem atite projections. In the absence of reliable data upon %hick to base physical
rick comparisons:lino hierarchical ordering of the degree of danger within spOfts is
poscible at this time. With -respect to the ultimate risk within spirts. however. race
drip et % hate no peer.

RISK- TAKING BEHAVIOR

1.:yen those who Muse to apply a negative projection to risk taking behavior tend to
accept these competitors with some reservations b\..cause they feel that they must be very
dittcrent in import ant u ass. Generally they are set's as thrill-seekers who are frivolous by
nature and therefore take no significant contribirtion to society The final judgment
o mild he that they sit Id direct 'their energies 1oward somethin14 more worthy of the
risks niyi .

)(mit hy'llarris has published an excellent reyie% of the various th oretical ri4c-taking
y teo points %Inch base waled from psychological. social or physiological speculation (4).
She re% toy ed Klausner*s theory that only through play and sport can one achieve full
enjoyment and the toleration of risks and stresses 01. Klausner states that the human has
.t need to create : (Okla! obstacles % hick are then contested or sought in the face of tear.
%Iak. at the lc time *hit :ietiyitv must take a form that is accepted by society.
Risk hi,. bella% tot also stay seen as the product of an unexciting society %hereby
the m.10'01141 rm.% goiter stresses that are self imposed and through this form of
espressi<SH temporarily escape from an overproteciing society. Related also is the need for
matt to toles tor4exCitement %filch contains a high clement of pleasure though i is
al.TIV-011.1 Med t t saryinedegree. of anxiety and tear. The reinhirc g positive reward that

trout orpuest it tear or the escape from pain acts to in the individual
to seek habit all% this t,u Hi ot Atonal release.

I he theory %%Oh the &est historical roots- interprets the motbation as the "pursuit
of t cquilibritun- or the "experiencing of %ertigo" by %shieh the indiidual seeks
mono. tartly to kstroy int stability of perception and sutler a degree of panic while still
rem:intim; in cootrol-ol his faculties. Stimulus struggle. quest forexettement. ordeal of
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fun and the tempting of survival have each beenoffelvd a causal interpretations. Bernard
categories risk behavior into ties- stress which is unplohsant. damaging or painful and
eustress which is associated with excitement. adventure and thrilling experiences.
histress is associated with fun and enhances vital sensations to which people can form a
positive emotional link 4 D.

'the most systematic esamin:ition of the stress-seeking phenomenon is series of
studies 44 skydivers conducted In I"nr and Epstein 13). These investigators tied
psychological and physiological variabt together in their examination of the approach-
avoidance .conflict associated with sky iving. They found that the number of jump
experiences contributed significantly to the containment of anxiety. and that regulatory
control of he stressful aspects of jumping was mediated by unconscious denial or
emotional displacement. Ingenerai. the more positive interpretations of stress
motivation have liven limited only to those competitors who experience the exhilaration
and euphoric to that follow the risk situation.

Negative Bash for Risk-taking Behavior

In spite of the absence of reliable data there has been a plethora of psychological and
psychiatric theory generally positing only a negative or pathological basis for such
behavior. I he follow inn; represents only the most frequently mentioned syndromes:

I. Counter-phobic reactions whereby the individual continually exposes, himself to
those conditions or situations which at an unconscious level provoke within him the
gfeatest psychological 4r physical fears.

2. Fear displacement the tear-provoking object or situation is denied by redirecting
one's beha% ior towardsant% less threatening objects or situations. .8.

Z. 1 he dangerous behavior as a manite'statiou of unconscious feelings of inadequacy
which are disguied or blocked from awareness by acting at a conscious level in some
super-masculine 41ert form.

11. I he acting out behavior of the psychopathic personality %tidal the dangerous
activity is a reflection of basically immature. shallow contadwith reality.

S. Various explanations including the "proof of omnipotence.** "quest for
superiority.'"'ptoof of sexual adequacy" and the "establishment of masculinity."

(. Tin: most frequently reported causal factor. the "unconscious death wish." (The
constant flirting w ith danger is interpreted as offering temporary relief from this con-
stantly nagging unconscious impulse.)

It is possible to attesi to the validity of all the foregoing psychiatrically-defined
syndromes. Each has re.-emed support based upon clinical experience-at every level of
sport from Pop Warner football through Olympic and professional sports over the past
two decades. The major criticism would be leveled at any one or any interaction of these
syndromes as representing a general cause of dangerous behavior. Overcompensatory
athletic achievement and countevphohic reactions are facts of athletic life. particularly
at the highest competitive athletic levels.

It a negative or pathologic al motivational model for athletic stress-seeking behavior
represents the most valid hypothesis for this form of human expression it should follow
that objective measures of mental health Mould support this cenclusion. Also. there
should he some hierarchical ordering of mental health front those sports with a high
death rate to those sy ith the lowest probability of injury.

.1 his complex, seemingly paradoxical behavior, has been examine in the light of data
eollecied on the basis of psychological inventories which were designed to measure
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selected Personality traits. The descriptive analysis of the character formation of highrisk athletes reported here is supported 12y a series of investigations of competitors whohave been identified as national or international class with respect to achievement(6. M. 9). These investigations included the use of the Minnesota Muftiphasic PersonalityInventory. the Catty!! 16'F. the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule and the JacksonRisearcji Inventory. Other instruments were designed to measure more specific sportsattitudes toward competition which were combined with personal interviews. The effortto study the highest level of competition such as best national driver, parachutist.aerobatics pilot. All .Pro Football or Olympic competitor was necessary to control the
possible contaminating effect that occurs in.investigations where actual level of talent isnot accounted for in precise terms.

When we limit our discit'ssion to individuals at this competitive level it is readily
apparent that sex differences no longer appear. Men and women who achieve in sport atthis level shared an almost identical personality structure. We can speak with
considerable confidence about the human tendency to engage in risk-taking behavior
and therefOre, reject those theories that attribute the behavior specifically to some formof masculinity device.

Intelligence of Risk Takers

The negative inference that those individuals who continually place th 'yes on thee.vis
line must somehow he less than bright is absolutely refuted. The higher the k factorthe greater the probability that the individual is above averi,ge in abstract ability.
typically falling within the upper 15 percent of the normal distribution curve. '.)elk hasreported similar findings in that his less select skydivers averaged in the superior range of122 IV (2). Whiting's investigation of mountaineers also reported this trend toward
superior intelligence.

'ascii upon need tOr achievement our sports sample of stress-seeking individuals trill"eparate themselves from the average person. Goal-setting attitudes. deisire for success.
ambition, the need to be recognized as superior and exceptional. and the need to be ontop place them in the upper 20 to 25 percent of the population. It can be assumed that,
itlitse highly select competitors have been exposed to cultural models that demand asuccess orientation to lite.

Independence ofRisk Takers
This desire to he on top is complimented by a number of personality traits whichdistinguish them very significantly from the average citizen. They are extremelyautiornous persons who definitely "march to their own heat" and have very slightregard for others' advice or counsel. Within these sports samples. autonomy ranges fromMI Pros averaging lowest, to female race drivers who set the standard for independence.Complementing these trends was their great will to dominate. They seek leadership roles

and see themselves as persons in whom Others invest their trust and dependencies. They
accept it as a casual tact of life that others fall in line behind them when there is a needfor someone to handle the decision-making process. Because they find it easy to expressaggression and feel it is important for success they are free to utili?e this emotional force
when appropriate to accomplish their ends. These persons rarely back down from apersonal confrontation in which they have made an ego involvement.

A very high need for change and variety in their lives would lead n the prediction that
they become bored easily and have little patience with the ordinary or routine. The male
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and female competitors both expressed an extraordinarily high hetdosexual interest
pattern. To date no attempt has been made to establish the degree to which this is related
to action or simply a predisposition to have an open interest in things sexual.

'Personality Traits

The personality dimeosions self-assertion. tough mildness. self-sufficiency and
forthrightness are reliably higher traits for these athletes. The interaction of thew traits
would strongly suggest that they have an abundance of energy, make their own decisions
based upon a direct evaluation of reality and brook no interference from others. Their
hardnosed. unemotional view of the world leaves them littleroom for sentimentality or an
idiosyncratic preoccupation with how reality should 'appear. Although most traits that
distinguish them from the general population strongly suggest an extroverted personality.
they remain cool and reserved. The single exception to this generalization would be thatj of pro football players who were significantly more warmhearted and outgoing. AU sports
subjects were basically nonafliliative and were much less interested in being members of
groups or participating in organizations. Their club or organization meetings would he
worth some type of sociologic study: can you imagine an organization made up of 99
chiefs and one Indian?

All sardples were consistently below average in a cluster of traits that suggest an
emotional detachment from others. In terms of the traits deferentialness. abasement.
nurturance. succorance and casualness, we find an interaction of attitudes that leads to
the prediction of a very low involvement with other peopk. Basically they appear to be
loners. It would be anticipated that they have a low regard for the authority or opinion of
others and an extreme avoidance of interpretations that are not their own. They rarely
experience guilt feelings and fail to see how such an emotional reaction supports positive

Action. The dramatic reduction in dependency needs 'strongly supports the clinical
impression that they would rarely form relationships in which the other,persun is used as
an eminiiinal crutch. They place low value upon taking care of others or spending time
offering emotional support or counsel. Social workers they are not. It would be
anticipated that they function most comfortably in relationships which are transitory in
nature. somewhat emotionally flat and require only the most superficial commitment on
their part. This interaction of personality tendencies suggests that they neither seek raw
encourage deep emotional ties with others.

One of the coniequence% of thJ analysis of this highly restricted range of talent has
been contradicto findings with reference to past investigations. Past research based
upon samples of coaches and university athletes would have led to the prediction that
these samples would be high in need for order. psychological endurance, superego
development. conscientiousness aid conformity to traditional mtifality. and low in need
for change. Instead we tound a decided trend toward disorganization. increased needs
tar nonconformity and rebellion against routine. and an essential need tier varied and
different experiences. Social rebellion and a rather broad rejection ef traditional
standards would suggest that these competitors are highly'selective with respect to the
social customs they choose to honor.

Mental Health

The question of mental or emotional health is so central to every psychological model
that has been hypothesized to account for risktaking behavior that an extended review
of the MMPI findings seems warranted. This inventory includes 3 scales that Measure

_
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test taking attitudes. 12 that measure various forms of pathology and I scale that
measurey social introversion-extroversion. In terms of test-taking attitudes the acrobatic
.pilots. race drivers and parachutists proved to be extremely-open. nnndefensive subjects.
Football professional players were slightly more defensive but still well within the normal
range: it may be assumed. t4zerore. that the inventory findings are reliable

.representations of their attitudes. IV 6 e

These competitors differed most markedly from the general population on the scales
psychopathic deviate. hypomania and masculinity-femininity. The clinical picture would
be that they are nonconforming. both in behavior and interest patterns. The elevated
ypornania score indicates that they are enthusiastic. have highly varied interest-
pattertidtigh energy levels and would tend to convert personal anxiety into some form of
overt action. They were significantly less inclined to report bodily complaints. poor
physical health or to he preoccupied with botfily tanctions. They were slightly more aware

personal anxiety though the clinical picture would be that of a nonworrier who is
basically relaxed. Their slight elevation on the schizoid scale suggesti that they are cool
detached and turned within themselves. There would also be an inclination toward
abstfact interest patterns such as science or philosophy. There was no evidence from the

.hypochrondrical scale that they would channel their anxiety into bodily symptoms
such as headaches. dizziness. paralysis. paresthesia or other such forms of unconscious
denial. Their low scores on the depression scale confirmed once- again a cheerful,
optimistic lite style and an absenc of severe mood swings. Low scores on the
psychasthenia scale describe them as being free from nagging responsibilities while being
easygoing and relaxed. The scale which measures social introversion seemed to suggest a
diffmnce between team and individual sportsmen. with those participating in sports
with the highest risk inclining more toward social introversion.

Summarizing the MMPI findings based upon factorial studies of the interaction of the
scales served to deepen the clinical picture of these competitors and offer substantial

,support for both EPPS and I6PF findings. As a-group these athletes exhibit a very low
Level of ansietrand maintain a high degree of emotional control. There is an absence of
body concern or bodily complaints. They possess high ego strength whiCh describes them
as adaptable. resourceful, possessing good physiological stability. They have a strong
sense of reality. permissive orality. and Above all vitality. They seem devoid of
dependency needs and have a reduced need to seek support from others. They are
dependable and willing to take the consequences of their own behavior. There is an
inclination to greater personal. social and ethnic acceptance of others. They have
elevated maw needs which suggests they are socially poised, secure. ppsitive and frank
with regard to moral questions. They tend to be sophisticated and realistic, although
somewhat impatient with people *ho are naive. eitorallstic or opinionated.

liejection of Pathological Basin

Based upon the psychometric level ofenquiry it is possible to reject with confidence the
psychiatric model of a pathological basis hir the motivation to seek stressful spurts
outlets. There is absolutely no support for the hypothesis that the higher the probability
tot death or serious injury the greater will be the evidence for emotional instability or
neuroticism. To the contrtry, though not statistically significant. there was a decided
trend tow ,-rd greater enutional stability in the rice drivers and parachutists. These select
competitors rank at the highest level for abstract ability. creativeness. indepenaence,
tough poise at; I leadership potential while beinot extremely low in measures of anxiety.
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The general view that this paradoxical behavior flows from neurotic needs resuppases
that the risk taking behavior is.seen as a flight from an unconscious threat or ear. This
assumption seems untenable. Depth interviews of selected competitors such as Miles
who was interviewed shortly befOre his untimely deathwhile testing a car at IMO miles
per hour should have hirewarned us with regard to this fallacy. Ken. rated anion the
finest sports car 'racers xho ever lived, was quite open and willing to discuss in demi the
naturiof danger. death and even serious injury. He discussed these dangers immediatt.
befOre the start of an important race. Every- national driver and parachutist 'w
interviewed explored these possibilities willingly and openly. The world champion finale
parachutist duly Neuman was more than willing to describe in detail the times she
experienced chine failures failures ccuring while falling from 14.000 fret at a speed
of approvimately 120 miles per hour. Certainly there are subjects within these hundreds
of individuals w hose basic motives could labelell counterphobie. utivionscious death
wish or some other unhealthy form of sublimation or compensation. It would he this
researcher's conclusion that they represent a most significant sample of those who excel
in their sport. We found pro football players to base a much greater awareness of the
potential dangers in the world. arltund theni. They differed very significantly in this

.regard from Air Force Acadenit Ind StatdOrd University varsity players. 11w Air Force
cadet tilottiviill athlete set the standard tOr a lack of awareness of danger. The professional
tOothaaplaver lives with. the constant reality that physical injury can destroy his career
and terminate his financial security. Parachutists and professional race drivers actually
see serious inniry and. in mans cases, the death of comrades. Acrobatic pilots rarely
experience death or injury but are totally cognisant that danger and risk are part of their
reality.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

.1 he foregoing review of over 250 individuals who seek to compete in athletic activities
with varying degrees of physical risks indicates that the paradoxical behavior is a
manifestation of a rather amazingly positive personality organitation. The passive.
noncompetitive researcher or theorist must attribute risk taking to pathological needs. A
person asked 5.a. Edmund Hillary about his motives fOr climbing Mount Everest, and
Hillary replied that it you had to ask the question you will never understand why,

1 hese subjects represented a highly educated sample of individuals in that most had
some unixersiteducation. Many had advanced degrees and were members of
professions. Actuarial data support the conclusion that as a group they have achieved
greater financial and social success than the average citizen. The high incidence of
extroversion, ambition, dominative. toughmindedness, selfcontidence. low tension, and
aggression blended with emotional control represents an example of a well-integrated
personality . (The easy boredom. intolerance of routine and casual observance of tradition
suggest a strong need tOr stimulation.) Their enthusiastic. exhibitionistic personality
structure. gregarious life style and great need tOr independence are evidence fora vital
emotional need for action.

1 he data and depth interviews lead this investigator to conclude that the basic motive
tOr risktaking behavior of these high level competitors is that they are "stimulus
addictive.** This term -seems more to the point than reducers of sensory input, stimulus
hutigry, counterphohie pleasure seekers, or even stress seetters. Stimulus addiction
implies the derived need to expose oneself- repeatedly to situations where the balance
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aiming fear, danger and anxiety remain within the.boundaries of personal control. The
cyclical need to extend oneself to the absolute physical. emotitmal and cven intellectual
limits is the quest to escape from bland tensionless feeling states associated with everyday
living. Even the surgeon reaches a point in his career when the challenge of placing hisskill on aid line subsides, as does the challenge for the attorney in his court presentation.
'Even fOr the acrobatic pilot whose daily existence is commanding a 747 via an electronic
master panel, there must remain a tremendous need for escape from the drabness of
predictability. Basically they are.humans with a much greater need for stimulation and
excitement who finding that flirting with fate and living on the brink of their existence
produce a special form of ecstasy that cannot he provided by any other form of behavior.

have found from my interviews with men and women who are the best in the world in. their particular field of endeavor that they experience little joy in life when their true
ability remains uncontested. They much prefer to place their considerable talent on theline and lace the ultimate truth as to their ability. Their internal measure as to what
constitttes success takes precedence over the judgment of others.
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Psychology of
Football Coaching
kw Worsen
Ithaca High School
Ithaca. New York

During my first year of teaching math I became involved with football liked it
and decided to find out something about the coaching business (I was not a physical
education major). I have now been coaching 22 years and find it even more challenging

-than when I first started.
In my coaching. what I do psychologically I have arrived at by trial and error. There

are no shortcuts and. I believe to be effective, you have to know a great deal about
yourself. In the process of learning about yourself, the development of a philosophy is
allimportant and confide* in that philosophy is even more important. To illustrate
this point I relate to you a short story involving Bear Bryant. Bear seas hunting ducks
with a companion. Some ducks flew overhead: Bear shot and the ducks just kept flying. '

, When Bear's companion indicated that he missed. Bear replied. "Those so and so ducks
don't even know they are dead." You must have complete confidence and control.

WhenI first began to coach I fancied myself as a techniciantactician rather than a
psychologist. With the passage of time i have Made a complete turnabout. I now concern
myself more with how to handle people. In the beginning I labeled all performances right
or wrong, all good or all bad. Now. I reinforce thoie partsofa technique which I think are
desirable and say little or nothing about those which are undesirable. This kind of
coaching (teaching) requhre a disciplined patienceand is perhaps my most important
contribution to the psychology of coaching at Ithaca High School. -

A coach must develop pride in his overall program. Every school has had an era in
which a particular team did well. The team sets as its goal the improvement of every
record in its school. Athletes love to be challenged.

The high school coach should know each of his players on a personal basis.
Throughout the year the coach should maintain contact with his players and take an
interest in their activities. This kind of individual attention has unlimited possibilities.
During individuaiconferences. the coach and player should discuss pleans for the coming
year. including team outlook and individual aspirations.

Perhaps the best teaching device is for the coach to remember that he is a teacher (I
make no distinction between coaching and teaching). To me this is a mandate to "push"
individuals to do the best they possibly can. The technique I find most effective in
';pushing" people is by example. The coach's public life is an open book and it should be
the kind youngyeople aspire to.

At Ithaca High School, aside from whatever else we do. our practice procedure on a
daily basis considers the individual from two points of view ) one of our coaches must
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uork-on a one-to-one basis with each player on the squad and (2) wastes treat everyone
the same with no distinction made between the "star and the "scrub." Finally, we try to
have something about our squad which is unique something we do that no other team
in our league does. This may be a part of our uniform, pregame practice procedure. hair
style. etc:People lose to be distinctive.

1 hest psychological considerations are not in order of importance nor are they the only
ones we use. They are simFly some of the techniques we emphn and feel 4re effective.

,*

Theory and Application
Of Sports Psychology
to Wrestling
Id'Afichael
Slate University of New York at Buffalo,

If physical capabilities elem. the degree of success a team will enjoy is largely
dependent on how %ell it is motivated. Motivation is a key factor in my wrestling
program at the University of Buffalo. s

To implement any type of motivational procedure. a coach must first attempt to
control the makeup of his team. I feel there are basicAly three kinds of athletes: winners.
shoulder ,shruggers and losers. Winners exhibit positive qualities while los'rs are
charaderiied by negative attitudes. The lafgest group within a team is usually thy
shoulder shruggers those who can become either winners or losers. If a team is to he
productive. the winners must demonstrate the dominant personalities. positively
influencing shoulder shruggers and pressuring losers into either withdrawing from the
team or joining the winners. The coach must exercise particular care during the
recruitment process to ;Acme the composition of his team. regardless of the level of
participation.

I feel that all'athletes participate for a specific reason. evolving from the need to satisfy
emotional needs. Wrestling is too denlanding an activity tOr one to participate in merely
ti,r the benefits of physical fitness. Wrestling 'helps the athlete fulfill several needs: to be
liked. toshase friends. to he successful. to make worthwhile accomplishments. to be
recognitell. Eftefctive mutisation is related directly to the fulfillment of these and other
enuit tonal needs.

The satisfaction of emotional needs is the reward in a successful motivationoriented
program. as the inability to satisfy these needs beComes an insidious form of punishment.
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'Essentially. this is an application of the reward-punishment technique that coaches have
used for many years. with a new "wrapping." Specifically, these rewards take the form ofopportunities to belong to an important group, form friendships, achieve success and
accept recognition. Punishment is merely the absence of the opportunity to receive theserewards.

Many traditions have been established in the wrestling program at the University of
Buffalo to aid in insuring highly motivated athletes. I host a picnic for the team members
and their' friends at my home in the fall, a dinner between semesters and a postseason
party when letters and individual awards are presented. Each wrestler is given a shirt and
cap which identities him as a team member. A Hall of Fame has been established in thewrestling room comprised of team composite pictures and wall hangings depicting
individual and team honors, awards and championships. Complete team and individualstatistics are kept throughout the season.. and displayed in a prominent area in thegymnasium.

Attractive unitorms andltoode for practice and meetsare a vital part of the
motivational program. Particular effort is made to acquire good publicity for thewrestling program through maintaining sound relationships with the news media and
making a press guide readily available. All newspaper clippings are displayed on abulletin board in an important area in the gymnasium.

I make certain that each wrestler:regardless of his position on the team. has anopportunity to compete as a team member in a preseason and Christmas tournament.
Whenever the opportunity arises. I make it a point to praise individual team members.Winnint is a very important factor in developing highly motivated athletes: therefore. Itry:Its much as possible. to insure that we enjoy success as a team.

Many of the people who have attacked athletics of. law have done so in response tosonic of the motivational techniques just described. It is my belief that this hostility hasarisen because ue. in athletics. tend to make nonparticipants feel inferior. trainindividuals for a competitise society that seems to re. 'rd only conformity, and heap
great rewards on individuals who possess seemingly meaningless skills, such as putting aball through a hoop and running with a tOothall. Obviously. if I did not feel that athleticswere worthwhile. I would. not he a part of the profession. Athletics provide anopportunity to satisfy specific emotional needs through participation. furnish alivelihoodfor neinv and afford .spertator sharing whereby emotional needs ore often vicariouslytulflicd.
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Psychology of
Cross-Country Coaching

Robert I. Ivory
Sr. Joseph's Collegiate Institute
BROW% New York

Two years ago we were fortunate enough to win the Eastern States Cross-Country
Championship the first time a team in Western New York accomplished this. But all
the way home. 400 miles by car. all the boys talked about Hilly Kingston who won the
junior varsity race. This was the first time in his life he had won anything. He is the boy
who was known as being SO yards behind during the first 30 yard{ because he never
thought he could finish a rm. That day. though. Billy won. I don't know how because
when he passed me with a half mile to go he was in fourth spot and at least 300 yards
behind. When k got-to the finish line I said to my other boy who was up there, "Kenny.
where did you finish?" He said. "I was in fourth:' 1 said. "Well, then, Billy beat you; he
was third." He said. "No. coach. he won the race." I think one of the reasons we won the
Eastern State Championship is because that race was run first and the other guys figured
-Well, we certainly can't let Billy show us up." and they went out and did one heck of a
job for us.

Everything I probably know is by trial and erre -ty talking to these boys. the boys who
go away to college and come back and tell me what they have learned, something I can
use. All my coaching is based on practical experience. I haven't readtoo much. but I am
a very good listener; I listen to what everybody tells me then decide what I am going to
do.

Dedication and Work

Dedication and hard work also lead to success. This group of boys went down to the
Penn relays as sophomores. They watched one high school win a big plaque and four gold
wristwatches and they said, "Coach. we want the wristwatches." So I said, "You know
what you have to do. It is a lot of hard work." With a lot of hard work and dedication
these boys ran together all summer and in September when we got together they said.
"Coach. we have three objectives. We are going to win the Eastern States Cross-Country
Championship. we are going to bring ack the gold wristwatches from Penn and we are
going to see if we can't make it to the olden West.** Well. we won the Eastern State, we
went down to Penn and won the stance medley relay. They got the four gold :list
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watches and then the next dais they decided they would try to run the two-mile relay; the
week before they finished fifth in New York. They came hack and won tour more gold
watches. It wits quite a weekend for us.

These boys were dedicated: they practiced sevi'n-days a week. Every day they were out
there w inter snows. sleet. no matter what the weather. Hard work and dedication paid
oft.

Sonic of these boss were talented but the inie who anchored that relay team was a boy
named Gar% Oustvtiski. As a so homor he ran a 21/2 mile cross-country course in 2h.12
minutes as his best time. I Met to tell him that he was the n important boy on
this team because w hen he finished we could all go home se we knew that nobody
was left on the course. He told me later, alter he graduated. -You know. coach. after
that wasn't.; decided that 1 wanted to go to college. I couldn't afford to go to colleg.: and
I knew in% parents couldn't and I knew this hevause 1 was the oldest of 10. So I decided
the only thing I could do was run." So he ran twice a day from Thanksgiving Day of his
sophomore year tit high school and I know I saw Gary at two o'clock in the morning
running down Millersport Highway. I would say. "You know we have practice at M:()."
and he would say. "Yes. but I just came home from the dance and decided I needed a
little wOrkinit.-

tie was the boy who anchored that relay. We had a fantastic day: we missed the
national high school record by At of a second and Gary anchored it lisr us. He had a
tour-yard lead. he ran his first quarter in h0 seconds fiat and a boy from New Jersey
passed him. You never saw such a look on a kid's tact in your lite. He went after the kid
and on the third lap he broke him and walked in pretty easily. He ran out of the stadium
and didn't'return for 25 minutes. The first thing he did was pull the baton out of his shirt
and said. "Here, coach. 1 thought maybeou might want this." I still have that baton at
home.) said. "Gary. you must h.q.,: wanted that wristwatch awfully had because I didn't
think you were going to get that guy.- He said. "No. coach. I just wanted that meal you
promised us." The next day. we put him in the two-mile relay. Since he had never run a
hall mile in his life. we decided to lead him off and he ran 1.57. We won pretty easily
w hen you have 1.52 and 1.53 on the end; it is not too tough when you have the lead.
Training

wou!ij like to tell you how we train for cross.vountry because people think 1 amcrary.
I don't think we train Oa sameltor two wars in a row but we have gone to a system and
other warns just shake their heads in disbelief when I tell them. We run to all of our
meets, and we run home from all of our meets because the meets are approximately five
miles from school and if they give us a bus to go to the meet they won't les us go away. We
heliese that we learn by running against the wax' clubs. This past season we ran in New
York City twice. in Philadelphia. Binghamton, in Scranton. in Syracuse. and in
Rochester. and our total bill was S3'.2.

We come with our sleeping bags to New York. we sleep at Sacred Heart in Yonkers.
They put us in classrooms. One year we slept it a church in pews. Two weeks ago at the
Penn relays we slept in a jail because it was the only place we could find that %liquid take
us. but I think the kids really like this. This pastsgason when we went to New York. two
boys came user and said to me. "Vitt' know coach. we miss one thing down here.- 1 asked
w hat that was. .1 hey said. "We miss laving here on these mats in this classroom just
shooting the breete with our buddies." So they came ci'ver and spent the night with our
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team because they massed it. While the accommodations aren't the best. the boys get to
know each other, they are together and they learn to know what each other can do.

As tar as training goes, we start on September I. which is the New York State law. and
ne practice seven days a week until the end of the season. If we get home at two o'clock
Saturday or Sunday morning from our New York trip. we are back out practicing at K
a .m. this is what we decide we want to do and this is what we do. For the first month of
the season we do nothing but long slow distance; we put in 15. -114 miles a day and we run
together because we feel you win all the big meets by running that way. We make the
good boys run at the rear ot the pack and keep the young kids up from. Esen though the
younger ones say they can't run that tar. they run and start shooting the breacze with their
buddy and belire long they hate run h. HI miles without realiiing it. The kids have allkinds id problems with running around in circles on a track, so we change the practice
site every day.

Since I teach at a different school. I always meet them where we practice. They run to
practice and diet run hack from practice. We hope the change of scenery makes it better
for them. 1 he only speed work we do until October i is at the meets. When we run the
meet. that is their speed work; they can run their 2' I miles all out if they want, whatever
was they can get there. The only exceptions to the long slow distance is that we aim every
year for the eastern States Championship in New York. the AllCatholic meet here. and
then the Western New York meet. which comes at the end sal October and the beginning
ul Nmember. We know in New York. with all those teams on the line. that you hate to
get out and get out hard. so etert day when we start practice the first hail note we run all
out. We try to roue the first halt mile under 2..M) and tram there we keep right on running
with our long slow distance. We want to he able to run when we are tired and we try to
condition ourseltes for these meets. We hate seen too many teams run their tirst'halt
mile hard and then the. So. m hat we trs lotto is get out mid 04,thlish a position so we can
be inicontention throughout the race.

In October we start doing speed work two days a week and our long distance three days
a week. On Sundays we go out and run the hill. and when it comes to the hills, if we know
the course. we know what we are going to see. it we see that we are going to run a hilly
course we will go down and run the ski slopes at ilenwood or Kissing Bridge. We tee(
that it we can run the ski slopes. no-slopes or hills on any crocountr courses are going
to take tis test. wv go to a lot ot these places and the home town boys tell us that this hill
i suicide hill or parat hute hill because it you tall oft you'll need a parachute. Our kids
Just look at them and ask where the hill is. We tell thetas this is flat up in our country. but
they tom can't lichete it is so.

Coaching Techniques

We work pal,t holgt in reterse. i always sa to ins kids. "1 on can listen to all the
moms the tellows on the other teams tell son what thes arc. doing. how fast they are
twining. how high they are lumping and so on. but you keep your mouth shut and it they
ask You what sum are doing, tell them you don't know. sou wall hate to ask your coach
because you don't know ant thing he doesn't tell son." I wo years ago I was on crutches at
the opeonte track meet of the season. and n was snowing. A newspaper photographer
came over to me as I was making out my lineup. 1 he triple lump was going on. so the
photographer went down there and I crawled down on ms crutches I is as standing at the
end of the runway: Imam.. one ot our boys. Limped well and the fellow took his picture.
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On the was batik I saw the photographer stop the boy. who said. "I don't know. you will
hate to ask ms coach." I asked what had happened. Tommy replied. "Coach, that guy
down there with the camera. I think hel is a spy. He asked me my name and I toy him I
didn't know, he would have to ask my coach. I didn't want to do anything to get you mad
at me." So. at least I hate to sa-,,y sone thing for them, they listen.

I think that it you are going to coach, you .Y.hould be yourself. Instead of copying
someone else. you should pick a system of coaching which you believe in. Now I said we
do 1 ng. slow distance during cross-country season for the first month. I know coaches
w Ito t in intervals training and are just as successful, so you pick the system that you
Wiese, i c sy,tein that you can sell to your boys. If you are not happy with it, it you
don't believe in it. nobody else Will believe in it either. There is no best system. You
deCide which is best for you and stick by it,

Also. I think you should he sers honest with your boys. It sou don't know something.
tell them so. They have asked me questions and I don't have a clue to what they are
talking about. They read these hooks and study physics and so on, and I don't have an
idea of what they are talking about and I'll tell them. But I do try to find out for them. or
I say. "Let's sit down and talk about it." I use the same approach when the kids have
troubles. I don't think anybody can do anything if something is bothering him. At the be-
ginning (lithe year we tell the boys that if they have any problems, anything they can't talk
to anybody else about, that they should feel free to come to our off ice. sit down and talk ii
titer and that nothing (ner leases the offisE. We will straighten out our problems in there
and it wt1 decide it is best for him nit ta%n anymore. nohods will know why unless he
tells them bei:ause I never w ill. i think this is the way it should he.

Also. I. think you hate to treat each hot as an indisidual. No two of them are put
together the same. You find that sou learn an awful lot hs talking to them. traveling with
them and so on. Some sou base to pat on the hack, some sou hate to kick in the proper
place. some soli can humor. some you turn completely off if you yell and scream. I think
whatever you do, you should always encourage a boy. always find something good to say
for him because he never forgets it. Two years ago. again, we had a boy at the.track meet
break the Western New York record in the halt mile. The same day we had a little kid

ho had run for us for tour years and tor the first time in his life he won a race. He won
the innior %amity halt mile in alum! 2.44 seconds and t hes carried him off the track, The
'hos who broke the record. they let go. '1 he figured he had won enough, but with this kid
ti was an accomplishment.

We worry our seniors worry about the freshmen boss: in tact, the seniors worry
about eserybials 1 he secret of our track program is that the seniors have the
responsibility. I tack the work up ins the hoard betOre I 1.,41 home. They get out of school
at 2:341. 1 get to practice at 3:30. so they hate halt their workout done before I get there
and tt Is the alb of the seniors to see that the track workout is done and they do a very
'good lob. I hey like the responsibilits: they think it is something they hate inherited and
each sear the try to do a bigger and better job. One of our boys. Billy O'Brian, is
probably the best distance runner in Western New York. He hasn't run a race yet this
sear because he has been hurt: but because of what he did with our distance runners dor-
it% crosscountry and this track season, the success we will have in the next two years
belongs to him. I believe that it not nest year, two years from no* we 101 go hack to the
Penn Betass and come hack with the trophies. I am sure of it because of Killy's fantastic
job with these soling kids. We hate sophomores and freshmen running times that we just
wouldn't has e belies ed two years ago.
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Here is apoem we keep on our bulletin board. I think it is part of what our efTort is allabout.

If you think yeu are beaten you are
Ifyou think you dare not you don't
ifyou'd like to win but you think you can't
It's almost a cinch that you won't

if you think you'll lose you've lost
For out in ?he wrld you'll find
Success hegias with a fellow's will
It's all in the state of mind.

Full many a race is los
Fr e even aatep is run
And many a coward fails
Fre even his work's begun.
Think big and your &eds wit! grow
Think swill and you'll find behind.
Ileink that you can and you will ...
It's all in the stale of mind.

It sou think you're outclassed you are
You've got to think high to rise:
You've gut to he sure of yourself
It you're ever to in the price.

I.ite's battles don't alw ass go
to the stronger and faster man.
Rut sooner or tater the man who wins
Is the tzllow who thinks he can.

Psycholdgical Aspects of
Hockey. Coaching
Graham Neil
McGill Uniswity
Montreal

In spite of the tremendous importance of ice hockey in Canada (and increasingly in
Americas. an amaiingly small amount of research has been done on this sport. panicts-.
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arl% on its social science aspects. What work. it any, is being done in other parts of the
world is not reaching us so that one must do some real searching when preparing to
speak on the psychological aspects of hockey coaching.

I jsonte extent the sPecifics may change from one skill or age level to another, but the
coach's functions remain the same. TN: (vita is seen as a person whose job is to know
himself. tusigame. his players and how best to relate each to the other for the atest
benefit to all. know mg his players. he must develop their fundanfental hockey ills and
pull their personalities together as a want toward a common goal. He *teed o think of
himself as a teas :ter seeking to does clop his players' skills. He is constantly at work Irving
10 increase the proficiency testi and satisfaction of cacti player and the team as a whole.

1 he follow ini; material has been organised under two main headings: What
kesearch I ells I:. About Hockey And Its Player% tw here the l'0:101 is left to draw hisown
implications) and 2) Psychology In Hockey Coaching (where some of the psychological
literature is reported).

WHAT RESEARCH TELLS US ABOUT HOCKEY AND ITS PLAYERS

In terms of psychology. what do we know about hockey and its players? Perhaps a
logical place to begin to try to answer this question is to examine hockey as an ;lois ity.

Ice Hocke) in Persperthe

Among the sariets ofmosement acjouy classifications that have been devised. perhaps
the most descripose and useful here is that begun by kidym t23: 9 -45). Based largely
upon int u floe feelings. this I pilogs was tont erned with classdication id athletic actIci
ties based on the psschophssical clentands required for performance. 1 he study con.
sichled previous attempts to :Lissa. sports In their psychological characteristics and
would scent Its and large to he supported b empirical evidence.

In this typology.. hockey. along with other team games. would he classified as a "sports
Jells its itaolsingtheanticipationof mmements of other wattle.- acties and stitittegical
thinking bs participants are important. Players must react to deseloping situations and
predict how situations will untold. Often superior athletes in individual skills are not
good in the game because they lack the Alin% to anticipate the movements and reactions
of other people. Kodsm suggests that successful 'nibs idualgt in this type of activity' usuqy
possess aserage or abine.aserage IQ. :toil deselivp the abjity to apply. past.ct periences
ettectiseb )0 current game situations. He turther suggests that individuals participating
in :.asks inhi. nature are self-disciplined.

As one of into: !sties ut actis Me% in this group. hockey is classified further as an
activity in which direct aggression against opponents is possible. bus. psychological
qualities required arc mental and physical toughness. speed. enduraince. the ability to
change the rate ut response patterns am# a resistance to pain. 1 here is a specialisation of"
roles, so that a varlets of person:11ns tspes may interact well. and the quality of team
work es idence'd may he esaluated socumtetric.alls Responsibili4 for winning (scoring)
and losing (defending) falls to %arum% players in unequal alum Players usually show
tolerance to frustration. useful aggression and a high sense of repo sihililt to others.
h rckc% also ins oh es a combutailim of other attributes required to perform acti% dies in

some of PSI ids m's tither cateeortes .

1 his is an interesting bre..akilow n in psychological terms ut ice hockey. but it is

,disappoitione not to find more research es Ocoee as is beeIntInn.! to appear In soccer.
football. basketball and boxing. One might ask. then. "What it amitting does research
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tell us about hockey and its players?" The answers fall into two headingspsycho-
physical characteristics and personality.

Psychophysical Characteristics

Age-Related Variables

In looking at man's most proficient years at sports and games in 193$. 1945 and 1951,
Lehman included a glance at professional ice hockey players (9. 10.11). His data in 1938
on 823 players. taken from the "Who's Who" roster of live 'annual editions of the
Natatorial Bucket. Guide, indicated that the mean age was 27.51) years with players from
19 to 41 years insoived. By looking at the ages at which he found most players. he con-
cluded that ice hockey players as a group are most frequently at their best from 24 to 25
and that the most successful five-year interval is front age 24 to 28.

In 1951 with a sample of 2.317 player-years he got similar results. finding a mean of
27011 years and the most successtid Live-yeaAperid being that from age 24 to 28 years.

This data alone does not tell very much. Lehman at that time was concerned chiefly
with comparing the ages at which peak performancewas reached in various activities and

only made a tew observations about professional hockey as a violent and vigorousibody
bow activity which contributes to proficiency waning relatively early.

More recent psychological. sociological and physiological research by people like
Weltrd (27) makes it possible to look at performance in hockey in terms of more
specific agelinked factors. These nay he considered under the topics of motivation.
psycholgicAand physiological aging and learning.

It man can he accepted as a dynamic. homeostatic organism attempting hehaviorly to
maintain states of equilibrium through interaction with his environment and is chiefly
guided by social motives (once his basic needs and drives are satisfied). we we something
of why people play hockey when they do during their lives We know that needs for

-? attention and association with others may he reduced by competition and cooperation
and that needs and drives for stems are satisfied through personal power. prestige or
status in a group. We also klow that these needs are generally greatest during
adolcscet e and early adulthood, and so we find participation in team activities such as
hockey ich provides this type of need reduction. As a person gets into his late twenties.
he has less need for attention, association and withingroup recognition and so there is a
tendency away "tom this type of cooperative activity.

Man tends to pursue activities where he experiences success. Thus he keeps practicing
and achieves maximum success within the limits of his aging biological and psychologi-
cal organism. Professional players continue to participate as lung as they are able to
profit thereby and often do well beyond their points of maximum performance. This may
explain in part the persistent performance of the Gordie Howes and Henry Richards of
the hockey world.

In terms of the biological aging process. there is ample evidence (tithe gradual deterio-
ration of the receptor. processips and eff ector mechanisms of the body after the peaks of
proficiency in the early- or mietiventies. Some of these losses can he corrected. such as
certain visual problems (by use of contact lenses) but others cannot he corrected, such
as decrease in visual accommodation and in simple reaction speed. These deterioration
processes may he slowed dot n by frequent and regular exercise. but there continues to he
some decrease in strength. speed. power, agility, tlexibility.and ability to recover from
injury. At the same, time, these factors are very important to the hockey player.
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TO the aging player's benefit however. is his "skill." in the fullest sense. Only through
year% of x,fierience does he learn to eliminate irrelevant cues and responsesithus allowing
himself to conserve energy and yet be effective. Increasingly his performance is con-
trolled by kinesthetic as opposed to visual feedback. as he establishes appropriate motor
programs or subroutines and thus frees his perceptual and intormatibn prticessing
mechanisms to attend to other cues which will assist him in his pertOrmance. In this way,
his experience in such a tremendous number of specific situations equips him to contend
better with any given situation than a less experienced individual.

Age-related tactilrs, then. play both detrimental and enhancing roles in influencing an
individual's performance in hockey at any given age. And, there appears to he a some-
what optimum age at which the average player may hope to realise his greatest potential.
One might wonder to what extent coaches at the different levels have this intOrmation
and kecii it mind as they tram and coach hockey players season after season.

AO./laver Atutr Ability Chanteteristacs

Sports% mem coaches and physical educators. among others, contend that a variety of
physical or psychophysical characteristic% are important in ice hockey performance. but
are they? What do we really know about the importance of reaction time. strength.
%peed, power. etc. to ice hctey playing?

'then. is an extremely limited amount of work in this area of hockey. In 195h Olsen
4eported administering five psychological tests to 2h varsity hockey forwards from five
conciS% in the Boston area. tic correlated the results of his tests of simple reaction time.
choi,;4; reaction time, discriminatory reaction time, depth perception and taZhistosetme
%pan of apprehension w it h g measure of individual offensive hockey ability. The verage
number 44 glsaa and assists per game by each player during the season was use as the
measure of individual offensive hockey ability. Correlation coefficients between the
hockey ability scores and psychological capacity tests ranged from -.172 for depth per-
ception. to -4,.1914 for simple &act ioti time OK

-i-. In 14 in looking at anthropothetric and motor performance characteristics of 14
.

Y amity hockey players. Selder found that most of the players were dominant mesonmrphs
with low adipose measurements and above average in dynamic arm strength but average
or below in other test% of motor fitness (21).

Mc( anis :fry conducted a similar study in 141h5 to investigate the relationship between
hockey playing ability and total body reaction time, total body Movement time: peri-
pheral v mon and depth perception. Simple movement time %howed it* fairly high and
significant correlation with hockey ability, but all other correlations between capacities
an t the criterion were low and nonsignificant (12).

Meth ter ballot no significant improvement over a season on auditory or visual reaction
times a MIMI!. adult male hoekes players 11').

.

In 1%3 Alesander and others examined the relationship of grip strength to speed and
accuracy of the wrist and slap shots. 'they found low positive but nonsignificant correla-

.
tams between dominant hard grip strength and velocity of %hots. with those for slap shots
slightly higher tr O.2) than for the wrist shots (r - 0.1(1 to 0.121. Correlations between
accuracy t shooting and dominant-hand grip strength were lower than those tOr grip
strength and speed 44 shooting. 1 hey concluded that there was apparently little
relationship hmeen grip strength and the speed or accuracy with which an individual
shoots the puck II ).

In NIA Aleyander and his colleagues took a different approach. Using a cineinato-
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graphic analysis of the skating slap and wrist shots. they found that eight major muscle
actions oi the shoulder. arm and wrist owe essential fin- the shots.' Having tested
strength in each of these muscle groups and speed of shooting, they gave their experi-
mental group five weeks of isometric exercises. Retesting showed that this group had
made significant gains in velocity in both shots as well as six of the eight strength
measures while the control group showed a significant gain for one strength measure and
the ?A rist shot (I).

This suggests that there is a measurable relationship between strength of specific
muscle groups of the shoulder. arm and wrist. end performance of at least two of the
many skills of hockey. and that strength improvement in these areas improves the shots.

Thus. although we know tnr sure that there are playing ability differences among our
players and we feel that we can say where some of them lie in psychophysical terms. there

. is an extremely limited amount of research evidence to verify our beliefs. We. know lin!:
about the particulars that separate the Om. Hulls. Drydens and tEspositos from the
mass of our hockey players.

Skill Identification and Measurement

Effective motor pertnrmatice in ice hockey includes proficiency in certain bask motor
skills. It seems importantito be able to identity and mcasuh: these skills. Tests designed
to measure the basic skirls may he used to help the teacher and coach select their hest
perfOrmers, to equate teams and to identity the strengths and weak:kw:spot' their team
members. They also may be used to stimulate interest and ellirt to improve.

Relatively few skill tests are available in ice hockey. although as early as 1'935 Brown
suggested three items for testing the skills of women. Her items were pccd skating and
dribbling, goal shooting, and dribbling and dodging. Her scoring system wasnot
explained completely and no statistical analysis was discussed (4).

In preference to putting as many as 100 players through a series of routines In select
and elimiarrte them in successive workouts. Doroschuk and Mari:one 0%5440
developed a skating agility test. They adapted the Illinois Agility Run ton use With skates
on ice. This involved increasing the distance between the chairs for convenient use of the
blae lines. From a standing start at A with a stick and puck, the subject stick handles the
puck to B. returns to cross the starting line and rigzags up and back around tour chairs
placed 20 feet apart, up to the blue line at C and then returns to finish of D (Figure 1).

4
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Figure 1. Doroschuk and Mart:one
Skating Agent) Test for Screening Hockey Players
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The reliability established by testretest on 27 firstlear college males in an ice hockey
class was .93. The hiserial correlation between the instructor's subjective evaluation and
the agility test was .83. The authort suggested that on the basis of these results consider.
ation should be given to the use of this test as a screening device to rate hockey players
objectively anyfficiently at initial tryouts. and as a short objective test for hockey
ability. .

.

Specific ice hockey skills involving spt:ed. endurance. agility and stick handling, as
performed by IN seventh grade boys. were compared to overall ratings of the boys by
competent judges to determine their degree of relationship by Cantrell. He reported that
six of the nine skills relatgd signityantly to the criterion, and that these skill tests could
be used in seleeting team members (5).

to 'another attempt to arrise at an achievement test in hockey. Hache obtained a
multiple correlation of An when the results of his test items were compared with judges'
ratings. With his 23 sarsits hockey players he also noted a significant contribution to the
multiple correlation-of two of his test itemscrossosers and ice hockey ability. He then
computed a regression equation to es atuate basic ice hockey skills on the basis of his data
CI.

Merrifield and WalfOrd. working with IS.male college students. developed six tests for
measuring selected basic skills in hockey. The test retest method indicated that of the
original six tests, the forward skating speed. backward skating speed, skating agility and
puck cart's tests were reliable. Validity coefficients ranged trom .75 to ...th for the four
tests when ;hes were compared to subiective rankings in each skill. Intercorrelations
among the tests resealed that the p ek carts test was the best single item for measuring
oserall hockey playing ability iFig re 2.t, but that at least three (It the items should he
in.:hided in .1 hockey test hatters (1. i. It should he noted that their puck carry test is in
seseral respects similar to the Horoschuk and Marconi: Skating Agility Test.
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Merrifield and Watford next did ammly to determine it the tests they had des ism, and
proved w oh college mates were appliable to elementary schoolchildren. Using 44 boys
between $ and I I Wars old in a Pee Wee hockey program. they again found that their
four tests were reliable and valid measures of the skills being tested, although some
modifications nnght he atfilsable at this...we level. .1 hey suggested that the teacher and
coach consider these tour skta tests as an aid to evaluate the status of their personnel and
to assist ,,t grouping boys for competition where differences in their skill should he taken
in consideration (It.

the beliefs of the high school hckes coaches of Vernon's surses regarding the merits
of the cursed stick iii torehand shooting t2SI was (*tined b studs results MO.
He found that the. cursed blade httckes stick imparted a significant's- greater seloity and
was signitivanth more accurate than the straight blade stick tot the wrist and slap shots
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in the skating and standing positions. He also found the skating slap shot to be the
fastest and least accurate, and the standing wrist shot the slowest of the four shots
studied. Alexander and his colleagues, while getting the same general results. found the
standing slap shot to be the least accurate of the four types of shots and the skating wrist
shut, the must accurate (1).

Personality

What do we know about the personality as well as the psychosocial foundations of ice
hockey players? What kind of characters are they, and how did they become that way?

Character Traits

It' we accept the theme of one of Ogilvie and Tutko'sZhly interesting articles, we
must acknowledge that, playing hockey does not change or build character, but merely
allows it to develop (Ph. Whether or not one accepts this thesis. a greal deal of under-
standing may he gained from looking at some of their other findings. They have identi-
fied a team sport personality as one which tends toward extroversion, affiliation with
others, a lower level of aggression and a tendency to be less creative than that of the

. indiv ideal sport personality.

As Ogilvie and Tutko have done in other sports. at least two researchers have
attempted to distinguish a hockey personality "type." One attempt in this direction was
made by Bird in (471 with M Canadian women intercollegiate ice hockey players. Using
the 16 Personality Factor Inventory (lb PH). the EPPS and the Personality. Research
Form (PRI:). she found that in comparison to the national norms. the female hockey
players were high in autonomy. intelligence, endurance, abasement. cilativity and
independence. they were low in affiliation. social approval and dominance. Ability
levels were not differentiated by separate traits except, by the autonomy and dominance
scales of the NW. There appeared no significant difference in team scores tivgr a three-
year period (3).

A second study. by Fisher and Shorn, has given us Sixteen Personality Factor Invente
ry profiles of collegiate ice hockey players (N = 15). collegiate goaltenders (N= 15) and
National Hockey League goaltenders (N =14). Their study found no significant personal-
ity trait differences between collegiate ice hotkey goaltenders and players. nor between
.ollegiate and professional ice hockey goaltenders. They did find, however.. that col-
legiate int professional ice hockey goaltenders differed significantly from the general
male pt ulation on 8 of the 16 personality traits. In comparison with the general male
popular in. the hockey goaltenders were characterised by the following traits: more
intelligent and quick to grasp ideas; more expedient and less bound by'rules that dictate
pertOrmance; more shy. restrained and threat sensitive; more demandi4 of attention
and overprotected; more apprehensive. selfreproaching and troubled; more liberal and
experimenting; more undisciplined and less controlled: and more tense., frustrated and
fretful (6).

Although these two studies, with a limited number of subjects..do not provide much
tisundation for talking of personality "types** peculiar to hockey. they do suggest some-
thing of a sport specific personality that remains relatively unchanged at least over three
years among the women and from the collegiate to the professional ranks among the
men. This second study also suggests that, although the roles of paters and players may
he different, their personalities are not necessarily. .
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The Role oft 'ulture

It is often stated that participation in sports affects the individual's personality, social
interactions. character anti other personal qualities. favorablj or unfavorably. it is also
possible that individuals with certain personality patterns might select sports coinciding
with these traits. 'I he following studies of hockey players suggest that both of these
things occur.

Vai. in leis wry interesting' and seemingly well-documented stqfy.. makes a strong
:ass. for hockey players developing certain character traits as a Ault of being part of a
.subculture t hockey players which, by and large. has its origins in everyday working
class values. attitudes and customs (24). Webb's data on Michigan State athletes support
the tact that hikkey plams come from tamales of relatively low income at4. And Vat's
ohsersatins of hockey players' personalities being molded as a result of seeing their
sport as a means of social and economic mobility parallel very closely those or Winherg
and Arond t2 in looking at the occupational culture of the boxer.

I what extent does this lead to answering the question of why there is so much
fighting and violence in hockey?

Superstitious Behavior Among Hockey Players and Coaches**

Today. when the idea of science approaches the sacred. rripgical practices are usually
smiled at as' Ting amusing or frowned upon as being utterly ridiculous. As a result.
pctiplc are usually reluctant to admit involvement in what others regard as nonsense. and
art Ow theme of superstition continuously appears in the literature of sport. Often it is
seen a, in Tony Esposito in his shutout streak in NM when he continued to wear his
worn-out goalie equipment. saying. "It's not because I'm superstitious. it's just that
things haw been going so well lately that I don't want to change it.-

Fans sealed close to the Montreal Canadian's net imthediately Mine a game's start
base noted that big, six fot-four goalie extraordinaire. Ken Dryden. closes his eyes and
bows his helid. When asked why. he responded. "I simplydon't want to see the red lights
go on hehitid the goals when the referee signals for testing just before he drops the puck.
Wherieser I see them flash. I have a had game."

Goalies are not alone in this ritualistic. superstitious behavior. Anyone who has
.coached or played hockey has seen good examples of this kind of thing. There is the
idit% who used colored plastic tape on his stick one game for lack of anything else and
now refuses to use anything but that color as a result of scoring. and there is the young
nia it who played w ith only a single hand of tape around the tip of his stick blade and now
contends that that is the only way to play.

Sweater numbers certainly have some magical quality as any coach or manager will
atteNt as esers placer grabs for numbers 9 or 4 or whichever numbers are worn by their
pr.dessiional hockey heroes.

While must hockey superstitions operate on an individual level, there are certain
rituals ackni,wledged by entire teams. There is the common clustering together of team
members before the game where they pile their glovecathands one on top of the other
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and go through a sort of chant and end with an often unidentifiable yell. Probably the
most universal ritual occurs just prior to the game when players skate in front of their
goal andaap the goalie on thevads for good luck.

Why do-participants of sports. where skill and hard work are generally thought to he
the determining factors in sueeess, bectime involved in this type of superstitious
behavior?

Through research with animals and man in other life situations, the social science
have suggested at least a partial answer. Skinner found that a chronically hungry pigeon
when randomly reinforced with tool would seize upon and repeat frequently whatever
behavior it was engaged in just before the reinforcement. It acted as though there was
something magical about what it was doing just prior to being fed and so continued to act
that way. presumably in hopes of being fed again. Thus, as likely as not. this behavior
would occur again at the time of the random delivery of food and would be reintiirced.
Soon this behavior dominated the pigeon's activity in its "belief that it brought about
the reintincement even though the reintorcement was random t14:4$).

This is not unlike Esposito in his uhf goalie equipment or the fellow refusing to use
anything but a particular color of tape on his hockey stick. It one takes into account the
partial reinfincement conditions under which this occurs. it is easy to understand why
these types of responses and belietS are persistent and difficult to extinguish. That is. our
hockey player is like the primitive farmer who is dancing and it happens to rain; then.
w hen h' needs rain. he dances. Occasionally he may he reinforced again with rain. and
he continues to exhibit this behavior even though reinfOrcement is only intermittent: In
tact. research and experience indicate that behavior thus partially reinforced originally
persists longer when not reinforced than does behavior 100 percent reinforced originally.
Thus the hockey player persists in his superstitious behavior when he doesn't score, is
scored against and is oen soundly beaten several times in a row. At that point he mat
discover a more powerful bit of magic or blame all his problems on the referees, the
coach or someone or something else.

Magic is apparently most commonly invoked where a high level of anxiety exists
concerning the accomplishing of desired ends. Although the players have the skill and
knowledge to win the game. there are many factors which could upset this. they are not
sure of the outcome. but their rituals give them a sense of assurance In hockey where
even dedicated practice and great ability don't always guarantee the outcome, because
opponents are evenly matched. player injury and other dangers are eter resent and
"getting the breaks" may become the determining factor. Thu+, athletes and their
coaches tend to do almost everything imaginable to ensure getting the breaks. and this
most often involves using what seemed to work last time.

What is more, a latent function of magic is that it may contribute to team morale.
Certainly this is one of the responses the players give when asked why thet huddle
together beton; a game to Rite their team shout and then skate by and tap the goalie on
his pads.

Strange as it may seem. superstition may plat an important psychological role in the
life of the athlete.

PSYCHOLOGY IN HOCKEY COACHING

In the past few sears physical educators and psychologists hate developed much
valuable inform. in regarding how best to use coaching and practice time. 1 hey hate
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discovered sine of the things a coach should be concerned about and some things he
might ignore. Making the most of piactice and coaching time is one of the great funda-
mentals of success in hockey. Here an attempt is made to point out some of the variabfs
a hockey coach may do well to concern himself with in his work both in practices and
games.

Practice

We learn by doing. but repetition alone is not the answer. A look at the average
person's handwriting reseals that "practice alone does not make perfect." There must
also he the intent to learn.

'the function of repetitive practice is overlearning so that the necessary fundamental
motor skills and mosement patterns become automatic. The player should ultimately
nt has to think about his body movements. They should become internally controlled
so that his attention can he fi x:used on the position he is playing rather tiSan how to
cradle the puck or remembering to keep his head up and the puck down on most passes.

With these ideas in mind, it is the coach's responsibility to organize his practices so
that maximum efficiency and effectiveness of !yarning occur.

Distribution of Practice

Keseiirch and experience suggest that a reasonable distribution ofTractice is more
ettectise than a massing of work on any one element. Repetition, as well as bringing
benefits. causes a buildup of inhibition which is a resistance to further performance and.
to some extent. learning The body and mind.resist and show it in boredom and fatigue.
Irritation and lack el attention. After a few repetitions, little value is gained and much
may be lost in time, energy and attitude deterioration. The coach is well advised to give
Its players short bouts of shootihg broken by work on something else like skating, check-
ing. passing or even resting and then tariThetn hail to shitotiiigiftiTCA variety of
drills or act is Hier ohs 1(111Y fits into this principle of distribution of practice.

Also: not too much should be attempted at any one time. Players should be challenged
to learn and remember things. but not he overwhelmed by too many. An idea or two
Prinls grasped outweighs a variety of points incompletely understood. A priority of
points may be tackled one or two at a time with time for the learners to internalize aired
practice on their own. "I his same concept applies to the development of fundamental
skills. to an understanding of positional and tactical play and to the acquiring of a
repertoiry ,t specific plays. Learning takes time as well as practice and an intent to learn.

Drills (Whole vs. Parr Learning(

An often-asked question concerns the merits of drills or leaduir activities and more
game-like scrimmages. A partial answer lies in the results of whole versus part learning
research. In essence. these findings saggest that the learner gains most from being
presented with the la-gest "w hole' AO he is capable of handling. What specifically is
desired in the performance of this "whole" is also an important consideration.

Once the learner has a general concept of what is desired in the game as a whole, he
needs to he taken hack to work on parts of it separately. As he learns and deselops skill in
the parts. these skills can gradually he added to his play.

Learning results from repetition on the specific skill practiced. so motor activities
should he rehearsed as nearly as possible at the speed at which they will be used in the
game. 1 he should also simulate other specific aspects of the gamt as much as possible.
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The main advantage-of drills over scrimmages is that in a drill the player forced to
concentrate on one specific skill. whereas in a scrimmage he has to do a number of things
besides being influenced by the elements ofscrimmage, such as trying to outdo the other
player. Scrimmages tend to encourage players to practice and reinforce bad habits and
sloppy.petformance. Players trying to adopt new movement patterns invariably return to
erroneous ones when their attention is directed completely to playing the game. The
result is that they reconfirm their errors or "get better and better at doing things wrong"
in uncontrolled scrimmages.

Acknowledging that the athlete can only absorb specific amounts of instruction at anyone time and that competitiveness and other elements of scrimmage are highlymotivating, the coach still can do much. He can make his drills competitive and at theSame time provide valuable work on specific elements. Going one step further. line
rdshes. plays coming out of the defensive zone. power plays. playing shorthanded or witha man advantage are all legitimate drills. They are also isolated game patterns that com-bine specific practice with contact, competition and self-evaluation. And, from adiagnostic standpoint, it is much easier to coach when you are directing your attention to
OM phase of the game rather than to its entirety.

Once the skills and ideas appear to have been grasped in drills and lead-up situations.they should be incorporated into the full game situation. This means scrimmages with a
purpose. Each player needs to know what he is there to concentrate on anik should be
given reminders whenever it seems necessary.

Through drills each separate part of the game can be developed and polished to a highlevel. Then through scrimmage. all of these parts can be integrated into a smooth
working. efficient whole.

The following. taken from Meagher (13:1214-129). illustrates the whole versus part
consideration of the teachinglearning process in hockey.
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Figure 3. Let us assume that the coach is anxious to teach and have his players practice the
complicated skill pattern of skating. headmanning the puck. receiving the pass hack in a give and go
situation, skating in on the goal. shooting. stopping and rebounding using the flip shot. The part
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skills inolyed are starting. gliding. passing. gliding. men mg tht pass. speeding up. shoot*.
stopping and shooting again. At least the date rent patterns or subpatterns may he used. depending
on the Antos leselot each athlete

Pattern I on;ludes 9 separate and distinct part skills where each istaught and practiced as a
separate emus .

Pattern II includes S sub. pdtterns. each the ..anbinamm of two or more discrete skills.
Pattern tit includes .1 sub patterns
Pattern 1% comhows :ell'? elements into 2 subpatterns.
Pattern . the most complicated but nowt meamtigtul id the p.nterns. presents the elements
as a mint.

he lower the skill loci of the performers. the more necessars it is to concentrate on Pattern V.
breaking the skill down to smaller parts where atisolutels necessary

. the higher the skill lesel the
more necessar it may become to "rent in on one or more ot the part skills for politphing and
relining. I hiss. it is cornenable that one or more fliowrs might hest concentrate on going and
receiong passes apart% .1.4 and S of Pattern la. whole others who are quite adept at thew skills work
diligemls on parts ti and y isht;tting. stopping and reboundingl. while still others work on the
whole pattern quirts I toga until them doctor, an appreciation of the onterrelationOip of the parts.

Communication

It .1 Wadi is to get the most from his platers in practice sessions and games. he must
mall'e the importance of the method in which instructions and corrections are given. Net
matter hots much knowledge a coach has. it will do little good unless he can get it aetoss
to his platers. I he more concisely and clearly he can comet hts instructions. the more
ettectie he will

Research has shown that motor movements which hate their basis in space and time
arc sasils better communicated through the Oital medium than ant other. Yet. most
hockey instructions are gien by word of mouth. Cerlainit there are times when the
serhal-lottaos-ssistay4c-alts-attithat-isilahlriLusIli4t-c4ray-h,--hin-ilutre arst-414a4ty-othor--.
situations w here the coach would communicate a great deal more through use of a
demonstration. diagram or chart. sketch. magnetic board, film or nowie. sequence
pictures or t Kivu mita% . As simple as it seems. too often we forget that "a picture is worth
.t thousand words." particularly- in mosement.This should apply to pregame "talks" and
between period sessions as well as practices and other coaching se4sions.

Meagher. in his eseellent hook ('lauching !loket. makes a number or sound
ottsert anon. and suggestions-In this regard ill). Ile °Owns.s that there is probably no
greater waste in hoc than the time devoted to detailed explanations on the ice during
practices. lie ads i.e. the coach to renew his practice in the locker room while the players
are "suiting up." It new drills are to be used. he explains them in detail at that time. On
the ice. because hockey arena acoustics are usually poor. the instructor has to think
liming!) the best techniques and formations to use when brief explanations and
corrections are to be made. Although some, group cntmunication is possible. lty far the
most mipitrtant and .successtut opt of communicatuin on the ice is that ins °King the
coach and one plater. Mass explanations should tie resoled tor the locker rortm or
lecture room'

Anabsis and ( orrectin (Feedback)

caches nsuallv realiic that most games are lust because of mistakes rather than won,as .t result of superb plat. Most goals result tram errors of skill. judgment. eseeution or
position. It toff its. therefore. all or most things beingequal. that the team making fewer
mistakes will inariahlt w in. I hus the coach has the task of analsiing indit idual player
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and team performance. identifying basic common and indi% idual errors and prescribing.
directing. eshorting and drilling his players to the point that they commit these errors
less frequentls.

4r:tilting through repetition of an act results in learning incorrect as well as correct
habits. so errors should he eliminated early in learning. it is easier to start a habit than to
slop or relearn ai poor one. A coach needs to know the technique and other perfrmance
emirs he can espect. and should endeator to correct them before they become habit.

Meagher's rue steps for correcting and eliminating mistakes seem as sound as any. H.
suggests 1 t proper teaching of the skill or technique. 2 adequate practice. 3) carefulaihdysis of the skill execution. 41 a thorough understanding of the reasons for failure. andSi reasonable and practical suggestions for imprtnemou (13:125). He points out the
relathe titian% of making comments like "skate faster." "try harder" or "do it right."-1 he player needs a knowledge of results from his performance. His improvement is
dependena upon a clear concept of what is.desired and teedback from his performance.t of the coach's most important jobs is to see that this is pros ided. He has to structure
situations so that this information is forthcoming directly from, the performance results
or is prosided in some form of supplementary feedback. If some of his players are weak
in their skating. he may choose to pm them through a test and so show them their
weaknesses in comparison to others. It he finds they are continually missing their passes.
he may have them count their passes completed m a given situation and then suggest howthe mat minim...

Videotape. with its instant replay. is proving an invaluable tool in helping coaches
pow' out to ptasers w here they are making their mistakes in positional play and skill
esecution while the situation is still fresh in the participant's mind. The principle of
immediate feedback is one of the most important. Also, as soon as possible alter
teedback onctrakeita.:- met should beitiveu-it 4:11ance toper-44-410--aga-in.-earempling
make the necssars correction...

eneral4s . the more specific the intormation about the response. the more rapid will he
the impro% einem. Also. positiee performance feedback information is usually superior to
negative. I hus, it it is possible to say Non close it is to being correct rather than how
w rout! it is. rte may improve the learning t filch occurs.

As 4f means of augmenting leedback to the coach and players. Hermiston and
associates at the l'unrsitY of Windsor hate dseloped an interesting statistical and
computer assistcd arrangement (8. Anyone who has the personnel and. or financial
resources might do well to take a closer look at this %went which potentially may analyte
the strengths and weaknesses of a team and its opposition during play so that feedback is
in: ilahle between periods. Ot court' the system can only be as good as the information
kit smo it. 15111 wnh trained amt specialued obspners at each specific aspect of the game.
the potential seems astriding. At last report it was being used to: indicate whether
indoidnal and team tustfuction Is needed m fundamental skills: assist in establishing a
gante plan for mtinidual players and ,,the trans: motivate placers to become more
conscious of whaled indie 'dual techniques: and assist those responsible for selecting
all-star teams. it should lead it> also to a mire complete understanding of the game.

Mental and Perceptual Training

On the concept of mental practice much research supports the worth oi thinking
throumli tasks before their execution and between pertormance trials. nu: most complete
and general conclusion is that mental practice will benefit learning a specific skill to the
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degree that mental factors are important in that skill's. performance. The speed and
complexity ot hockey alone 'would suggest that mental factors play an important role.
.Without a doubt. players think through what they did right and wrong when given a
chance. and they rehearse their next move where possible. as in taking a face-off or
beginning a break-out pattern up the iv. They watch others play and in so doing learn
and gain insight into their own performiNes. Coaches need to recognite the necessity of
this type of activity and foster it where possible.

Closely allied to this is a perceptual or tactical testing and training technique used in
hockey in Europe (23:0-14-4) and in at least one study in America (22). In this technique
the player is quickly presented pictures (via a tachistoscope) of various hockey' situations.
The pictures arc shown for only a fraction of a second and then the athlete is asked to
make several kinds of judgments: II what he has seep (how many phyers, where the
puck is. etc.); 2) what has transpired previously (where the players'or puck came from):
3) what will happen next (where the player. are going. which direction the puck is
tra%elling, who will get it next); 4) what he would do in the situation (what particula
offensne or defensive move he would make if playing a designated role in this situation).
As the time 9 exposure of the pictures is gradually reduced, the player lkarns to
reognife and react more quickly to situations.

Although this is still at the experimental st.ge. it would appear to have potential for
oftice training of players to recognise and react quickly to various game situations. It
may also enlighten us on what exact cues a superior performer uses to enable him to
make the decisions he must in order to make his next move. At present we do not knot'
sere much about vhat exactly we should advise watching for to anticipate the movement
ot others correctly. Do we watch his eyes, head. buds- or what to knoss best where he is
going to most% shout or pass?

W a rnarp

It has been assumed by teachers and coaches that warm-up exercises are beneficial to
both learning and performance. The experimental evidence is both scanty and contra-
dictory. There is some evidence, though litth: to support the idea of beneficial effects on
learning and performance arising from warm-up in exercises related to the ones to be
learned or perfOrmed. Experience. subjective as it is, would seem to support this.

If increased learning and performance beneries are experienced from warm-up in
related actisities. one reason may lie in increased attention or perceptive ability.
Perceptnely. the warm -up may serve to get the attention of the appropriate sensory and
motor mechanisms by means of which learning and pertiirmance take place. Moderate
activity tclaxes the performer and attunes him to the task.

Both research and experience appear to suggest that appropriate warm-up becomes
increasingly important w ith the increased age and skill level of the performer. Experience
would seem to support the idea that 11- and 12year-old boys may begin their hockey
game, without loss of performance. as soon as they can get dressed and onto the ice. On
the other hand, National Hockey League players appear to perform at their hest only
alter a skating. stick-handling and shooting warm-up of seutiral minutes. if these are
sound observations. the highly skilled player may he compared to a precise measuring
instrument and the young. less skilled player to a less perfected instrument. Neither
instrument (nor player) has been used for some time and the situations to which they are
attuned have changed. The more crude instrument (less skilled player) adjusts or is
adjusted fairly rapidly to the new situation. but its performance only approximates that
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desired. The highly precise instrument (the skilled plAer) takes considerably more time
to become attuned to the existing situation. but its performance once adjusted is tar
superior to that of the other.

One seemingly impOrtant aspect of warmup that is often _partly ignored in hockey is
the close relationship between the warm-up activities and those that are to follow For
example, although passing is a very important part of hockey. it is often almost totally
neglected in pregame warm-up. Also there seems to be some contusion about the purpose
of the pregame shots on goal. Whether they are meant chiefly for atuning the
perceptual-motor mechanisms of the field players. the goaler or both should he decided
and perhaps a somewhat more game-like situation structured. The actiOies of our
European counterparts might he studied in this respect.

4 ofAlthough there is a lack of conclusive research to support the us e ot warm-ups in
learning and performing motor skills, at least nothing has been shown to he lost by their
use, Their purely "psychological" value may well warrant their inclusion.

Motivation

Although much is heard about the reasons for people playing hockey. there is little
solid es idence. Fisher, as part of his study. asked his college and professional goalkeepers
why they became goaltenders and remained at it. They revealed that they +team goalies
because ot n opportunities pros ided to play hockey when indeed they possessed poor
hockey skills. 2) family pressures and 3) hero worship. They responded that they continue
in the sport. for the opportunities it pros ided scholarships for higher education and
increased earnings w ith the corresponding lite style. The challenge and excitenignt of the
goaltender'sposition was reported as another reason for continuing Mt.

'this in general would appear to he supported by Vat in his thesis that portrays hockey
placers coming_priniipally. from the lower social Levels of suciels..and sisuali.ting hockey
as their means ot social and economic advancement (24).

With:some understanding of the players' underlying motives, it becomes one of the
coach's roles to see that the long-range and immediate motivators are always present. He
mum tosser a desire to practice to improve, and play to win and yet not by totally defeated
when beaten.

Objectives t1. ere/ of Aspiration )
I cam and individual objectives are needed. The coach should help his players

tomtit:tie personal and team objectives some insolse a gradual building from day to
day and a continuance all season regardless of the won and lost record while others
insolve maintaining the right level of aspiration for each game. It is this kind of planning
that has a team :*up" lust the right amount for each competition. It is this same kind Of
psychological planning and preparation that prevents indis actual player and team
"staleness" right at the point in the season w here the need for motivation and output is
greatest.

Having an objectise and Iced of achievement is important in practicing each
individual skill or strategy. A player should not just shoot; he should he working to see
how many shots out of It) he can score or how many he can place in the corners. The
player needs to be au are of his objectives and reminded when necessary.
Momentous,, and Gamesmanship

Momentum Is a real phenomenon in hot ey. as in mans sports, and appears closely
akin to the idea of an ongoing and interacting aspiration and pertOrmance level. How it is
handled by tho coach. both while a part of it or battling against it. certainly has
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important influences on the results of games. It applies not only to particular games and
specific parts of games. but also to whole series of games where a team is on a winaing
Apree or in a losing slump. iIt is essential or a team with momentum to keep going: it is just as essential for the
other team or teams to try to slow it down. The *sinning team should try to discover what
it is doing that is so effective and continue to use it to best advantage. With the losing
team. almoiit anything goes to try to break the trance. A ploy of some, sort is usually
employed to get-a stoppage of play that-may anger or otherwise disrupt the opposition.
So. one sees the losing team's goatees pad loose or stick unserviceable, or a penalty
awarded that in a few seconits may turn the tide. Or. it the momentum has carried on
into the break between periods. one may find a coach asking !Or measurement of the
opposition goatees pads. This is perhaps an exploitation of the rules. but an integral part
of the psychology of coaching.

Morieutnin. tor Ctomintott Silise:'
Make practices fern. challenging and well organized with novelty contests. interesting

drills and scrimmaging where appropriate. Pros Mc a variety of methods and content but
use consistency in treatment of players. Use words and other signs of encouragement
w here appropriate in preference to words of disparagement. although they too have their
place. He pleasant fair and respectfid of Your players and they will reciprocate. Make it
clear bow you wall select sour team and what will he expected of those chosen Be as fair,
honest and eonstructis as possible in explaining to a player why he did n 01 make the
team. I hrough example and words. help the players.to he proud of themselves. their
team, their game and all that they represent. It they have pride. which comes with.
seltrespect, and something worthwhile to look forward to. a great number of the other
mom ators w ill tall into place.
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Learning is a relatively permanent change in behavior resulting from experience.
There are many theories as to how such change is brought about from those who
emphasize the mental aspects to those emphasising only observable and measurable
behavior. In learning motor skills, one learns to select r.nd weave together into unified
action patterns a number of movements or simpler patterns which, up to that time, have
been more or less disassociated. I define motor skill learning as the purposive putting
together of movements. already in one's repertoire. into an organized pattern (the word.
purrfisive implies an intent, an objective, a goal. I define skill as the functioning of these
learned patterns. Rushall and Siedentop describe learning as the shaping and controlling
of behavior through reinforcement contingency to la Skinner), and base learning on the
relationship of the behavior to its consequence 14).

The beginning stage of acquiring a physical skill involve' 'he obtaining of a general
idea or a gross-framework idea of the action pattern desired. acme writers have preferred
to refer to this higher neurological direction tint actiiinframework as a cognitive plan or
an operational plan.

I shall attempt to describe some aspects of motorskill learning at the high skill levels
and sire methods employed by teachers and coaches. without any attempt to defend a
specific nitt hod. First let us look at some of the bask or simpler patterns upon which the
high skills are built.

During its developmot. the human infant makes about all the gross movements of
hich its both is capa. It squirms. stretches and contracts its body and body pans

through most of those potentials made possible by muscular attachments. Then it
develops through the stages of crawling, standing, balancing, walking and climbing..
Soon the child is kicking, striking. throwing, juinping, hopping. skipping, running.
changing direction. etc. Cutteridge. did an extensive study of approximately 2.000
children's motor achievements befOre the age of seven and included, besides many of
those acn.ities afready.listed. proficiency in trickling and in catching and bouncing a
halt (2. Later studies of children have confirmed Gutteridge's findings as to child motor
skills.
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Eari Automation, Then More Complex Patterns
An carp stud% by Jones. egrifirmed by more recent studies. indicated that integration

of these simpler types of motor activities into more complex skills begins as soon as each
activn% has reached a stage where all the child's attention is not required in its
pertmance. It scented to Jones that each activity had to become automatic betOre the
child was tree to combine activities to any great extent t3).

Hierarchies of Skill

-the 41'111011nd'. advance toward higher levels of skill is a matter of putting together
simpler acts min more complex mventent continuities of building higher hierarchies.'He tote rates or chains a series OE suecessive acts into an unfolding pattern to-rehieve aresult. lie puts arm and leg movements together in swimming. He combines runningand cila twine direction into tag games. He weaves together seeeparcimpler acts into thegames t barks. mumble-de-peg. leapfrog. playing catch. He does handstands andsomersaults. He adsances to exercises on the sidehorse and the bortiontal and parallel
bars. Ile-progresses in Little League sports and in high school athletics.
Attention on Cue Reading

.Adi.aticed motor skill learning emphasites perception of what to do. and much of themmemett: admstment is controlled without focus of attention on body movement. Inbaseball. the placer fields the grounder. pivots and throws to the appropriate base in't hat seems to be an uninterrupted continuity of action. His attention is on the ball. that
on the tavct for his throw, not on his movements. In tOotball. the player starts off tackless air the bail and cuts in or out according to the cues he reads from defensive player
action. his attention stays ahead of Kids acts to catch the cue fOr the next act. In
baskct kit I du: 1314%er learns to &ht.:Amin the.flour. dribbling the ball while his attention
is focused ahead. searching for cues as to open men. open lanes. offensive screens. etc. Ineach spot t the pfater catches and interprets key cues. then turns them over to the body
for Appt,,i Lite response %%hile his attention is moving ahead to catch the next important
ors. Remember that Jones reported the same type of automatic performance. thenh ;et hies in preschool children although of linker degrees of complexity O. Thiss pat attim of attention direction from body movement is familiar in the behavior of the

stoned pist of the pianist reading on ahead and getting words or notes tor laterre siumses htk the lingers and hands are responding to previously read cues..
-0 Factors in Speed

Much of the learning at higher levels in ball games intolves catching the cues quicklyfor the nest appropriate act. Cue discrimination improves and the learners catch
cat her aopt..trine cues. I he can also abbreviate the cues to o the first bit appearing
.11;i1 till in t he rest from background of experience from a ental construct. as it were.with learning. uncertainties are decreased and anticipate' speeds response. Often the
appropi talc responses to cues arc already reprogramm d responses. "Programmed-
mcattsthai muscle commands are structured before the m 'semen! sequence begins andthus throuch A 11 b less attention and taster action.

Learning Precise and Rapid Perception
thm. r.:witat e cue reading and interpreting !Wit:mei& ta%e been called vvelllearned

Prv111"11- PelvvPiitt is the organisation and interpretation of sensors stimuli in the
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light of pre% ions esperienee I he antount and type of protons experience affect the
promptness and accuracs ot the recognition. Perceptions are target learned, and
considerable time and experience may be necessary before prompt and precise
rceognition deselops. Yet in physical edueation and sports; the responsise act ix often
inappropriate or too late to be effectise aitltout prompt recognition and action. It seems
to take sears of practice to etch out the sarietay of precise tierceptions essential for high-
fusel sports ped Irm a Ines .

Transfer and Modification Without CUnselous Awareness
Much of the mosennint adjustment in highskill learning is transferable from pretions

c%Ilerience. Moroaer, the refinements and resisions of nuements during Jnotisated
practice are often effected by knowledge of results without precise consciOtis guidance:
i.e.. one often improws during practice or competition without knowing exact's atm/
part ot the act was changed. Meet' is. ill course. tri:-.1 and resistor' w it h I:mash-dee of
results and a ith attempt to improse.

Polish of Parts

At adsaneed skill testis. when analysis reseals that some part ot the total act is in need
of re% MOIL the adsaileed subject Call practice the act hs focusing attention only on the
part being readjusted: the rest ot the .act is pertormed more or less antlmtatie.O. In
putting the shot. one can locus attention on keeping the ethos% (lost to the sol and
Oirectls behind line of start ot !light ot"the shot. or one can conccntratc on Inc c.teinted
arm and locked a rim during tennis stroking.

Short Stimulus Duration and Programmed Response
Clic _recognition seems to be greatly speeded by _practice anti stress on wets', and

at tent In to extraneous stimuli is largely eliminated. Whiting says the inters al needed for
coincidenCe.anticipation ranges front 50 milliseconds to 2(X milliseconds LOS to .20 sett
among %anons intik iduals15). 'I he time for airplane recognition 4+1 pictures presented on
a tachistoscope achiesed by Nasal flying cadets in World War Ii aas, bs requirement.;
olds 5+ milliseconds I0(I5 sec.). Sonny cadets stew repotted to hat std to reclIgnue
tachistoscopic present as is ms I It airplane types in much shorter time than S met'. Green
states irs his experiments in audition that the ear can distinguish a ditterente in pitchte

m

of sounds alien the signals exceed in duration its 2 milliseconds II 1. It is apparent that
needed length of stimulus duration for human perception can be greatly shortened 1,
motis met! practice.

Scenting's atilt the extreme shortness ot recognition time and the ;dreads programmed
response. high's ykilled intik iduals can learn to react much taster than indicated his
classical reaction time and minement time studies. Big League baseball players often
take a step torssard. a hods rotation and a suing of tht hat. but cheek the final a rim
extension alien the ball is loss or aide of the plate. 'this nicker admstment is a txpical
example of rapid adjustments by the highly- skilled n ) the exigencies es of the situation.
.1:%en the umpires sometimes base trouble judging this act. an act which. despite both
rotation and atm mosement. is legally no strike it the wrists stay flexed and the ball
%am, es en inches from the strike lone. .

Coincidente.Antkipation
Striking at a throan ball insolses coincidence-anticipation response, a response which



has been touted esperimentalls to be initiated. sooner than a classical reaction time
response. oincidence.ant r(-sponses are not only faster than classical riaction-
time responses. but the are more susceptible to training. Motivated practice for as the
operant psychologists say. reinforced contingency) can do several things. In hitting a
fuming ball. her example. the subject can learn to catch earlier cues. hi:fax initiate his
response sooner. He relies on different information. decreases N.+ vim:nanny and
enhances his anticipation. His past experience leads to these earlier, more precise and
discriminative cue readings and decisions. Whiting reports that:int ball catching and
throwing. the individual lion learn by'experietece to observe the hall path morequiekl
and to focus on the target To be hit sooner t51. This same readjustment of attention wo
seem to apply to tennis. badminton. lacrosse. hockey and tether games involving both /the
reception and precise projection of a ball or puck. The earlier and quicker, ohsery tion
permits earlier focus on the target to he hit.

indhiduai Differences in Potential, for Quickness`-.1

Skill in meogni/ingcues quickly and accurately and responding appropria takes
much moth ated practice tpositively reuitrced responses). A high-level pertiermer has to
catch earlier cues: be more precise in it?terpretation and develop preprogrammed.
adequate responses. There are. of course, individual differences. in the levels of cue
reacting and response initiation which individuals can acquire with practice. Some
individuals are by nature slots in siniple reaction tinitx, hence have less success in sports
requiring rapid anticipators reactions. It they 'wish to exce.l_ in a sport. they should
perhaps.restrict themselves to sports such as golf. ho ling. belliards.long distance
running. field (-tents in track sports where success does not depend So muChon fast
cue perception and eery quick initiation of response.

Adept perception includes selection of appropriate cues t om the display and dis-
regard of the unimportant. then the interpretation of these cue in terms of past experi-
ence. It seems that this process develops at the very high ski level until the quick
recognition doves into the programmed response with some type el shoricutting within
the central mechanism. fhis hypothesis is based on the speed tel si 11 responses, a total
time from stimulus to action which seems to contradict earlier Torts that choice
reactions are :IN ay. much slower than simple reactions. The shorter ti le of anticipatory
response in a oincidenceamicipation situation mat he a factor. Th subconsciously
organised. proprioceptive guidance of response without peripheral fee hack may he
another tacker.

Expectant, and Dela, of Opponent Perception
I:xp eetancr of an act. when correct. speeds perception and response. Howev expec-tant.). when wrong. delays perception because of the time taken for the additional Ives in-

terretation and often the time taken to check an incorrect response already started\The.
reinterpretation of the display and the checking of the w rung response increase the dt y
before the new response is started. Much attic statugy of competitive sports is based o
delaying an opponent's perception and creating false perceptions. The pitcher may throw
his changeot pace ball w ith what seems to be the same total act as his lastball delivery;
set he gets tl c slower ball flight by moving the hail hack in his hand so that it rests
again.' hit, palm and the tease et his thumb. 1 he batter's false perception causes him to

Ing too soon.

Shorter arcs of limb movement in kicking or throwing are often used so as to be less
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revealing of Oilcan to the opponent. ken the best tennis opponents were often contused
as to whether rancho Segura's short twohanded forehand was initiation, a drop:shokor
a hard time to the base line. Bastetball players use peripheral visiok on passes lest eye-
titettairocal the eiact path the ball is to be thrown. The hitiden ball trick is almost as old
as hasuhall. The modern football quarterback is a genius at delaying perception by the
opponents as to which hack is'the real hall carrier.

Fluctuation of Attention l
In fast, highly competitive games. one problem of the player is to have his attention at

peak toe! and directed toward the important cues. High level of attention. in addition to
eipectancy and direction tOr cue Ii cus. often involves a preparatory posture with change
in muscle torus and with preparatory muscles on stretch. Attempts to distract attention
from effective focns are employed not only by the opponents but even sometimes by the
opponents' supporting tans. The ready signal betbre the tennis'serve is theoretically au --
attempt to prepare the opponent tOr reeeption'although highly-skilled players may vary
the time of initiation of the service. Baseball pitchers sometimes try to catch the hatter
without his attention at its peak, either by pitching %cry rapidly or by using long delays
before Misery. Batters learn to step out of the box when they feel theirtttention level
waning a bit. This attention factor is the reason Int. the preparatory signals at the start of '
the track sprint. Football quarterbacks attempt to vary the signal-calling interval before
the starting signal. and vary the number of counts called so that the opponents cannot
anticipate on which count the ball is to be passed. 1 heir own teammates already know-
% Inch will he the starting signal.

Earl. Cues.and Cue Abbreviation

A little more needs to he said about catching earlier cues. and even their abbreviation
with tilling in from mental construct. Some batters seem to catch a difference in arm and
wrist motion in pitcher's delivery of the curve and the last hall although this is not likely
with softie good pitchers. One defensive football lineman insisted that he could catch an
early cue of ball movement by the sudden tightening of the center's fingers just as he
initiated the pas.. Players in various sports learn to interpret early body movements and
vim preparatory postures of an opponent, hence get a preliminary start in counteracting
the opponent's nest act.

Practice for Speed

. Practice of acts with the responses timed. under conditions which encourage faster
action, seems to he effective in speeding responses. Sittiations encouraging faster action
for success are helpful. the acts are tinted and improvement in speed is positively re-
warded (reinforced). .11w goalie is bombarded by successive halls with dt!ereasing
atervals between them although not so rapidly as to prevent reasonable success in
blocking the goal tries. In fuotbalt,t he interval, from the first movement of die ball by the

.-center until the placekick is executed, is timed until total time can be reduced to four
second% or less. Fast starts are practice almost daily in competition by track sprinters, in
the scalied "witkprints- of other .ports, in the start tnr swimming races, by the base
stealer in baseball. etc. Sitece%sful competitive kaetions in sports often require fast cue
reading and fast response bY the defensive players who have little advance intOrMation
about the opponent's initiation of his act.
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Compiesities of the Perception Process

There are certain additional aspects 14 perception tstintidus discriniin9,tion- and
reception. organisation. and interpretation) which need 'co:1.'00a t ion .

First. perception is usually a combination of input irom various senses plus memory
traces from past experience an interpretation °Eti fused stimuluspattern which may
contain sisual. auditory. tactual and kinesthetic stinrilli. Yet in spite of this seiiining.
complexity of the perception process. perception of relatively familiar objects occurs so
rapidly as to appear instantaneous to the layman.

Second. parts of this display. this total stimulus-pattern. may never reach the
awareness level of: conscious:isms ahho -h the parts often affect the interpretation.
think of the background against which we see a background helps etch out
the figqre..jet we arc often unaware of just what the background was. Beginning 'tress
base noted this effect of subliminal cues when they change landing prtetice from a
familiar to an unfamiliar field. Even the experienced car driver adjusts his steering to
many aspects of the unfolding surroundings with little or no awareness except of the
major aspects of his total environment. He adjusts the steering wheel for road curves.
deviations. bumps. smaltobjects on the highway. etc.. ith a light finger touch while ,he
observes other cars. talks to a emir *Ilion. looks for patent cars. etc. Subliminal stimulus-
patterns and appropriate reaction are not unusual in human behavior.

At'

SUMMARY

Several major changes occur as the individual moves from the novice stage to the
highisskilled performer.

I. The skilled performer actu'lly relies on different and often earlier-occurring
information which he discriminates within the total displayor environmental situation.

2. He hasearned not to attend to extiarcous factors in the total stimulus ;ern.
3. The cues have become much more familiar to him and are already tied ith con-.siderable certainty to the appropriate resnonses.
4. He learns what to expect in familiar environmental situations, and from many

types of opponents.
5. He becomes more precise in his coincidence-anticipation anticipation of exact

time to intercept a moving object. etc.
h. Ability level seems greatly to outweigh any personality factors in speed of cue

readinp c-nd responding.
7. Body acts change to relatively automatic performance at high skill levels.

permitting direction 01 attention to focus on cues for the following act.
8, Some movement adjustment at high levels comes from repetition (practice) and

consequent knowledge of results. without conscious awareness of just what muscle
pattern is being changed or has been changed.

9. Attention to coues lion or modification of a part -..vf the pattern, then drill on that
specific aspect of the total act, can be done effectively while the whole act is being
pertbrmed. The rest of the ai.t ;:an be allowed is flow along automatically. However at
advanced stages. -: ...a tit' practiced as if it were in the whole act because the rest of
the act

ID. At high-skill le- e',. serious errors sometimes creep into the. performance-act
unconsciously and p ; gist as part of the automatic act. The error needs to he broughl to
the performer's attention, corrected. then tne whole act performed with the correction
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inserted and attended to, until by repetition the correct m hecoritey,4rt of the total
automatic act. I his constant error is not much of a factor at lowskill levels because the

per firmer rarely does an act in the same pattern in successive pertrmances.
I I . Intro I dam of conscious attention to movement details of a complex but relit-

five,. autos tic skill interferes with efficient. automatic performance. Consequently
swli corrections as mentioned in item 10 should he made and practiced until they fuse
ir. automatic performance of the whole act. Otherwise they are not ready for use in
Contest perhirmance.

. .12. A tew excellent athletes pertOrm a motor act such as tossing a free. throw in
basketball. or a goal try. without any delay even though the situation permits more time
betOre initiating the act. Perhaps they tend to let conscious attention interfere with auto-
matic performance it they delay, hence they have become conditioned to perform without
hesitation. this helm% ior r be a result of much learning by trial and error without
much analysis or knowledge of ; what changes have caused the improvement. Most
highly skilled athletes have learned their own individual ways of "getting set" for the act.
Once they are reads. they focus on the purpose or goal and turn the physical performance
over to automatic control. However. many situations in athletics develop so rapidly that
last and automatic response to cues is the only response that seecessf

13. Indic lanais tar: greatly in site. strength. speed, endurance pecifie skill back-
grounds. At the high-skill levels. particularly in the open skills where respOnse should he
continually r....nitusted to t. tIN ironmental conditions. emphasis by the teacher on a
sten:044A form is otter detrimental to best individual pertormance. At high skill-levels
in open skills, there is Ovule variability in successful forms and muscle patterns employed.

14. Iligh.sk:11 foe! is generally characterised by greater ink-test and concentration.
Conditioning has caused less interference by fatigue. Moroi. cr. the greater skill has
eliminated the silting of energy in unnecessary motions and extraneous acts: hence
longer practices and more intense performances can he experienced profitably.

IS. At the high-skill levels. mental rehearsal between physical performances is much
more helpful than at tower levels. It helps retention, reviews past .performances and
assists m directing attention twvard aspects to he emphasised at next practice and
toward method% which have been most effective. It also helps present forgetting and pre-
ems the lowering of performanca kw' as a result of the inhibiting ettect of other inter

%ening activities between practices and iertorming sessions..lape replays. movies of past
contests and so-called skullpractics a well-know n des ice% to improve physical per-
formance through mental practice. Moreose tental practice before physical pfhetice
flitch gets the performer ready for peak pertorm. ice. A secondary aspect of this mental
rehears:alit:twee:1 practices or performances is th occasionally new ideas for modifi-
cation or change in aspects of form or performance are incubated. At the high-skill level

' this type of creatoity sometimes initiates marked improvement in performance.
In. Almost daily physical reviews seem to he absolutely essential to preserve high skill

levels. part icularls those skills involving many tine and precise tiuwements. Highly skilled
performers. contrary to lay opinion. need as much or more practice to preserve their level
of performance than was needed in the beginning and intermediate stages of their skill
learning. Mo'reoy cr. they often want an immediate prepertormance rehearsal before
competition. While stretching and warming the muscll ithe old idea of %summit) are of
value particularly to nic' performers, the preperformance review of skills seems to he
the most important :actor. However. there is an eXCepta to this principle. Prolonged
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strenuous. exhausting and.muscle-bruising practices or contests which emphasize great
endurance often profit from an intervening day or two of rest.

17. In many types t* contests, the development of great adeptness in using peripheral
vision is necessary for highlyskilled performance. This development is necessary so that
one can quickly select from a wide area those cues tOr subsequent action. Peripheral
vision is also used instead of direct Mahal) focus to prevent early cue reading by
opponents. They are often tipped oft to the nest act it the perhirmer signals it by his eye
thous. Games involving much passing of the ball sick as soccer hockey or basketball
demand much use of peripheral vision. .

.18 &aches use verbal comment and various types of signals to augment feedback as
the individual pertirms. In addition. the coaches and teachers use many types of
apparatus which furnish the performer more precise knowledge of results and effectiveor
ineffective most:merits involved Immediate tape repla5's will show he pertiarmer what
variation in movement affected the performance. favorably or unfavorably. Exact timing
of an act can inform the performer of the rate of performance when speed is important.
Slow-motion comparin of tapes of several performances of an act may reveal oth Twise
concealed variations which Aim the efficiency of pertimhance.

lg.. In trimg to improve cue perception by, advanced performers. one must reme her
that perception is unique. It depends on the individual's background'of esperiene and
training his sensory acuity. his'momentary direction of attention. what he expects or
anticipates and his present emotional state. Also important is the contest of the whole
situation, including lighting, background and the performer's degree of tamdiarity and
spatial orint:gum of the perfoAnance area.

20. Although all motor skill learning is perceptual-motor, there is some difference
between life high-level method of teaching or coaching the open skills isuch as those used
in' ball gamest artil the closed skills (used in shot putting. figure skating. gymnastic
exercises and doing,. For the open skills, the methods tend to stress precise and often
quick Went:tit:awn of cues for the appropriate act. In skills where environmental situa
films have little impact on effective form. the maim emphasis tends to he directed toward
line readjilQmns of the mechanics of the motor act perception of what to do in the.
open skills versus how to act in the chased skills. the latter tends to stress polish of parts01 the act 'anti Nit-tent %mg. .
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Imagery and Affect
in Motor Skills

B. R. Iflugel-kt
State University of New York at Both

The area of sports has received little attention from psychologists. This is not to jay
that the learning of Two, skills or aptitudes such as dexterity. accuracy of movement or
other aspects of movement such as speed and endurance has been neglectedi,The
interests of psychologists have not been in the arena of winning games as much as in the
general increase of physical efficiency. It is thisaspect of sport that I will talk about. as I
am just as interested in losers as in winners. .

While psychologists have been interested in the learning of physical skills (usually
referred to as perceptual-motor skills). their interests have not been in the area of how a
skill is acquired as much as in other aspects of learning. We have not analyzed how a
little boy learns to catch a ball and. until relatively recently. we have nut had even a tenta-
tive theory on which to base introduction. Physicalskills have been taught by coachei or
"pros" and some of these are probably good teachers but they base their teaching on
experience, not on scientifically supported theory.

Mowrer's Learning 'Theory

Around 19b0 0. Hobart Mowrer of Illinois proposed a general learning theory (2) that
I shall try to relate to the area of athletictype skills. I suspect that successful coaches use
this theory intuitively although probably not exclusively. Many of you here will find much
that will sound familiar. but I think what we want is a careful statement rather than hairy
generalization. This theory rests on a foundation of four assumptions:

I. All learning amounts to entotionit conditioning. i.e.. all we ever learn is to f good
or bad. better or worse, in connection with certain signs or stimuli. Put °the isc. we
never learn "how to- do anything we only learn to "want to" or "not want to" do
something. While this may sound a hit strange, it makr,s sense when you recognize that
you cannot teach someone something he is unable to ito. if he is able, you need not
teackitim "how.' :Perhaps you teach him "when." To take an example from sports, we
do not learn to sink foul shots what we kern is to feel good or bad in relation to certain
stimuli depending on the outcome of our toss.

2. The signs or stimuli are of two kinds external to our bodies or produced by our
own muscular contractions dint is. our kinesthetic sense is stimulated by movements
of muscles. tendons or joints we have a sense of strain. effort, muscular tension, arm
or kg or head position. etc. The important point in this assumption is that we can feel the .
kinesthetic stimuli that result from an action before the result of the action conies to
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pass. i bus. as s tot as ue throu a basketball touard the hoop ue has.: an mpouring 44
muscle. tendon and omit stimidation that ue can sense before the hall arrives in the
neighborhood of the basket. In relation to the first assuMption. then. ue hate in very
slam order tuts stimulus eYents i I I ue led %hat our bodies have done and (2) ue see the
ball drop. culler Hi or atAa% troth the basket generating toy or dismay. I he tact that tau
stimidi are paired in raped succession is the basic Paolo tan requirement for conditioning
and %hat happens is that a particular body feedback of a pattern of stimuli becomes
conditioned hi an ow asainal reaction 441 satisfaction Wiith success!. or disgust (null,.
tadurc)..

.1 I he thud assumption 'ticals unit the control of our outs behavior. According to
414ny14r. our lichay no is y outfroll.sl basseath, 141, emotion, It tee feel good or better doing
something. au vont:nue doing it. If iv e feel had or %time. ay cease and desist or change to
some other .,tithe. Our basic monyation. in short, Is emotional. As long as uc are alive
ue rainy., and 11w direction 44 out may ements is deteOmined ht hot. ue feel about their
tontinuation.

4. I.M.411%. I he fourth assumptton is that in the emu se of ?earning or conditioning. the
emotional patterassociated with kinesthetic feedback begun to aceur earlier and earlier "--..,
in the timetable of eYents so that. to conttnue u all our example. as %e make ready to
thiou a basketball ue bciti to experience the leedhack stimuli from our preliminary
movements and the chat,:;teristic conAtional tyacnott associated with that feedback
hegms to rise 1 bus if 44 e "14-4:1 right" ort'good" ue let the ball go. if ue feel wrong. ue do
nut and ue admst our 'musculature. posture. tension. etc mud ue do feel right. But
feeling right in this situation unyokes a feedback pattern that ue had ltefOre,uhen ne
were sue, csstul I his, in turn. MC.111N that, in it sense. AV must remember i.e.. sse must
hate been conditioned. lulu ue telt. kinesthetically. the 1. t time the hall %vent through

c an appropriate kinesthetic
%c

the hoop I his. in its turn. means that ue thoe some kind It standard or model of hat a
proper kinesthetic feedback is. In short. 4e must h
"image" in lint :wry ous syvtent to sets, as this standard it stimulus that generates the
appropriate IMolloy.

Skill ',earning

With the ..ssumptiiins of lost rec.% theory riot. before us. let me turn to a general
statement about the learning of any skill uhethr it be in sports or music or in the most
abstract kind of actony.. say. wising mathematical equamorts or creating poetry. I Yvd1
restrict the theory for the present to relatively simple or single movements that may he
reties ive

As you arc theft' is .1 IVIRICIIS III some sowpinteffeetuid circles to dniAngrade
athletics as somehou less admirable than other bloom) endeay in% 'thew same doubt).
graders rush to see Rudolf Nureyes uho is as .hard-uorls ing an athlete as anyone might
uish to see. A performance by Fleileti or Rubinstein is basicallY a physical exercise as Is
the execution of a painting 1.0 Picasso. A golt stroke by Arnold Palmer is a cork of art
and a pass by Joe Namath is a piece of poetry. I it alit not dud on the ditterences that

might u eat to emphami. What interests me is that any plissical pertormance. tram
it mg a nail hi IIiising a racing car. consists it ennitionat and coon! ye or intellectual
factors as Nett as physical factors. I he cogninYe and emotional factors I utsh to
mini:rote are the sensory Wedbacks and the consequent reactions to the successes or
failures that attend each moy dm .11.



Coaches and physical edut anon instructors tend to assume that coordination is some-
thing sou hate or ton haven't and they rarely try to teach the luckless individual who
Sesnis to hate two left feet. Instead they pick their teams from those who have an ability
and send the rest to the.bleacherYtor sidelines to watch and cheer. My own interest is in
trying to see what coordinatio.. is and how it can he aided or developed.

It we consider the subject of coordination from the t iewpoint of Mowrer's theory. we
cati.recognite some possible exItlanation for the success or failure of various individuals
in mans kind, of enterprise. .

In the first place. we are not too likely to encounter "natural" athletes anymore than
we encounter intellectual giants. On the basis of a normal distribution curve the percent.

/ ages are against us. ['he percentage of "naturals" is like's, to he about two or three
percent. We r peci. or should expect. good performers to practice:. to have experience
in short, to hate been conditioned properly in the Patios Ian

Second. sonic people are unconcerned Witt; the outcomes of their coons in a sport
situation. I het don't care enough about scoring a ringer in horseshoe pitching or 'getting
a strike in howling for the outcome to matter. It you can't or don't get mildly emotional
about the rt.sults, vonchnntng can hardly occur. Remember the emotions in question are
those related to feedback stimuli and not some general excitement.

I bird. and perhaps most important. some people hate not learned that is. they hate
not been ..onditioned to feedback stimuli in the sense that they are too interested in out-
comes lot int matertal features of a performance so that the feedback stimuli are not felt as
such. I he as cf.Igt: dialer in golf. for example. does not know enough to keep his head
down when dm mg has to be told: and it he remains a duffer. he neser does figure
oast why or in !nun.; to high lump. pole tat& or lump hurdles he doesn't know enough
to count or Itle.ottre strides his object is to get titer the bar and he is not concerned
with what will actuallt accomplish his goal most etCcientl. Because. to speak loosely. he
pats attention to the wrong teatimes ot a perfrmance. he does not sense his feedbacks or
react entottonally to a sPecitic pattern of feedback stimulation that he generates as he
begins his action

Research Studies

I .1 focus tom attention on the importance of kinesthetic feedback I will describe a
Iteetion (+research studies which I trust vou will find hard to believe. Vet, it you do

.titt the tolloWing report of interest. I think volt may find ways to improt e. the efficiency
of tour students to somewhere near their true capacities.

Before I begin let me recall tOr you the practice in ballet schools of hating a walllength
mirror adiatem to a practice bar. Little ballerinas hold onto the bar and watch them-
selts in the mirror so they can hate a %luta! feedback .of their body dispositions. they
can see how high 'they raise their legs and an instruction of "higher" or "lower" can
m'eati something. Naturally they MS') Wei their extensions and flexions and eventually can
dispense with the mirror. But the mirror helps. Let me parenthetically suggest that
movies or IN tapes are of unlimited help. it properly used, in helping an athlete correct
undesirable operations.

In the past 3 or 4 sears there ha. been a rather large amount of research lover 25
separate stu.lies which has received scant attention. pssiblt because the studies have
been sporadlc and hate appeared in relatitelt 0:swore publication's or possihls because
no one helloed them. 1 hese reports are descriptions of studies of fronting wilituut
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',meth.... the very concept is a little disturbing to most people and you might very
properly take a skepticill position on what i am about to describe.

The basic pattern. although not necessarily the hest design plan. of the experiments I
shall review is as follows: a group of subjects (usually children or college students) is
asked to perform some simple act. e.g.. a free throw in basketball, dart throwing. or ring.
toss. Atter a number of trials to ascertain initial skill levels, the group is divided into
three %%witted subgroups. the first group continues to practice for some period until it
Aims some improvement. the second serves as a control group and does not practice at
all I he third is asked to sit down, relax. and think about the operation about as often as
the first group practices. be instructions to the third group are to imagine themselves
pertOrming the act in all its details. When the first group is through practicing, all duet
groups are retested. The second group, the bask contr.' group, usually shows little or .no-----
improvenwist..1he practice group always improves. But the third group that only sat and
thought.in some 25 studies. has also shown improvement. well above the control. and
frequents is as good as or better than the practice group!

Let me describe a typical study by Twining (4). Twining asked 36 college men to toss
to -inch rings toward a stake It) feet away. The study lasted for 22 days with the following
conditions:

broup I tossed 210 rings on the first day and then practiced wii4 70 tosses per day on
days 2.21: this took about 5-10 minutes per day.

Group 11 tossed 210 on the first day and then retired until the 22nd day.
Catnip 111 tossed 210 rings the first day and then was instructed to practice mentally on

days 2.21. Mental practice consisted of swing to imagine the activity in its several
component.. I he members 01 this group reported that it was hard to concentrate after
about 5 minutes but they were instructed to continue imaging for 15 minutes per day.

On the 22nd day all three groups tossed 210 rings. just as on Day I. The percent
improvement ot the scores on Day 22 over Day 1 was:

Group
Gnaw II
( ;nil) Ill

Practice group
Control group
Image group

t37.3%
4.3%

36.2%
Note that Group III had (Line no physical work of any kind and presumably had followed
or t ruct ions to "visualize all your sensations, but make no moves.-

A more dramatic st dy was reported in 1943 by Vanden. Davis and Clugston (5) who,
using mil% tour boys I 'I' group. had them toss 35 basketball free throws or. Day I. Group
I practiced every day for 20 days, Croup 11. the control, did not practice and Group III
engaged in mental practice for 20 days, The improvement in this study was Al percent for
the practice group. 2 percent tin- the control, and 43 percent for the mental practice
group. slightly better though not signifeantly better than the physical practice group.
Encouraged by these results. the expe. imenter, tried cellege students on dartthrowing
and found. alter 20 days. no improvement for a control group and 23 percent and 22 per-
cent onproienient respectively for a physical prat Tice and mental practice group.

4 he same basic pattern has been fount; 4 a succession of researchers for the following,
tasks and or skills:

1 tapping with a stylus (speed and accuracy)
2. card y ,rt 1 ng

3. pegboard (placing pegs in holes in a board)
4 s,Intiol-digit substitution a code game
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S. mirror-traci4 (drawing a path around drawn obstacles white viewing
-only a mirror image)

6. additional basketball free-throw studies
'7. additional dart-throwing studies
K. playing new piano compositions by competent pianists
9. the high jump

10. a gymnastic stunt single leg upstart on the high bat
A summary of some of the findings of these studies follows:

. 1. In some studies the very good and very poor subjects did not improve as much as
the intermediate subjects with mental practice.

2. It is necessary to consider the possibility that some of the practicing subjects would
- -froftl- fatigue-4n studies where.the-prac=tice -takes- place in -one day- and-that

scores might suffer some loss.
3, There appears to be a need f'or some physical practice in the early stages. i..

mental practise cannot be used from the beginning with any real effectiveness; there
must he a physical basis for the mental practice to be of any value. At the very least.
subjects should see someone else do it.

4. The amount of benefit from mental practice appears to vary with the task. For
example. tapping did not improve much as compared 'with the pegboard exercise. Note
that the movements involved are relatively "short and snappy.' more or less one shot
operation, or rep. .7t iv it ies rather than involved sequences.

S. No one knov much mental practice to requir6. how to spread it out or how to
detail the instructions with precision.

6. It appears that people who are vivid imagers. as supported by test,. do better than
people who score low on imagery tests.

My own reaction io these findings was one of some doubt although I felt I could
provide an account of the seemingly mysterious benefits from mental practice. To resolve
my doubts t decided to conduct my own search for facts and in the past few months I
have had subjects at the university play a form of table shuffleboard using a light. plastic
checker yuf a small wand or cue with a crescent at the end to impel the checker to vard a
14-inch circular target 3 feet from the starting mark. Folloing the usual pattern. I itad
practice. control and mental practice groups. All three groups were equated on the basis
of their scores itf the first 10 trials. The practice group continued to practice f '9 more
trials. the control group rested. and the imagery_group was asked to sit. fold arms and
imagine pushing the checker at the target when the experimenter said. "Ready . .

Push!" After 40 such efital practice trials for the imagery group. all three groups tried
10 more times. The grin in the average scores on the last 10 trials over the first 10 was as
follows:

Pruct ice group 1 5.25
(*ontrol group I .69
Imagery group 4.53

'I he results from the imagery group arc just barely significant of:er the results of the
control group but there are other indicants of the benefit of imagery exercise. For
example. all but 4 of the itt imagery subjects showed some benefit. Of the control
subjects 7 out of 16 actually scored worse. While the results are tilt staggering. they are
suriciently convincing to me to warrant further investigation. I am particularly inter-
estl in how much actual practice the imagery group should have to begin with and host
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. much imagery practice should be pros hied. Note that imagery practice costs nothinby
way of coaching salaries. supplies aild,equipment. risk of injury* kieation or facilities.
While these are minor matters with table shudielsoard. they could'be a significant factor
in skiing. surfing or driving a tank.

I believe I can account for the beneficial effects of imaginal practice. To begin with. it
has long hetn known, since 1431 ir fact. from the work of Jacobson (I), that whenever we
Think of some physical act. stisch as lifting a %%viten with the right arm, action currents
arising in the muscles of the rigf..t arn can be recorded with appropriate amplification.
In short. we think, at least in part. about physical perfOrmances with our bodies. Such
tensions. although of minute degree, can be sensed and rt.clon/4 by anyone attendingto them and will normall be reported as images. Shaw found that subjects would show
arm tension as recorded by a galvanometer WheneVe-r they either actually lifted orimagined Idling small weights (100 to 4)0 grants) (3). With more Ovid reported imagery
the action currents were stronger and in appropriate scope with the weight level
imagined. We might then assume that anyone imaging a particular pe.frmance is
actualls generating some kinds of tenson in appropriate parts of hiR body. There will he
individual difference's in the amounts of actual tension and in the subjects' abilities to
COM:t he ditterence between one pattern of tension and another. Also, depending upon avarlets of factors. a subject might pay more or less' attention to such tensions. Over-
concern about an outcome. for example. might detract from the vividness of the feedbackstimulation. c must now make an additional assumption: the feedback stimulation
must tin a real sports of skill situation) hate been condraZineet to an emotion of satis-
faction or its opposity: to the degree that the subject feels some satisfaction aroused by
tensions generated either in a real situation or imagined one. he then continues with the
movements in progress. It lie feels somehow dissatisfied be will check his.movements.aSsumiim this is possible. or if impossible. he will know at once that the outcome will be
unsatistaetort . I he ewer, bowler knows when he drops the ball wheth it will be a goodbv.I or not. similarly the batter who %:.irts his swing reali/es that wi rt. I it it' just
before he began the swing he did not "feel right.**

Consider row the situation with the imagers practice. '1 here is nothing to do but think.Hut the thinking amounts to sonic degree of appropriate muscular tensm which isexperienced or reported as an image. l be subject w ho is going to benefit from this
experience can conic to sense the kinesthetic feedback troni the slight contractions.
identity them. isolaT and discriminate them tin a sense) and. in effect. use them in the
sense of their generAing some satisfaction. even in phantasy. When he is hack in the realituation he can more quickly identify or classify the feedbacks as like's. to generate good
or bad consequences and his operations can become more effective or efficient. lit short.
heVearns which rues are important. 'the control subject does no' learn these discrimi
nations or to attend t .) them as well and he does not react Otiotil tans to the cues of his
kinesthetic feedback: consequently. he has nothing to guide his actions. 'the golfer who
slices his drive and curses his club or is concerned about the. host ballor of hernial ten w will
comma to slice until he learnsdiow feels" w hen you slice. He should he encour:ged
to lice deliberately lust as (biters should he taught how to skid a car under safe
condittons.

SUMMARY

What fh,6e tried to suggest is that most. it not all. physical skit!. depend upon a OM-diming tit feedlmek Crum mit scle .ermum% to appropriatc moti.,,),. A %jowl
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athlete u ill attend to. isolate. idotityor otherlise classify such feedback stimuli in terms
of feel+ or emotional reactious. for this to happen. a learner must he instructed or forced
to respond to the cues arising from his body and the consequences of his acts. The
uncoordinated Ixould-be athlete has not discovered the signiN:ancy of teedliavk stimuli
and continues to floundcrinappropriatels. .1 he talltIouer at the dance is too concerned
user social success to attend. to his feet. Anything the coach or physical educational
instructofcan do to bring the learn'ers attention to such cues should he of sonic benefit.
Lather I mentioned mirrors. din% ies and -IN tapes. Perhaps uy could include. rvcord.,
%there such tactors ioice or speech sounds are of importance. What is important is that
the learner reyoinif.fenliat he is actually doing under ditteryntconditions in termssot the
feedbacks trout his :mums. Once the feedbacks are kkientified. lternah: patterns can be
attaiipli421
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Producing
TI-Tat Psychological
WinningEdge
LeRoy Walker
North Carolina Central University
Duritani

Winning Factors

There are at least tour factors which have influenced me in my attempt to produce a
winning edge. These factors are elusive and as sharp as a tarot's edge. depending upon

..the panitular sport.
First. as a coach. I think I deal with an integrated self, with an organism as a whole in

a multitudinous and highly complex social status. The athlete whom I deal with reacts to
his peers. tt his classmates in the classroom and dining room and to his girlfriends. He
acts as an integrated, complex.,total organism. I can't insulate him from his setting and
wouldn't want to ill could.

Second. I think the track athietv, in devel4ing his personality. dues so as a result of
the sum total of .the integrated and coordinated hierarchies of habits and drives.
purp.Tes and aims, which arc the product tif his experiences in the settings I justmentioned

Third. I believe the behavior of the track man is modified, as is the behavior of all
athletes'. The modification is often in terms of early. apparently inconsequential, even
trivial instances ot experiences which often may have little logical but great psychological
relationships.

Fourth. I think the athlete is pushed by the past and drawn by the future. He learns intr. ins of an interest derived from prior experiences. laboring over the initial difficult*
and sustained by whatever ample and mild satisfactions are immediately involved,. The
atistite begins to see new possibilities. ante,, at these possibilities develop ...ad learning
takes place. a new significance seems to 'emerge and the rewards become greater. The
athlete's purpose also becomes richer and the whole project grows and takes on a new
dimension.

These, are the principles we think theoreticians could put into a frame of reference.
They h.Ve served as the Walker Bible in our attempt to develop the winningedge.With this in mind. we have tried to think how to initiate the process. This process. as
Jack Ramsey said, would differ according to whether the coaching is working at the high
school, college or professional level. In my opinion, the high school coach has the greatestalknge Unlike many college coat! . who enjoy the luxury of recruiting the talent
they sat he high whimt coach has he difficult task of taking a group of young people
and. using a methodology that will ring about the best results, attempt to implement
this process.
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Aber graduation from high school. young athletes come to college with a means-end
readiness. They have cognitive. iudgmentai type attitudes that are developed as fresh-
men. They have preliminary hunches of what you are likeas a coach and sometimes these
hunches are fairly accurate. They are aware of their innate endowments and most have
already decided his . if you listen and observe closely enough. they can maki, you a great
coach. Not only do they conic with a means-end readiness, but also with a means-end
expectation. At North Carolina Central University we feel that one of our responsibilities
is to deal with these two dimensions.

Approach to Young Athletes

We begin first by making certain things known to the athletes. one of which is to show
them the records of athletes who have preceded them. These include conference. state.
national and world records. We show them the Hall of Fame and All-American plaques
and the set of bronze shoes of eight Olympians who won five gold medals, a silver medal
and three home medals. Hut most cot all we try to impress upon them the tact that over
several decades at the university only 11 athletes who completed the freshman year did
not finish their eligibility and tailed to graduate. '1 his is .n attempt to control the means-
end readiness they have come with and the means-end expectation they probably have
developed.

Second. we to v to establish Cite authenticity of Walker; notice that I said authenticity.
not auttirify. For genuine authoritY, vshili is more than a matter of tficial position and
the ability to reward or punish. conies out of the depth of thiv personality and is revealed
in how you deal with people. It has a realness, a presence, an aura that can impress or
influence even a six-vear-old. A person, as we tell our athletes, is either himself or not
himself. He is either rooted in his existence or is a fabrication, has either found his
humanhtuod or is still playing with masks. roles and status symbols. Nobody is more
aware of this. although unconsciously, than athletes. We say to them. "Only an authentic
person can evoke a good resptnse in the core of other persons and only person is resonant
to person."

We feel that it we start with this, at least we have begun the process lit trying to
produce the winning edge. I think we also accept the tact. as Dr. Hansen said, that the
individual is an integrated personality with whom we must deal. lie has a set of second
order drives tor. example. gregariousness. which is one reason we don't have our
athletes five in separate dormitories even though some coaches prefer this arrangement
or separate floors.

i3eca.1%e our students desire sell-determination. in September when 'we stay the
decision-making process and ask them how good they want to he in the nor year or the
year alter that. we tell them that this is a group decision, %ith some input from the coach.
I hey % ill decide how many inches or tenths of seconds they wish to add to their perform-

ance. In giving them scope for individuality and freedom. we feel they mra recognize
that a great deal of responsibility goes with it. I !ell them. "Don't tell me in September
that you wanted to he treated like an adult. and then when we begin the hard w inter days of
February and March in preparation for the warmth of May and June. which sometimes
never conies. all tot a sudden you lose a lot of your age and become somewhat like the
youngster who killed his mother and father in cold blood and then went to court and
threw himselt on the mercy tot the court because he was an orphan.''

-1-inall% in out .aitial process making. we talk about preparation for the deeper mean-
ing of competition and try to get the players to understand that it is tar better to do
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mighty things. to win glorious triumphs even though checked with failures than to
rank with those poor souls who neither enjoy much nor sutler much because they live in
the gray twilight that knows neither victory nor defeat. We feel that the athlete who is
trying to produce the winning edge should know that success is not final nor failure,
fatal. lie has to understand that he is not, as Vince Lombardi ( ten said. -to boast in the
presence i it the languished. not to wail in the presence4rtlit ik-ifor."

Larry Black. a very fine sprinter who drew lam one 4,11 through the Olym pic trials in /
Eugene and then. it scented, had the misfortune of drawing lane one again all through/
the Olympic gaines. could have been so affected by it that he could have cracked up.
Ii stead. I think he looked bay* to me of the things we have discussed and said to
himself, -I am.. the difficult I expFet you to do right away, the impossibre maytake a
little longer." Ilk ninth ation was to do the best hecou lai possibly do from lane one.

We try to get the Mill% Ulna! ersonalOv to become part of 3 team process. Sometimes it
is difficult to consince an athlete e that kifit can accomplish anxthing he wantsias long as he

t
doesn't worry about %fin gets credit fur it.
' ..We feel it is ettportatt in producing a winning edge for the athlete ti..41 his individual
limits in'Septehtber. but also to keep in mind the team goals. in,t&ms of relays and
national chapipiiniships2-We Ask him to set his goals fairly high.

Accountability

I his leads to a factor consid(kreirquestionable by some ouracconntabilittaiide.
At Coittal we haw no dormitory rules of tidy goseriong eating. social or sex habits.

We haw tint one rule t.1 accountability ruts which takes care of all other behavior
habits. I his ode is that each team membir mu conic to practice every day on time,
depending upon w hat his class and lab schedules are. For every minute that an athlete is
late. he and hi, teammates must run one mile. II one indisqual is late live minutes. every"
person on the team must run five miles. It's surprising 'Wow much this rule develops
brotherly lose. Nobobs oi unconcerned about his teammates. No runner dare go down the
hallway and. seeing teammate taking an afternoon n.:1' ; re practic:Ns% him by.
lie stops. shakes him a couple of times and says. "Dear !. owl dear friend. let's go to
practice.

1 his ofA of equal respimsiiiiiity is important for every athate on the want. whether he
is a star or no% ice. whether he is a black athlete or a white athlete. It has !vomit:
extremely disturbing to me in kome quarters to watch how coaches have had to shift
grounds in dealing with athletes of one ethnic romp or another. It's no wonder that !
find sonic athletes. white and black, upset about the manner in which a certain segr'ent
of the team is treated tomtits to make everybody happy; it often doesn't work. There
are three f.'s that we .. opt% fair. firm and triemily: I keep fair constant all the time but
I'll shift firm and friendly depending upon the circurstances.

There is also the last thing we resort to w hen esrvtliing else seems to go wrong and
there is some questioning. After yigye coached for a number of years. you can always
come hack to the axiom. -There ain't no reason for it. it's just nt:i policy." Although
pssehulogists 'would say this is probably not the answer. it's bowl than no answer.
Actually. it's a good answer if in the past you have Aimee. the individual to he a part of
the gr! atp process in tertiti of arriving at decisions.

At North i arthna t entral we Lase three basic D's that we accept in terms of (levet.
I ping the is inning edge discontentment. des otion and dedication. and
'I hem, begin is oh a very simple premise: if you're goini2 to have a title term. you must first

/
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_ try to get some help. Al! other think are either relatively important or extremely
important.

'Discontentment

We think the winning edge is based on diScontentment and,. in my opinion, there are s..
twtf kinds. There i% the kind of discontentment that works, strives for excellence, is
always in pursuit of a better self: then there is the kind of discontentment that wrings its
hands. makes excuses and rationalizes poor performance. The first kind uspAlly gets
what it wants while the second kind usually loses what it has. The only cure I know for
the first tYpe of discontentment is success: I don't know ofany cure at all for the second.
type. ,

.
jDevotion and DedicOlon

. /, _
s in terms of devotion to ta sit we remind the athletes of Longfellow's words: "The

heights 11 great men reached and kept were nor-attained by sudtien flight. but they,
while their companions slept were toiling upwaiG in the night." If a Coach has athletes
with great talent. work will improve them. If a coach has, like most of us, athletes with/moderate ability. wrork w ill tend to lessen their insufficiencies. There is a certatn among'
of devotion to task that's required aind there's a certain perseverance and diligence to

.tks that's aholutely necessary if its to lead to mastering. which .is achieved only
through diligent application of all there is to know about your particular skill. You
becOme and iremairrthe masteronly by reviewing overand over again all there is abput it.
not just what appears to be favorable tiryou.

.

I remember riding back from the coast with Bill Russell when his teant. the Boston
Celtie. was dowitune game to.three. When asked what he thought the problem was. Bill
said. "I don't know but I think whatever the problem is we can solve it when we get back
to Boston bylining a little practice.- It seemed strange to hear a guy who was coaching
the world's kha9tpions talk about practice. I've also heard Arnold Palmer and Jack.
Nicklaus talk about taking time off from tie circuit to go MAN the priclice tee and
putting green.

Discipline

I think the athlete Inust have special kind'of discipline the kind which helps him
appreciate others and realize that np athlete has ever attained true greatness without
feclinit that his achievements belongid,to his teammates and were the direct results of his
ammates' efforts. Some athletes are not disciplined enough to understand that 'they
tusi share. that they must always pr-iy that they do not want to find fault with irman

who limps or stumbles along the road unless they haveworn the shoal_ he wears or
:struggled beneath his load. And praynot to sneer at the man who is dbwtiloday unless

Ht the blow that caused his fall or the shame that only the fallen know. And.
pray not to be harsh-with the ma i who sins or pelt him with worries orsthties unless you
are sure:doubly sure. that you have no fault of your own. Athletes who drop a baton or
get nipped at the tape certainly must have a.deep feeling for their teammates whp may
suffer the same fate if the total team is going to have the *inning edge.

will

The kind of devotion needed to develop the winning edge trefnands a special kind
will. Victor Hugo'lwrote. "Men do not fail because they lack strength but more often
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because they lack Sometimes this will, combined with courage, enables a player
'N 6 to have courage to fail. Now I don't meab.that ope.becomes a good loser -- I don't think

there is rthy such thing as a good loser. except those who always lose. But one can be a
loser without, as Lombardi said, "wailing in the presence of the victor." An athlete can
be a gOod lose only if it teaches him what is necessary to do on the practice field the next
time.

Stick-to-itiveness

tolittain the winning edge also requires a special kind of stick-to-itiveness that every
athlete must hive. We tell our athletes that there are two ways to get to the toP.ofan oak
tree either climb it or sit on an acorn and wait. Now if you don't have patience to wait.
clipth the tree in other words. develop the willingness to eais.up immediate Weasutii%
in favor of long-term gain.

Maturity 0.

Dedication to produce the winning edge also requires maturity. Several years ago we
ld a national team in Paris run against the French,team. The setting could -not have

n worse because we were living on the Champs Elysees, two doors down from the Club
"E ceisior and around the corner from the Club Sexy where all The social life was
ha pening. We naively expected the athletes to think about nothing else but track even
thi gh the managers and coaches were not doing so. The athletes could not understand
w we insisted that they go to the award platform to receive their awards, but at the end
.0 the first day we realized why. Awards were given 'only for first place: for second, third
a d fourth place. athletes got a handshake. When they asked. "Why go up there for a
handshake?" we told them that in Europe the,award ceremony is an important part of
the total meet and that it is rude as guests not to go to the stand. We also suggested that
if they didn't want a handshake, they could put forth a little bit more effort to earn the
award. Most accepted this explanation and the next day they did a little better. This kind
of maturity is needed to produce the winning edge.

An athlete must also have the maturity to persevere and sweat but a project or
situation despite opposition or setbacks. He has to have the capacity to face unpleasant-
ness and frustration, discomfort and defeat without complaiit or collapse. He must be

dependable. nn matter how talented he is. This includes the ability to keep his word and
ome through in a crisis. Immature athletes are masters of the alibi; confused and dis-

organized, their lives are a maze of broken promises. unfinished business and good
intentions which never materialize. A mature athlete knows the art of living in peace with
that which cannot be changed.

Self-Evaluation

t.

. To produce the winning edge an athlete has to be able to evaluate his performance in
terms of self. How does a coach get a great switinner or an athlete who has been to the
Olympic Games as a junior to come back and want to do more in order m excel? This can
he done if the coach has set his pars all along, if he has motivated the athlete to want to
pail hack the horizons so that the golden medal is not the end. In the case of Larry Black
it was a team effort with the hopes of trying to run a three-minute milecrelay. J..

.
AMOS' over Oneself

..

. .

-, Then by all means 4atilete has to pave power over himself. This is pro aliTy'the:mos:
.
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precious of all the possessions power over ourselvesz power to withitand trial, to bear
suffering. to front danger. power over pleasure and pgio. power to follow convictions
and make decisions however resisted by mebrice and scorn. And the power of calm
reliance amid darkness and scorn. qne of the athletes on the team,has a facetious saying
that reflects the quiet confidence he has. t*Yea though I. walk through the valley of the
shadow of death. I shallfear no evil 'cause I'm the fastest, meanest S.O.B. in the valley."

It's often necessary to have to reorder priorities and push back horizopspr athletes
who are doing fir better than you had first anticipated. Try to get them to understand
what was meant by the person who wrote:

I'm tired of sailing myslittle boat close by the harbor shore. I want to go out where
the big ship float, out on the deep where the great oneeare and then if my frail craft'
proves too slight for the storms that sweep the (Ode sea o'er. I'd rather go down in a .
stirring fight than to drowse to death by the sitimberingshore. t
Push hack the horizons of your athletes, keep them discontented.. devoted to tasks.. .

dedicated an:* with discipline in their attempt to develop tie winning Edge.

17,

p

..Cbaching in an Era
of Increasing Indkvidual.

,Awareness.

James littliSen
Stare Univrrsity (OW York at linhalo

q a

t

.

, Coaches are dealing with a new breed of young people today. They are less willing to
accept discipline. less willing to accept the establishment and less wilting P t3 accept the
status quo. Many coachek are experiencing these reactions but don't know why they are

Ioccurring.' I will note some of the major issues in the coaching of the new type athlete
and examine sprix reasons why tnese are occurring; Then we can rook at coaching in

. light of these psychosocial variables.

ISSUES

Authority .
f. -

'.." One of themajor issues involves authority: Most coaches are not just fighting a partie-
ular incident but are fighting for a principle of education the right to run their own
program. Coaches fear that if they give in on a specific problem they will be beaten, and
if they arc beaten on oiler issue, the coaches feel the athletes will keep right on. It is
viewed as a win-lose issue like everything else in.athletics. Closely aligned to this concept
is the idea that it is the coach's duty to teach the principles to the athletes. Athletics are

44
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.. ,. frequently based on the concepts ortraining. disci me. team unity and morale. Coaches i

I' tit* of the lessons that the athlete must learnfor example. the willingness to subordi-. r!
' ' nate fiimself to a cause greater than himself. the team. The concept of the team is some-

times thought of in a political sense. as a democratic unit of the person working for the
betterr4nr of a total organization. However. most teams are not run in a democratic
fashion

. . I,

p

One Manifestation ot' the change in the at,lifete's behavior is the inclion of the word
"why" in his vocahulgry. Students do not respond to an autocratic society in which
Members automatically do wharthey are told. _Now it is oecespry to extilain the logic
and philosophy behina # request. Every request is scrutinized as fo its relevancy.

In a way, the athletes will put the coach down, they will test him. They play a psycho-
logical game in which they take him right to the edge of rebellion.' fighting him all the
way. The contiontation, however, seldom isbpen.

'Mai's, coaches continue to use the tough man style of coaching. I recall as a frohnion
in high sthool when my coach said be wanted our bellies tough enongh that be could
walk across thein with his spikes. I assumed he meant it a?id I MIA hedid.

Coaches with a rigid perspectivehave difficulty operating with Tt day's youtftp The stu-
dents are smart and aware. The dedicated coach who is devoted to the job may go over-
board: that dedication may look fanatical to the *Sider. Today's youth-is less likely to
accept the old-fashioned Spartan style of coaching. ';

Some coaches tend to look down on their athletes or regard them as naive" and in need
id' being totally governed. Coaches frequently exercise coMplete control over athletes.
Even if a coacdoesn't think he behaves in this way it may be perceivgd as suc 'ay his
players. To really tiring out their potential a coach. must understand and.hand their
indiejdual needs.

r
Quitting

Most coaehes belie* that the greht majority of athletes still find sports a meaningful
experience. However, with the aftlNnce orour society the athlete is open resistatit and.
irreverent. ifig discipline. hfr is sometimes a quitter;lacking patience she puspes

. immediate and otal indepen-denet.
, Mani mill drop out. This idea is baffling to most coaches. When rivalry does not

mean much anircloyalty to other causes is mere demanding than loyalty to school and -
team and vn Ch4irtues *discipline and,hard work are made to appeal- suspect and
probably.foolkh, the coach and the game, he teaches appear to be. irrelevant. Most

commitmenthave a sincere romilment to the game and cannot reconcile themselves tocthe
- idea of an athlete quitting.

4-Many athletes quit because they have outside interests. Many students are concerned
, h worldly affairs and more time is taken up with individual discussions. Most coaches

deal with social issues but'*ndifference is the major problem.
Nlany;coachek believe that kids are not as hungry as.stley used to be. Perhaps this

relates to our affluent society. Paying the price has always bfen a popular phrase in
coaching. 'However. paying the price doesn't map 'as much to today's athletes.

Individuality , t (".... ..
`sa ,. Although competition is still ittportatit in athletics. a 'change has occurred in th e mi..

tude of today's youth. the individuals who compete most actively. They do not wish to be
handled aea groins but as individuals. and they want to have a greater voice inwhit is

A
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' (.aid and how things arAt. Tutko tI9701 reports that in a study "'mei M) high schoul.--------
.

college and .professional athletes, 7J percent of then expresSed these tieliegfc.fhere
seems to he 4 strong desire for active partkin the functioning of teams _These concepts ..i
ere in Idirect ppositijn attic traditiovl approach to coaching where the team' is treated

a
_--itsA-grol, IP. 1" . -,.

Tht data also reveal that athletes wish to be treated in a mature.straighttOrward
'manner as intriligent, perceptive individuals. -Intrany eases, this is far from the
traditional coaching technique offryery strict discipline. rough. tough. hard-nosed coach-
ing where the weak athletes are weeded Tit and the 'tough athletes browbeaten to make
them tougher men- 11:ulko. 1470). Many athletes actively rebel against the traditional
philosophy of .coaching. Nie , ,

vs
.. . -

Communication \
Another problem centers around the lack\+f communication. Students are 'difficult te.

...

inspire Ioday. Many of the phrases used in ate leties, the athletic cliches, appear to hp lie%
to the youth apd they resens.bein hell to. Rooks by prpfessidnal athletes (Parrgh.

'Megany) call attention ti the fact/ hat high sr lot. college and professional vachets lie a

a

athletes to got them to do wirptis best (dam. Tie athlete pretends he doesn't hear
. when the coach lies or mani ates th players. \

One of the main cliches in college- thleties is the -studAt first- myth. Although many
'coaches take pride in theirplacyk academic and professional development, athletes are
re;:113,,reetuited and their servicevaid for, Most athletes understand this piixedure abd
ii.S.Unle that the coach only wants-them to-study se they will maintain their eligibility to. -
play! The NCAA fegUlations state that a'sludent a\ rnot be deprived °lips scholarshipn
for reason* of discipline or for not performing on the field. This rule is design tq,-

. protect athletes' !rum 'unfair treatment -by coaches\ based on She assumpe at the
athlete wch1d sunie his responsibilities. flowevg-.1tudents have quit the teanitheieby

II

ignoring tilt r responsibilities and yet wanting to maintain the' scholarship. New NCAA
regal tions ler protection fur both imacIt and athlete.

. . .., # * . .

'' Pali es '..) . .. ..,.

"1 .
0 Nitioalism has`always been, ched to athletics. One ,seldom hears the eatenal

s .

i AnthAi 4,74.ept at the beginning of a c event. S'ome athletes object to beim used
.% political pawns. Most half-time shows ate patNiotic.and nationalistic demrsKations.

Wheti.athi4tes di not staiiel for the NationylAntheT or participate in semeother demon.
stration tfiey are frequent); reprimanded. On the other/hand. some athletts vieZvesports
as apolitical springboard t publicize, their demand.

Rate I d

The area wherNthe friction. frustration and ronfusion have been the 'weitest has limn,
the relationship between the coach and his'black athletes. Coaches have become more
cddeerned about their owl? motivo. examiding bow they xercise authority anti whether
they are acting out of prejudice. By being more intros 'ye: they have beanne more '
tolerant and reasoP,ble, and are trying to understa back atblete.v.Alerted to the
black athletes special problems. they Wave sought %;;ayslo bridge the gap. In doistrso.
they have found mve difficult problems. They have run into athletk who establish even
greater demands and sinnetimes e,Pct a double standard in-their favor. Black athletes
state that there isujiite racism, as if that were the only problem. .' .

#
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Black athletes have m ade demands in terms of the double standard. and.niany times
hare'won their case based on black cultural demands-rather than individual freedoms.
The gave stated that moustaches, beards and Afros are a culturalSreedom. ptid in some
cases instill sailficient tear to win their case.

Another aspecrof this progrbm has been a tendency for black athletes to increase their
insulation to withdraw and remain separate.

The black athlete is fretquently placed in the middle by black pressure groups. Some
pressor.' groups place demands on the athlete and/or athletic protkram and nearly force
the athlete to resign if the demands are not met.

WHAT CAUSES THE PROBLEMS? '41

-Denny 0965) points out that the transfOrthation'of the youth from a family asset as
laborer to a tinily liability as student-consumer. was ger.ieralizeAsarlier in-the -Unita-

;States that( anywhere and has by now liadiar-reachiriretRai--; This change iii role has
led to it condition -where iii -tile adolescent is dinied !iir privilege of joining the
establishment until he has 'sassed througbseertain 'lengthy rituals' of socialization
accepted, with incgeased schpoling and social apprenticeship.

TKis period of extended sialization is accompanied Sy certain anomolies. Today's
young people are provided n.ore oppOrtunities to develop personal skills and knowledge.
to acquire an extended behavioral repertoire. to visit places. meet people mid experience
the world in ways that were inconceivable a generation ago. At the same time young
peo*ple Have these opportunities for broadening competence and develOping social and
occupational skigs. they are denied access to the process of 'social decision nuking. Con-
s quently. they have a wider catalogue of competencies than 'earlier generations. but

elatively les% power over decisions affecting their Intel .

Feiedenbero compares the treatment of our yottth to that of P colorkzed society. lie
naus that the economic position of the adolesceht aociety. like that,of other colonies, is

a y. ai igui;tis.lt is simultaneously a costly drain on'the commoniValth and a vestbd
interest of those members of the commonwealth whiteardtheir livink.#nd their social
role by exploiting it. Unlike colonial. who are .expected to maintain their roles on a
permanent basis'and accept the largess of the colonizers as their only reward, the Ameri-
can adolescent isexpected to evolve into a full-fledged member sof society. The failure of
our society is that too few opportunities are provided' to our youth to aid them in the
transition,to adult status. In addition. the longer the phriod of subjugation. to continue
Friedesberg's apalogy. the nger of resentful. ungratefpl.and perhaps even
violent response to the colonizer: is alogy not only fits adoleseents in a broad sense,

..but possibly even mo specifically. applies to certain minority.groaps.. What we may not
understand is that it not constant rewards or absolute freedom that most young people
are looking for, but her an opportunity to participate at developmentay appropriat
levels ip relevant personal, family. educational and social decisions.

Another concept whichimust be examined in attempting to understand many of ours t
youth it Erickson's notion (1965) of the "discontented search of youth." Tins apparent4
aimless wandering and exploration, psycho-biological inotaature. is a UM-trial part of.lbe
maturation process. It may nurture rapid -physical relocation from place to pla4odio-
synerittic ring. astin dance or dress, participation in demonstrations or expressions *

s' of excess avar in a variety of ways. Whatever form it takes. it is part of the young
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person's search for fidelity which Erickson describes as "the search for samVhing a
somebody toebe trueto." This involves a nettcl to experience a. wide variety of behaviors.
to try out, and try in their Own fashion, various life styles. to sample diverse segments of
the world.

A significant aspect of the growth process is a need to test limits of a variety
situations in order' to experience their essence. This often leads totheadocitiin of
extreme misitions which are vital caricatures of tire tatituatf action adopted by
mature individuals. In the absenee_ofarroppliunity to experience fidelity and diversity
in the comunit arge;Thir young person, as part of his discontented search, will seek

kontacts for his explorations. In some instances, temporary subcultures will be
formed to provide the structure for these experiences.

Erickson also makes the point that adolescents pre transitory existentialists by nature
because they become suddenly capable of realizing a separate identity. They therefore
can feel not only involved in acute conflict. but also very much isolated. a feeling which
they are apt to totalize to thepoint of being preoccupied with premature wisdom or being
willing to sacrifice themselves for a cause, sometimes for any escape from isolation and
sense of restriction'.

It is in this area of exquisite capacity to experience emotion and the frequent
sgontaneous expressions of emotion which accompany their search for authenticity that
yoting people frequently alienate and frighten their elders. The adultsreared in a more
restricted tradition. taught to distrust spontaneity and feelings and to worship almost

'exclusively at the shrine of the rational, the pragmatic and the materialare put off by
the mssionate outbursts of their offspring.

ALIENATION
In a sense. Ole socialization process of adolescents in our society has always tried to

0

reduce aliOnation. However, adolescents, in their ambiguous social state, have always
experienced some form of alienation. Therefore, rebellion. withdrawal. turnfoil and
unrelenting stress Iv characteristic of their development.

One of our,current social problems with the young may be described as the American
dilemma. It is theidisdepahcy between our idea's aiA our practices. It is the focuson this
discrepancy at this timin history that hashelped create massive alienation in our young
people. oat of a normal striaf-procgss. Normally: the alienated have a feeling of power-
lessness. that is a sense of inability to exercise significant influence on the forces that
controlgife. Accompanying this may I4 feelings of meaninglessness in. which the
indivileal is unable te. perceive a rational relatiodhip between his actions and
signiticfr behavioral outcomes, A third variant if alienation may be normlessness. in
which tire motes of societyAre no longer capable of providing guidelines for behavior. A
fourth manifestation ;f alienation is the sense of isolation, so that the individual no
longer has confellence in the existing social order and chooses to exist outside it as a true
isolate or as a rebel.. Another manifestation of alienation is self - estran ent. which
might be defintid as the inability of an individual to find any activities i h ring him
satisfaction and reward.

To talk about alienation as a single phenothenon is somewhat fruitless. 1 he alienation
of the !Slack student from society. based on powerlessness. is qualitatively different from
the alienation of the upper-middle class student. bised more likely on meaninglessness.
P owerlessness

Many of the problems in schools and colleges and specifically in athgtics during the
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past le* years. are related directly 'to a sense (..t' powerlessness among the young.

, Niettier the youth havebeen protesting war, attacking their curriculum as irrelevant or . ,

resisting the thletic program. much of the base is the fact that they feel po4erless to
have' any control over what is happening to thetic They express a csense of frustration in
confronting an organization rather than individualewith human concern for them as
peOple. They see the seemingly helplep surrindea .to a syktern by their coaches and a

/ vstem unresponsive Jo the idiosyncratic needs of individuals. It is ereciselv ;he
.recognition of black powerlessness. coupled with the rising sense of adolescent
powerlessness, that has made thiilick adolescentlhe most radical segment of American
society. Much of the unrest and confr at colleges and secondary schools are
directly concerned with the issues-of race nd power. Flack Power as ',Tan is a cry of
the alienated and a demand tar inclusion in decision making cit. ts a frustration
as.'4ociated with the *A and culturally andpolitically emasculated.

.
Meaninglessness .

Meaninglessness refers 46 a feeling of lack of understanding or compreheniion of the-
events which'impinge upon the life space of the adolescent. Qut'stions May be raised and
unanswered about the assumptions underlying such fundamental soci..1 institutions as a
nation. family or the team. Answers to questions raised by young people that are viewed
by them as unsatisfactory, unclear or dishonest willlead to feelings of meaninglessness. If
things do hot seem meaningful. a person will drop nut.

Nonniessn.ess

Norm lessness is manifested by significant rejection of the mores of society, or maybe
more specifically, a rejection of the mores of athletics. Most prevalent in styles of dress
-and living. in more ways it reflects the most obvious element of alienation. The counter-
social accouterments of tiornilessnels*include idiosyncratic hair styles and, clothing. In
many ways,,the there offensive the: style and stimulus, the more effective is the communi-,
catitm.- consequently. addedstolhe clothes and hair configuration is the use of obscenity
as a weapon, That's right: some athletes are saying they do not accept the norms of the
athletic programs. If given the opportunity, they may not liavebetter norms to offer. but
they teel powerless to participate in that process, and therefore. the whole situation seems
meaningless.. 411/

-
The Chart

Let us lock at asocial phenomenon thaws extremely striking during the 1960s.
During these years certain cultural manifestations among middle and upper class youth
were, to say the least. startling and shocking to persons who highly valued or were
accustomed to ;mire traditional forms of cultureand personal behavior. These mani-

c . kstations were characterized as the youth rebellion and its values were called the
counterculture of the humanistic left.

To cla%ify the-counterculture. see Table 1. Fundamental ideologies are classified
under one tn. num; of these columns. The older generation would probably have been in
columns three and four,-although two generations ago it would have been exclusively in
column four. Today column two probably looks mor'.reasonable than column four; in
fact. thejillinger a person is. the better it looks. This chart is one way of considering
value shifts. For example. the bottom or pathological half is almost the same as the
critical description of the counterculture. Generally, there is a movement in our society
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from thei,right to the left of the chart. This movement "hallow. nortnally taking at least a
generation to move from one column and pick up another. In a fewlndividual cases the
change is 'faster butetsually has som't. character of the new conversion or severe
internal ftslocation.

Of course. columns one and two areihe counterculture. A person who h; abandoned
four altogether, is. at most. e4t1", marginally loyal to column three: and gives sfime of his
ideology to columns one and two which may be identified as the huinanistic left. The
change in the meaning of the word humanistic is fascinating. The nineteenth century
historians who coined the term used it to ieentify renaissance intellectuals who promoted
column three at the expense of columNfive. In the early and mid-twentieth century,
people who called themselves humanistic emphasized column two over column four.
Today. younger people who are humanistic reject column three for column one.

To what extentvill the youth culture of the 1960s reflect on the total culture of the
I 970s and tits? While some observers of contemOrary society belieile that the counter :
culture is a wave of theluture. others essume that this view is naive. Much of the discus-
Mon (*future values is based on the assumption that our culture will inevitably continue
to move to the left on this chart. Although the evidence is mixed and fuzzy it is more
likely that the counterculture of the tA has peaked and will continue unchanged. Never-

,
.. TABLE 1. , . . .

U. S. SOCIAL AND POLITICAL IDEOLOGIES TEND TO EMPHASIZE*
(I) 1 (2) () .0,

. Transcendencet% i .
Impulse Rea'son

(Leading to, at best, a Reasonable or AcceptabFe Emphasis on,)
Spirituality . Freedom Rationality
Mysticilan Creativity Synthe;is
Reverence Perception Calculation
Idealism Spontaneity Planning
Altruism . Selfactualization Prudence . /
Pan-HuManism . Participation ComprOhensiveness
PerSpective

. -
Sensory Awareness Flexibility "

NDetachment i Joy and Love Moderation
.Openness . Ecstasy Meliorism

(But with a Corresponding Potential lot a Pathological Degree of)
Dropping Out . Anirchy Dehumanization
Passivity Lawlessness N ScientisM :
Unworldliness Chaos a Technoeilacy
Cultism . )Iiolence Rationality

'W tthdrawal Nihilism Meritocracy.
Mysticism r Selfishntss Theorizing
Faddism Promiscuity. Abstraction
Superstition Other-indulgence CalcitIhtion
Naiveté . Self-indulgence i

Indecision
* Anthony I. W iener is largely responsible for this chart. whit k appears in Things To
Come by.HernianKtotbn and B. BruceBrOgs (New York: MacmAlan, 1972). p. 90.
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thi:less the counterculture has had an etTect on the values in our society and the way
individual; function with.eaeh other and with institutions.

The ideolosies under numtltr fourdedication. loyalty. resporl ibility. tradition.
obedience. saer.itieeare the watchwords of coaches., These words are. apparent in the
beliefs and descriptions of the' foundation that we will build character. developteath
unity and provide a winning combinttion. In contrast are the terms under column two--
freedom, spontaneity. selfactualization. participation. These ace the 'ideologies of the
counterculture.

Even with these value differences. it is possible to work together in the normal range of
encounter. It is at the extremes that one finds diflicultiesfiet us look'at the bottom half
of the chart which is described as hpving potential for a pathological degrte bf, these
ideologies. lithe coach is too strong in his value position he may be desciibeti as fanatic,
despotic. authoritarian, sadistic, punitive, rigid. These are the terms used by people
reacting Against the coaching position. Accordingly. terms describing athletes or other
students in the counterculture would come from the low end of thy columndropping
out, passive. anarchistic. liswless.'sellisgand self-indulgent. When an athlete exhibits the
latter values it makes him far removed from even a moderate position of the coach's
ideologiev. and *hen the coach is at the extreme of his values it puts him distant from the
moderate value position of the counterculture.,

s.
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(4)
Conscience

Dedication
Loyalty
Responsibility
Ordeg
Organization
,Tradition
Justice
ObedicAce
Selfsacrifice

God's Will
(Leading to. at best. a Reasonable or Aci:eptatile

Revealed Truth
Worship
Salvation
Awe
Dignity
Eschatology
Righteousness
Submission

(But with
Fanaticism
Despotism
Authoritarianism
Sado-inaselhism
Vindictiveness
Punitiveness
Guilt,
Rigidity
Callouspeis

e.

Common Possibilities
Emphasis on)

' Individual Meannig &
Purpos.:

Social Cohesion
Humanism
Inner Tranrility

Fatalism
a Corresponding Potential for a Pathological Degree of)

Fanaticism ElitisM

I

Dogmatism
Bigotry
Intolerance
Superstition
Hypocrisy

;Pharisaisnl
Passivity
'Fatalism

Self-righteousnes$
Intolerance
Cultism
Hypocrisy
Pharisaism
Bigotry
Rationalization
Callousness

I Ps
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How can we coach in this era of increased individuality:' I have no simple answers. in .
bet. some of my comments will kick at the props that hair- become popular in .sports
psychology. A psychologist would suggest that primary resolution is between the coach
and his individual players. Let us look at flat proctss.

The Coaeh's Personality
4-.

To understand the athletic situation.'one muobegin with the coach :Otis peifortnance
depends upon h rs personality. wishes, needs, pRilosophy and attitudes which are invari-
ably reflected to the learn. v .

Just as there arc individual differences in athletes. there are a variety of personality
'types in coaches. The first principle in working effectively with the psychological aspects
of coaching is tot Ole coach to undl;rstand himself. Although it is complex and difficult .
tolenow one's self, the psycholOgical insight gained therefrom can offer increased effec-
tiveness in coaching. ! .

s
Tutko and Richards (1971) classify coache. into five neneral categories: the hard.

nosed or authoritarian coach, the nice guy coa h. the int :. 1 or driven coach. the easy-.
going coach, and the businesslike coach. There are obviously some advantages' and dis-
advantages of each category and most coaches donut tall clearly into any one of them.

Let's look at these categories in terms of the ideologie chart (Table I).
The hard -nosed or authoritarian coach generally believes in strong discipline and uses

punitive methods to enforce his rules. He is fairly rigid about schedules and plans and
may be sadistic in responding to aqetes. He is generally not considered to have a warm
personality. He is frequent!: well organized and plans a prdgram. He does not get too
''lose to his athletes and prefers weaker people as assistant coaches. He is .frequently

. religious or moralistic and may be bigoted or prejudiced. This _type of pasonality fits
into the number tour Ideology slot. He believes in dedication. loyalty, responsibility.
order and tradition. When he gets really strong in these characteristics he may. in fact.
be authoritarian.

The nice-guy coach is usually liked by a number of people and A considerate of
others. He general uses positive means to motivate athletes. His planning is very

, flexible. someti even chaotic. maybe more experimentt, This type of personality is
less easy to egorize as to ideology. I think he would belong to the humanistic left
described earlier which may fall into category three with a lot of personal leaning to
column two. At first blush, at least, this type of personality may be more appropriate for v)

working with the new type of athlete. The advantageous aspeits would include a good
team cohesiveness, a relaxed team which. produces what is expected of it and a coach who
is probably better able t handle problem athletes. However. the coach may be seen as i
weak and able to be manipulated Iv the con man and other types of problem athletes
Imeause he may not be firm enough. Also. it has been suggested that he may lose the
socialtrabited athlete.

TH intense or driven coach in many ways is tie. milar to the hard-nosed coach. He has a
similai emphasis on discipline and strength of will and aggressiveness. However, he is
less punitive and more emotional. He lacks composure. is frequently worried or over-
emphasizes or dramatizes. situations, an i4es things personally. He usually has a
complete knowledge of the game and pushes himself with his accomplishmtnt and tries
to motivate his athletes by his own example. This type of coach would probably have the

.
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ideologies of number tOur. He would probably work hard, support his athletes when they
work hate!. and wi;uld produce a team that is motivated fora. contest. Ire;ntarffighten
athlete% by demanding so much and hac difficulty working with athletes who appeared
lazy and with probjem-type athletes.
. The easy-going coach does not build pressures on himself or his team. doesn't take

thing too seriottftly and looks at the whole affair as -a game. He dislikes schedules and
organizations but is not rattled by them. He appears to have things under control. He
puts little pressure on his team and there is a greater feeling of independence from the
coach. this type of coach may he of the humanistic left category that is between columns
two and three.

The business-like coach approaches sport in a calculating manner. He is logical in his
approach and cool' in his interpersonal behaviors. He is intellectually sharp and
emphasizes out! - thinking the opponent. This type of personality would possibly fall in
column three and would 'emphasize his rationality, calculation, planning and compre-
hensiveness. Such a coach may be difficult disorganized athletes who are interested in
freedom and individuality and his business approach may miss athletes who are
motivated emotiopally.

The Coach's Philosophy

The coach must develop a philosophy for coaching and working with athletes. Because
coaches are rarely taught how to handle interpersonal behavior, they rely on a personal
philosophy which has evolved through the .rience or they imitate coaches they have
had. Many coaches don't develop a philosophy u y have had many years of experi-
ence. A person's philosophy of coaching is closely related to his philosophy of life. it will
he eminent in the way he approaches every task and individua). The coach's philosophy
u ill certainly he seen in his teams and heolay have a lasting effeeteon the values and
personal behavior of an athlete working wit him. Producing a long-term effect involveS
more than teaching an athlete the-fundamentals Of sport: it involves dealing with him a'S
an individual. To treat him as an individual the coach must know him personallyas well
as how to teach him the sport and best employ his talent.

A coach is quite likely to adjust his offense and defense or realign his relays to *just to
the talent of the year. However, coaches are reluctant to adjust to different personality
types in athletes, which may also necessitate establishing different approaches in their
coaching2

Although we talk about individual differences*throughout our educational training, we
frequently forget it when interacting with athletes. even though we are aware of their skill
differenet. Due to the convenience of time:tn. just carelessness, we may respond to all
athletesVith the same general pattern and try to motility anti teach them all the same
wayby using the techniques that seem the easiest to us. We do -dot Meat the aiplete in a
singular way.

A coach, however, does not treat all athletes equally. He doesn't give all the p14.ersoh
his team an equal amount of playing time. He plays them differently according to their
talent and contribefon.

Negative vs. Positive Motivation

A major philosophical issue for a coach is whether to motivate his players through
positive or negative reinforcements. SLould he criticize or compliment them or use a
combination? When using punishment, the coach must be aware of its effect on the

wlff7
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individual player. The general reaction to negative reinforcement is fear.- Sonic, athletes
respond to fear by disliking the coach and trying to prove themselves to the!' coach by
overcoming the criticism and fear. Others respond by withdrawing and not participat-

e ins. When punishment is used as a major mode of motivatin a whole team. the players
will develop a more pessimistic) point of view. 'They may hand gether during winning
times hut. modeling themselves after the 'coach's example. 'he will_ also criticize each
other when stress periods arise.

Positive reintOrcententg have a much longer effect on an athlete. It makes hint feel
gcss) about himself as an individualadd his contribution to the team precess. If a coach
uses pohitive reintiircement as his main motivation. when tie does not compliment an
athlete/ its a mild form of punishment. He will be aware that he did not live up to the
coach's standards as well as his own. It is important to work out a combination of
negative and positive reinfor'eements that is effective for each individual as well as the
overall team.

_ .

Research Studies

Crafty (1970) discusses two major areas of deeision making in coachingtraetting
sessiiins and interperional relations. He -points out that the research 'findings which
might aid a coach to develop more productive practice sessions are frequently contra-
dictive and. therefore. not very.helpful in formulating principles that he can apply. It is

. suggested that the coach formulate operating principles by applying common sense-and
research findings to actual situations in which he finds hiinself.

'Very little research deals with guidelinet for working with the unique personalities and
interpersonal relationships on athletic teams. Most studies on persimalities of-groups of
athletes are orrelatively. little help to a coach because they have been conducted with
small samples, or have used research techniques which are difficult to apply to another
population. .

In an atiempt to learn about the athlete's personality. testing programs have been
developed.termining personality characteristics which may have some relationshi6 to
athletic performance has become. popular. Some college and professional teams have
employed psychologists to test the athletes. These are frequently done in terms of
diagnostic tests with a description provided for the coach..One.program has attenipted
to develop an instrument to measure 'specific personality traits related to high athletic
achieveinent. It enables the coach to administer aleSt. to each athlete and. through a
profile on the sheet. receive an indication of the degree to which the athieteepossesses
traits that have been developed. Personality traits are divided :nto two general areas:
desire fiwtors and emotional factors. The desire factors relate to the individual's exile(

-_-_tations from athletics his willingness to work .toward accomplishini his goals.
Emotional factors deal with the achlete's personal attitudes and his Teelirgs abont him-
self'. his coacli and the manner in which he is Kindled.

gach athlete-. can be compared to other athletes participating in the same sport at the
same educational it tel. and the results are roported to the coach on a nine-point scale
The profile is accompanied by a brief description of the 'athlete with emphasis -on those
traits which may present problems to-the coach.

Other psychologists and testing progrims have used more standard personality instru-
ments. Many of the more reliable and valid personality instruments can be scored and
give a profile and interpretation of the individual. From such a test. a *qualified
psychologist can interpret how an individual may react under stress and other situations.
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ThiSi testing approas.:h appears somewhat sitOifislial. mechanistic and inhumane. Used
in the right manner.ttesting information can enable a .poach to get a survey of a large
group of athletes. * ..

Most individuals who advocate this type of tvsting program. however. are more
psychometrically oriented than clinically orientedthat is. they are mote interested in

. . esting and dealing with pronles and diagnostic descriptions.khanin the clinical aspent of
s, 'orking with individuals. In the last few years psychblogical clinicians have used tests

..., , . more frequently as an interview in the clinical process than having it done by a separate
7,/il tester. The process of watching the testee take the instrument and respond` to the items is

one of ttn: major ways of learning about himfrequently. as much as by the scores fromIt,

the instrument. TherefOre. it seems pos5ihle for a coach to develop a Set of work samples
. from which he could observe his athletes under certain conditions. The coach can

establish questions of what he would do under certain circumstances with a certain
amount of time left and give the athletc.a chance tsl respond,- He may actually give the.

, .athlete physical things to (14 under certain circumstances and note his_response. By
paititipating with the athlete in this type of testito. he could learn much more abut iiim
and his reactions to situations that'are likely to.happen on the team than he could from a
standardized testing situation. /

.
. I

Using the assessments of individual differences in personality-fraits. coaches can try to
shape individual hehaviori through conditioning techniques, using positive or negative.
reinfrcenients for tlit. appropriate or inappropriate behaviors. Manipulation of an

. individual. let 'alone the relationships between team members. is.particularly difficult
and perhaps impossible. If the coach tries to play amateurpsychologist and bungles his
handling of an athlete. it appears as thougli there isimahipu;atiOn and the athlete would'
certainly resent it. If you basks keen asiareness of the interperseonal.relation'ships. on ,
you team. you can do your owni&iiogram.to look at the group affiliations. '4: , .

,. . , . ,tQNCLUSION . .
a

. .
.1/4.

. It is
.
probably easier for a coach to work with bertain types of thietes thah Kith other

types. A coach may not respond to an athlete with characteri ics he does not like. In
fact. his respohses may eventually lead to ad athlete dropping om the team. On the
other hand. he mar understand a player's needs, and setispecific guidelines for him to
follow in his quest for achievement. thereby Itttitig the athlete meet his needs as'tvell as
be productive for the team. Team rules should provide controls' to prevent An
individual's trait from becoming a negative force.

In most situations players must adjust to the coach but it can be a reciprocal agree*
meat. The coach can adjust. at least to some degrce, so he is able to understand the
players. ThiS:Ipay be only an interpersonal style and not necessarily a fundamental'
change in theloach's personality.

Above all, the coach must know himself and the effect .he has on different types of
players. Then, he should know, really know. his players and treat them as individuals.
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Teachinn Sport's R§yqhoiON:
Problems and Prdspcts

George.H. Sage '
Ut;iVerSay of Northern Colorado
Greeley
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The-University of Northern Colorado has been a pioneer in sports psychology. In I96S
it began requiring angundergraduate sports psychology course for all physical education
majors.' From the hundreds of transcripts we receive from master's degree applicants. I
would guess that ontt, a minority` of physical education professional preparation
prggrams require such course even today. In 1966, Northern Colorado introduced a
graduate course in sports csychology. Because of our pioneering efforts we rave had an
40portunitx to observe and be a part'of the emergence of this exciting field.

PROBLEMS IN SPORTS PSYCHOLOGY

-
Name of Discipline

One of the rather critical problems in sports psychology is the name itself. While it hai
an agreeable sound. it doein't seem toyncompass any meaningfully delimited domain of
inquiry. Le? me give you some examples. The North Anierican Society for the
Psychology of Sport and Physical Activity recently held its 'annual .convention. Its
members are sportsipsychologists. Among the titles of the papers presented at the con-
frrence were "Single Motor Unit Contrpl: Man's Finest Motor Skill" and 'Information
Cues and Retrieval Strategies in Motto'. Short-term Memory." Now, what do these
papers have to do with sports? They are indeed legitimate topics in psychology. were well!
dbne and made a valuable contribution to the field of motor behavior. Their relation to
sport. however, is quite remote.

The International Society of Sports-Psychology has scheduled, a conference presenta-
tion of papers on "Perception of Motor Skill Perfonnancre and the Intetxention of
Modeling Behavior" and "Attitudes of Parents of Awkward Children." "while these .

papers proba.ly are quite interesting, again I think their association with sports is rather
tenuous.

The literature in sports psychology reflects its amorphous boundaries. And my guess is
that there is little commonality in the content of courses offered throughout the country
under the title of sports psychology.

I

1We have never tided our course Sports Psychology: it is called Psychological Kinesiology and deals with factors affectingMotor

learning and performance %rah emphasis on sports. Our approach aneuropsychological In that we try to relate neural Newt to

Motor behavior. 'Mts. %rethink. enables the\students to have greater insight into the "why" of motor behavior.
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Perhaps this situation is to be expected in a field as new as this one. Indeed. psychology

itself is an infant among academic disciplines and is still wrestling with its rightful
domain a inquiry. am not suggesting a name change for sports psychology. I amf
suggesti.ill, however, that the discipline should have some unifying characteristic and I
don't think that research on mental retardates' ability to walk balance beams fits into a
context of sports psychology, as important as that research may be. It' the domain of
inquiry is to deal with all matters of motor learning and performance, I think a name
other than sports psychillogy should be adopted. 1 .

Teachers of Sports Psychology

A secoot problem in sports psychology is who shall 'teach it? Psychologists and
psychiatrists have studied exhaustively the behavior of Man and lower animals but have

9. displayed a blissful unconcern with the psychosocial parameters of sports. Not long ago
'Edward Bilodeau, a rather prominent psychologist before his death. said: " . . . few in-
vestigators (meaning psychologists) care much, about motor skill qua motor skill" a :vii).
This has been the prevailing attitude of psychologists up to quite recently. However, the
situation is changingand psychologists,are getting "into" sports. Tutko and Ogilvie have
been the two most visible psychologists working in sport over the past five or six years.
but other psychologists are now "coming forward. Fos example-in my bwn state there is a
clinical psychologist at the University of Colorado. Denver Center. who is offering
courses in sports psychology and a psychologist at Colorado State University who is
working with the U. S. ski team. Presumably-similarevents are going on in other states.

Major credit tOr the development, up to now. of sports psychology in the United States
must go to physical educators. Meet and women in this profession have served as the
catalysts through their teaching. research, writing and promotion of'sports psychology
associations. Where Sports psychology has been taught in universities. it has been taught
generally in the physical education department.

In the past. since psychologists have not been professionally interested in sports tbsy
have not objected to physical educators offering courses with the word psychology as
part of the title but conditions are changing and the future may see psychology depart-
ments objecting to physical educators teaching psychology courses. Indeed. several
universities have already become involved in this procedural question. If psychologists
do wish to study sport and offer courses in sports psychology we are definitely in for a
major problem.if physical educators and psychologists insist, upon maintaining tradi-
tional academic disciplinary integrity. I hope this problem will be solved through inter-

s disciplinary cooperation whereby team teaching. dualappointments of faculty and other
accommodations toward harmony andothe advancement of the field are held to be more
important than academic territorial imperatives.

COmpetency of Teachers .
A third problem in sports psychology deals with the competency of the teachers. A new

field must necessarily begin with a cadre of individuals teaching subject matter which
they have not been formally educated to teach'. William James, one of the eatilSeaders in
American psychology. had no fotmal training in psychology; 'he had an NM. from
Htrvard. Edward Hitchcock. the first college physical educator, had no formal prepara-
tion in physical education; he,'too,was a physician. Many other examples could be cited
of persons who have made significant contributions to fidtds of study other than the ones
for which they were academically prepared.
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Many who have been the pioneers in teaching sports psychology over the past seven pr
eight years were not prepared in their graduate programs to work in sports psychology.
The subject didn't cxist in university curricula until the past few years..There was\no way
to take 6,sports psychology emphasis until recently. If you expected to gain a grkduate
department's approved pat on the head in physical education, you specialized in
physiolog exercise. hiomechanics, or at least curriculum or administration. Of course.
there were a few timely souls who did motor learning theses. but generally they had had
.little academic preparation for such work. I

Many of these pioneers in sports psychology have had 'to do a lot of self-education.
They have learned the subject through individual ;eating and study. Others have
returned to graduate school and taken courses. sometimes even degrees. in psychology to
develop a strong foundation for working in sports psychology.

While these practices are all that one can hope for among pioneers in a field of study.
there are better ways to develop competency for teaching and doing scholarly work in a
subject once it is firmly established. With the rapid expansion of sports psychology as a
Zeld -of study. there is a corresronding need for highly competent teachers and
researchers. And this is a Major problem today.

We need to develop a course of study for the aspiring sports psychology teacher and
researcher totake in order so become professionally competent. Wheat are the acadethic
experiences -which a specialist in this field should have? What arc the necessary
competencies? How much :pure" psychology is needed? And in what areas of
psychology? These and other related questions need to be dealt with in the; near future.
Ipdeed. i would like to see a national conference which focused on the preparation of .

competent sports psychologists. .
Relationship between Sports Piyehology and Sports

_ The final problem I am going to discuss concerns the. relationship between sports
psychology and sports the athletes. coaches. fans and teams. Someone onct said with
regard to psychology and education that a rabbit's foot was abbut as valujible to the
teacher as all of the information that psychology could provide'. At the present. abput the
same charge could be made fbr sports psychology and sports. Coaches and athletes can
claim rightly that sports psychology has done little that is relevant to the day-to-day
,activities of coaching and participating in sports.

If one reviews the books and journal articles which come under the heading ofsports
psychology literature, it will quickly become evident that the aterial is tangential to
sports. Most research related to factors affecting motor havior such as praetice
schedules, whole-part learning. feedback. trapsfer. motivati n. etc. has been done in
laboratory settings using tasks such as ball juggling. mirro racing. and so forth.
Rdsearch with sports skills in dynamic. real-life sport settings is very scarce.

Laboratory research is necessary to advance knowledge in -every field. But some
semblance of balance is needed'whereby research is done in the environment where the
domain of inquiry is. in this case, sports settings. To talk about sports psychology without
focusing research work on the sport environment is like industrial psychology never going
into industry to collect data.

The eastern European comitries.especially Russia. are way ahead of us in taking their
sports psychology research into the playing fields and locker moms. Unfortunately. most
of their literature is unavailable to us so we must produce our own body of literature and
research based on information that we obtain if we expect to have anything relevant to
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_ _ say to coaches and athletes. They desire our assistance, butwe will have to comes up with
something better than prescriptions based on data cbllected from a mirror tracing task. 4

We all know that the laboratory enables the researcher to control variables which
cannot be as easily managed the field setting. But there are variables in the dynamic
setting which cannot be duplicated in the laboratory and theseare critical to the learning
and performance which occurs. My guess is that a good deal of the motor- learning and
performance research findings Flom laboratory work dOes not apply in the field environ
ment. But that is only a guess. Data are needed to (appal or refute it.

Succinctly. I am saying that both laboratory and field research is needed in sports
psychology. Up to now we havigiven too much emphasis to laboratoty research at the
expense 61 field work and have tried to make sports behavior prescripiions based upon
laboratory findings when what see need are finding from the sports field which.can then
bhppliedln the sports field.

PROSPECTS IN SPORTS PSYCHOLOGY
.

What does the futd'r hold for sports psychology? I think, the prospects are quite
exciting. and I fully expect that it will become one of the most significant forces in
directing sports ib the next couple.Of decades.

One exciting prospect that I envision is the coordination of efforts between sports
psychologists and coaches and athletes. Sports psychologists can learn much from
coaches and athletes. it they get out of their ivy towers and into the locker rooms and onto

cline bond of cooperkion an be built to serve as a basis for the promotion of sports

the sports fields. Co4ches\;nd athletes.-can tea6 from sports psychologists. Perhaps a

psychology and excellence in`sports performance. Perhaps coaches will come to request s 0-
the consulting services of sports psychologists; perhaps teams sue% as our Olympic team
will employ a saportsiiychologist. Some European countries are already doing this. For
example. Miroslav Vanek has been assigned to the Czechoslovakian Olympic teams for
the past two Olympiads.

Another prospect is the ports psychologist as coach. I think it. would be interesting to
see highly competent s s psychologists serving asvoaches. This is asking no ore thati
the highly trained medical school student to go out and practice medicine or t 9siness y
administration profe.ssional to run a. business. Ofcourse we need the medical researcher
to do the basic research, the busiAass administration theorist. the sports psychology
teacher and researcher; I'm not suggesting/hat everyone be required to toil in the fields.
But we do need the well qualified in a field to actually practice what they know. The
sports Psychologist-coach is an exciting prospect to me. tie might. through his coaching
techniques., serve as a model for othe coaches. He might exemplify the use of sports

.psychology research. And he might use the teams which he is coaching for the conduction
of actioti research.

Another prospect which I envision for this field of study is in the area of interdiscip11:
nary teaching and research. As psychologists become More familiar with the potential of
sport as a topic for study. and physical educators become more competent in theoretical
and empirical work in psychology. there will sly an excellent Basis for cooperative
teaching and research efforts. A team teaching approach to sports psychology instruction
has great potential for capitalizing upon-expertise in the two fields of physical educatio,-.0 and psychology. The enormous advancement of knowledge increasingly is demanding,
expertise which Outs across traditional disciplinary lines. So the physical educator who
wishes to do research in exercise physiology is finding that a team made up of anatomists,
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histologists, physiologists and even physicians frequently is needed to cimplete the ta'k.
In like manner. sports.popholo'gy may require fhe use of physical edlicators.
psychologists and perhaps others to conduct meaningful research. The prospects of pro-
fessional activities of, this kind are inspirigg to lite.

The last prospect which I wish to mention is concerned with the role which torts '
fpsychologists might play in the I ture for improving the quality of the sports experience.

1 hope sports psychologists will ook beyond the winning and losing aspect of sports. I
hope they will choose fef define excellence in sports as more than dunning faster, jumping
higher or throwing fartter; more than *!clidja win." I don't have anything against
winning; tit is a.legitimate goal in agonistic activity. But I think we have subordinated
other dimensions in the sport experience to the great god "win." In all due respect to the
organizers of this conference, you notice that the theme is "The Winning Edge." I agree

....-...

with Jack Scott that sports psychology must not become the adversary of athletes nor a
force for prescribing how coaches can con athletes into performing; instead sports
psychologists must work toward building a humanistic-approach to sport.

...-
Abraham Maslow remarked that psychology has hid notoriously "little to say

.
.. . about 1,

beauty. art, fun. play. wonder, awe. joy. love: happiness. and other ... reactions and end-
experiences" 12:131). The same charge can be made about sports psychology,. In sport
there are almost no studies. which focus on creativity. joy. self-fulfillment, or on sport
organizations which facilitate these qualities. The concern has been on the instrumental
aspects of sports while 'the expressive potential has been virtually ignored.

Sports psyhology in the ftitur might become concerned with the consequences of the
fr
!sport experience from the standpoint of human growth and self-fulfillment. It might look
at such things as how sports facilitate Jr hinder the development of self-concept. self-
actiatizatiork-and other qualities relates, to the healthy personality. It. might examine the
ettent to which coaches contribute to growth-promoting human relations.

The problems which sports psychology is currently experientimkare probably to be
expected of a field so new and dynamic. It is hope4 that many will be solved with stability
and maturity. The prospects for this area of study are:so fascinating that 1 can hardly
wait to see who-happens; in the next decade.

I IFFgRENCES,

C. Rilndvau. E. A. Acquisition of Skill. New York: Academic Pre4191/6.
2. Maslow. A. H. Morita witirPersomilit. 2d ed. Ne:w York :.Harper & Row, 1970.
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D6velopment of Values
_Through Sport. .
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A value is somethini on 'which we place a high priority. As empioyed in this article. it is
a belief which influentes both one's attitude and behavior. It is an ideal which tends to
govern one's conduct and affect his decisions.

One's value systeth is an integrated conglomerate orvalues, organiied in, order of
importance and forming a major-component of one's philosophy of life. One's value
system:serves him in many different situations: at home, in school, in the community; in
business and in athletics. A value system is not suddenly formulated but is gradually
developed over a long period bf-time. It is the end-product of the home environment.
influence of peers. teachings in school, feedback from activities and all other experiences
which are part of life. A value system tends to stabilize one's conduct and serve as a guide
to behavior.

WPM is. or should be. the role of athletics in the development of the pa5ticissants' value
----systeins; We are all familiarwith the statements made by speakers at athieticVanquets

and elsewhere which assert quite positively that participation in sports develops courage.
determination. perseverance. loyalty and similar qualities. We must be careful thatwe do
not infer causation merely because we cat observe such traits among superior athletes. It

visl)erfectly possible that those who posses such characteristics Send to be successful in
sports. Sports. per se. do not always/lead to the development of these qualities. There is
smile justification for the alleptiohs of-chauvinism which are directed at many of us who
are coaches and physical ediscatots.

.. I would like to examine this'suhject briefly under five headings: 1) transfer. 2) nature
...orathietics. 3) emulation and identification. 4) testimony of athletes and coaches and 5)
challhnge and development.

°Transfer 7,

Thomas Andrews and Lee cronhach, in their article.."Transter of Training.- wrote:
Tran4fer of a previously acquired '6 ehavior-pattern to a new situation, will occur
whenever 2in individual recognizes the new situation as similar to the situation for
whickthe behavior was learned. We have therefore swung thhnigh a cycle, from
blind assumption that transfer is widespread. throtigl a period df skepticism when
transfe wits expected only in the narrowest specific knowledge and habits, to a
theory *hick looks on transfer as common and to be expected. provided certain
conditio s are suet.'

I Thorns% 6 A tt11% And Ler J. (Mmbach. Tramfer of miming. in Enrcrininalia Educonfolal ifirarchrg ed- ed. W- s.
Mpnroctrgra V k Macmillan. 19!Oi. pp. 1483.1489.
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The concept of transfer is basic to the Whole idea of moral education. the notion that
people can learn something in one situation which can be utilized in another is the

rfoundation far much of what we seek to accomplish in coaching and teaching. It is par-
ticularly relevant th the development of values. 1s -

'.Transfer is not automatic. It occurs under favorable circumstances. The follaing
principles are generally accented as relating to transfer:

1. Identical or similar elements.in sport or non.sport situations_ increase the proba-
,,bility of transfer. The greater the similarity between two situations, the greater the likeli-

..11-ood of transfer. .

2. The participant mist recognize the commonalities in the two situations if transfer is
' occur.

3. Generalizing from specific happenings to broader life situations is important`if
What is learned in sports is to be applied to events andOccurrences which may come later.

4. The more intel'igent the individual and the more he tries to genedilize. the greater
--is the probability that transfer will occur.

, S. The coach or teacher should assist athletes to recognize similarities and to gener-
alize from sports to other life situations.

If these principles are understood. those educating young people through the medium-
.1. of sports will find many opportunities to.help them develop and refine their system of

values. The similarities and common elements can be identified and relatively permanent.
character. changes effected.

..; ,041

.1 Nature of Athletics

Not only do athletics lend themselves to the development or es becaue they
facilitate transfer, they alsosare characterized by other *qualities which psychologists and
other educational leaders agree are ithroortant in character development. It is thought by
many that an individual's personality, or character. is to a.large degree moulded during
the first 10 or 12 years of his life. For most people this means that t)e home environment
and the elementary school have the greatest influence. However. if is also observed by
those who have studied this area that if changes are to be effected a$ a person grows
older. they will result from experiences which are personal and intense. Sports abound
with situations which are emotional and dramatic and in winch the individuals are
completelyinVolved. It ke4lows, then, that there-are teachable moments in athletics 0,1tich
should not be ignored or overlooked. These may be some of the most significant oppor-
tunities for the.development of values.

Most of us have seen basketball prayers slam down a ball in a fit of temper. baseball
players display anger when sailed out on strikes: ten players throw their racket after a
had shot. golfers wrap Altai around a tree. and similar acts showing lack of emotional
control. 'Violatiocs of eligibility rules. illegitimate financial aid, unsavory recruiting
practices and exploitation of athletes do sometimes occur. Fans, alumni, news media and
peers put pieisures on athletes and coaches which are mat usually part of tithe*. aspects of
education.

Temptations to cheat. to put winningabove the welfare of the athlete. to boast when
winning and to alibi when losing are constantly lurking in the shadows of athletk - ,

t

contests. These are situations in which a wise coach. a thoughtful parent or a high ,
principleilleader has an oppoitunitY to teach values. These are situations in which there 1
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may be personal confrontation or counsel and where the emotional overtones add to the
-- intensity.

Emidationsnd Identification
e

Almost every young person goes through thF stage often) worship. Many boys
girls feel a need to identify with an admired and well-liked person. Quite often the AM
of their emulation-and identification. particularly during adolescence, is a good athlete
or a coach. Many coaches have had letters from reinter players attesting to the influence
the coaches have had on their lives. Those who have worked with young people have often
observed the limitation ofilfeir respective heroes. Those who are the object of emulation

o haw a particular responsibility to set a patitive and salutary example. When the
exemplar behaves in a way which is antisocial or does things which are wrong. he may
also be imitated and will then have a bad influence.

Testimony of Athienks and Coaihts

It has been my privilege to interview and discuss% this matter with several hundred
coaches.uthietes and students. Almost invariably they will attest to the positive influence
of athletics and their coaches in their lives. While such evidence is largely empirical. it
cannot be disregarded. I recognize that there are a few athletes who have been embittered
by thitir experiences and who,claim they have been harmed by their athletic experiences.
bat kind them to he a small miTrity. '

f4;

(
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Challenge and Development

It has been pointed out by some psychologists and others working with youth that
_optimum development occurs in response to challenges which are demanding but not so
difficult as t9., be frustrating. Pole 'vaulters 'are constantly being challenged to jump
higher.' basketball guards are challehged to "hold down" a high-scoring forward.
wrestlers are challenged to beat their optionent. and mountain climbers are challenged to
ascend the peak. -

Sports area by their very nature, challenging. They lead to self-discovery. Charles
Froelicher. %making of the Outward Bound Program. ppt it in these words:

Without %dr-discovery. a person may still have self-confidence. but it is a self-confi-
dence built on ignorance and it melts in the face of heavy burdens. Self-discovery is
the end product of a great challenge rastered. when the mind Commands the body
to do the seemingly impossible. when strength and courage are summoned to extra-
ordinary limits for the sake of something outside the self a principle, an onerous
task. another human life. This kind of self-discoveFy is the effective antidote for the
incirfference and insensitittity we have bred Oto modern youth!
Certainly athletics are constantly presenting challenges. Being tested assists one in his

struggle toil ird self-realization. di
SUMMARY \
-Iche development of value systems comes about by many routes and as the result of all

of life's experiences. Athletics are only one of the media through which such development
takes place. Nevertheless. it is one and the opportunities which present themselves should
nofbe lost. We In physical education and athletics should not claim more than we can

:
2 Clyde% Fructsalcr. Makc ow of v.. outward flound. Inc.. Reston. VA. n.d.
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offer; and yet we should acknowledge our oppOrtunities and realize that the way in,which
we respond to the teachable moments mat have tremendOus significance for some
individuals. That which we can do, we should.

Sports do provide situations which resemble later life situations; emulation, imitation
and identification do occur; personal and 'intense situations lading to personality
modification are prevalent in athletics; anctmasteoyof frifprqprialtchallenges is thp rule
in wellconducted sports programs.

,

Let us not be conceited, chauvinistic or unrealistic. But neither should we be blind to
our opportunities, shrink from our task or fail to see needs and opportunities whickare

,abundantly evident.

7"' as.)
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AttaZinItTent and Maintenance
of Championship Perforrnonce
Patsy Neal
Seemed College.
Brvarel. North Carolina

at

Training for Competition is a very individualized affair. It would be impossible to go
into detail on conditioning programs for top women athletes since every athlete sgts up
her progrant to meet her own unique and individual needs. However, there are some
general things that are very important in the attainment and maintenance of champion-
ship f*erformance and are common to most great women athletes.

Research has indicate4 that women respond physically to training in the same ways
!Atilt men do: (I) there is increased muscle size and efficiency; (2) the heart becomes
stronger and heats more slowly; (3) thepulse rate and respiration of the athlete return to
normal more quickly than that of the non-athlete after exertion.

Fundamental Training and Conditioning

Also. since women respond to training?in the same way that men do, the fundamental
a spects of training and conditioning ate the same for women as fof men. Some of these
basics are:

1. The body must be faced with more demand or overload than usual if improvement
is to result.

4 2. There must he a.sequence or progression in training so that .one gradually improves
performance and the body can adjust to the demands being placed upon it.

3. Theromust he regularity in the training program.
4. 'there must be a program for maintenance of conditioning once the desired level is

reached.
S. One must train specifically for a sport.
h. One must recognite there will he periods of retrogression because the body can't

always adjust immediately to the deinands being placed upon it.
'. Staleness can result from overwork or loss of interest.
S. Adequate rest and sleep are necessary to allow the body to adjust to the tremendous

demands of training.
c)., All individuals react to training differently, and training programs should be

individual&ed when possible.
In training. women athletes use the same methods used by men. These include jartlA

(Swedish tot -speed play" athlete controls her pace by speeding up or sibiting down).
interval training (controlled by the coach involves taking a fast lap. then a slower lap
to allow time fOr recovery. Then another fast lap. etc.), eircuit training (the athlete goes
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from one exercise station td another in a planned sequence and in the shortest time
possible); and weight training (most women usually work out with light weights two or
three times a week).

In most instances, the only difference between the men's and the women's training
program is the degree. although some top-notch women athletes train just as hard and
long as men in the same sport.

There is no doubt we know how to train individuals physically. Training and
conditioning the woman athlete to reach championship performance skill-wise is not the
problem today. The problem is training and preparing the woman athlete psychologi-
cally. Women probably have more psychological hangups than men while competing
becaase-they have been led to believe that participation in athletics is unfeminit.; society
has taught the mate to he aggressive and the female to avoid aggression (a trait needed
fir success in many sports); and Americans have become accustomed to an easy way of
life..which makes it psychologically impossible for many women to adjust to the fact that
there is Bo easy way to reach their maximum potential as an athlete.

championship perfOrmance doesn't just happen. it is earned..I think that perhaps one
of the worst things that has happened to athletics in the last few years is that it has
absorbed many of the values of our overall society and has become just another place for
permissiveness and lack of self-discipline. Too many athletes want everything given to
them. Worthwhile things don't come to an individual as a handout. Things of value are
earned by hard work, perseverance. involvement. and most times. by intense suffering.

, Few athletes recognize this concept today,- which has resulted in more waste of talent
than any one thing I know of.

Athletics and athletes are not the sameas they were a decade or so ago. We have a new
breed of competitor. Bobby Brown pointed out this change in speaking of George Blanda
and his great competitive spirit. He said: "It's something that the American athlete has
lost. Thu dmit have the same tierce competitor you had 10 or 15 years ago. George may
be the last of the breed. There are still great athletes, but little greatness in the athlete"
(5:140):

It is this mental greatness4 in the athlete that we must try to regain through our
coaching and teaching. Too many men and women turn away from sports because the

4 sacrifices and discomfort of training do not correlate with the leisure-geared everyday life
we leadeOur minds and mental attitudes are becoming as unfit as our bodies because we
no longer see the slide ofstruggle, in our affluent society. We need to relearn the value of
work.

Sometimes you learn lessons when you least expect it. I have a brother four years older
than I ant. I think many female athletes owe their early training to their older brothers
because if the!, can't play hard enough to give the boys competition, the boys won't let
them play at all. I just about broke my hack as a kid trying to outplay. outrun and
otkluart my-brother. I couldn't think of anything worse than being sent in the house to
ptity with the dolls so I "hung tough."

Sometimes. I greatly wore on my brother's nerves. I remember the dumbest thing I
probably ever did was to drop a sack of water on my brother's head from the second floor

indow-of our house. a perfect drop. I had a second bag of water prepared just in case I
needed it. but I left that hag right where it was when I saw the water start to boil on top of
my brother's head. 9;

When he started up the stairs to the second floor, I was faced with that decision you
hear so much about. "fight or flight." It wasn't a hard decision. 1. flew out the hack door.

.%
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I will never forget that toot race across the pasture. I was making a mighty effort to stay
'at leasr two steps ahead (which was slightly more than an arm's reach). and I was trying
just as hard to keep my whit. tennis shoes. clean. When things got too tight. I forgot
about my white shoes and concentrated even more on keeping the two arms' length. I
became completely committed to this race because i knew two things about my brother:

Ca he was very. very fast, and he would kill nle for sure if he caught me.
re

I think this was when I first became aware of the importance of motivation in the
performance of a physical skill. It was also when I found out what it means to get your
second wind. and your third wind, and your 50th wind. It became evident that the ability
to get your wind is endless it; you. have reason to push yourself beyond the pain of fatigue.
A third thing I learned was that as long as everything else is equal. if you can endure
fatigue even a second longer or a step longer. than your opponent, then there is no way
you can get caught to he killed. Believe me, the race is not always to the swiftest. but is
often won by the person who sticks with it the longest. My brother must have run six
Miles that day. I ran six miles and two steps.

I, learned a lot of things during that toot race. I learned the value of commitment and
perseverance. I learned the necessity of enduring pain and fatigue it' one is to survive an
exhausting physical experience. And I learned that the mind can often make the body do
things irdoesn't want to do. I have never forgotten that lesson.

KEY FACTORS FOR CHAMPIONSHIP

Some key factors necessary in attaining championship performance tinder any
circumstance and in any sport are: motivation. commitment and involvement, planned
program to obtain objectives, perseverance, self-discipline, tolerance of pain and sense
of humor.

Motivation

There are different reasons for and degrees of motivation. Athletes certainly have dif-
ferent reasons for participating in sport activities. Some seek status, others money,. a few
look tbr self-satisfaction and some have a combination of different motives. From person-
al experience I have found that the most lasting and satisfying motivation for an atHlete is

-enjoyment of the movement experience and pride in playing the very best he can play. By
enjoying our bodies and minds under all types of circurastances and by pushing ourselves
to excel. we become aware of the self' in all its cothplexity. Luckily, women have not been
involved in sports as long as men. and the women's sports program has not become
commercialised and exploited in the way the men's has. Most women play because they
ent6y playing. I think John Baker expressed this well when he said:

With men, the human element is often lost winning is so important that they for-
get the persona. experience that sports is supposed to he. Girls don't make that mis-
take. Why do they row? Because they like the exercise. they like sports. It's no
different from wharthe men do, but no one asks a man why he rows. Enjoyment of
sports is sex-blind. (2)

How long this will he true. I do not know. But if any of you want to do women athletes
a favor. emphasise the importanre of enjoyment. for unless you enjoy what you are doing,
o is impossible to cope with the hard work and the struggle necessary to become a
champion pertormer.
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Commitment

The second thing that is important to the woman athlete is commitment.That saying.
"It something is worth doing. it's worth doing weir is true. It= doesn't make sense to pat
time and energy into something if you re going to do it only halfheartedly. There's a
certain nobleness about commitment; it means the individual is involved on a total basis.
The thing T notice the most about great athletes is this sense of complete concentration
and involvement. Their naps And their bodies are not divided in attention; they are part
of the action as much as the ball or bat.

Planned Program

Motivation a td commitment alone will not make a chaMpion. Too many athletes
waste their energy and talents because they have no sense of where they are going or what
they want to accomplish. They neveryealiee they must plan their lives in order to obtain
their goals. Defining objectives and setting up a planned 'program of training is a must
tPr athletes today. There is so much going on that one must set up a priority of values and
stick with it regardless of the temptation to do other things. It is too easy to have divided
attention tkfcausi: of the diversity of activities open to young people. I am not saying the
athlete should be a one-sided person and igmire activities that would aad ti her
education or outlook oil life" However; the athlete must eliminate unnecessary activities
that diStract frnm her main goals. She should decide what the wants to accomplish
whether it is making first string on her college team. making the pan - American or
Olympie.team. etc. and then plan her life to accomplish the objective.' It is impossible
to he involved in pr excel at everything. One must decide what is really important and
then be willing to give up less important Things in exchange for the main objective.
Everything doesn't have equal value. Onit must eloose, and in choosing, one has the
chance to channel her energy in a positive way.

-Perseverance
The fourth important factor in attaining championship performance is perseverance.

Many people never make it because they give up too soon. They just can't make
themselves hang in there because they aren't psychologically prepared for continuous
frustration and defeat. Most people would have quit many times under the circumstances
George Bianchi played under; he sat on the bench. he was traded, he was ridiculed and
booed by the fan hut. he stuck with it for years longer than anyone expected him to

4 and his perseverance paid' off in one of the finest fixtball performancesever seen. Mark
Spit: bombed out In the 19b$ Olympics and came back to shatter all records. Manila.
Spite and many 'others have proved you can eventually earn your objective if you are
w Ming to stick with it long enough. Sometimes it seems that one must prove he is capable
of haadling defeat before he is capable of obtaining victory.

One reason so many athletes are quitters befPre they hav,e reached their goals is
because there is so much stress on winning. Our athietTc prograkis seem to he built on the
premise that winning is everything. Consequently. continuous losers see no lioint in
continuing to compete. Winning is not that important; it should. never have been that
impoitiant in our sports programs. Winning should he one of the by-products of having
played well and outplayed the opponent but it should not be the only goal. Total
invffvemem, perseverance under terrific odds. dealing with stressful situations with
honor and decency and being completely and unequivocally in it these are the
important elements.
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I led as Tom Mcschery kit when he was explaining why he quit coaching and playing.
He said: .

It I stills in the Little Leagues and the Pee We Ak Leagues. By the time a boy readies
high school, he is all "sloitaned-out." He has been programmed to believe winningis
everything. But w inning is far from everything. If it were, losing would be nothi0.
And it' losing is nothing, then sports should not exist. (3)

We need to re- emphasise the worth of taking. part. the value of participation. If you can
endure a stressful situation to the bitter end. you are not a loser.

Self-discipline

The only way to persevere is to exert seffdiscipline. Self - discipline is almost a tOrgotten
word in our permissive soclety, but the athlete must learn tact-intro! her 'nd 'and body if
she is to become highly skilled. One can't work with the mind and igno the, body in
sports. Nor can one move the physical into all kinds of pretzel shapes a d expect the
mind to ignore the body. Self-discipline involves the total person. The diftrence between
a poised player and a panicked player in a crucial situation is that the poised player has
been disciplined I'- hard time~. With our understanding of the effect of smoking,
drinking and drugs on the body. a serious athlete would have to be utterly tacking in self-
discipline to indulge in any °Mem; because of their adverse effects on the body.

Tolerance of Pain

Another thing that helps in championship performance is a tolerance of pain.
Athletics is such that it is impossible to participate without a certain amount of pain.
How one accepts this pain and discomfort greatly determines how hard one can push
oneself to obtain maximum performance.

.141trin Job explained how pain in swimming affected him: "There's always a fear. You
know you're not going to die, but you. know that if you swim a fast time it will hurt so
much, and you're afraid of that" II ).

Steve Prefontaine knew the importance of going on beyond the sense of pain in a
performance white he said: "A lot of people run a race to see who is fastest. I run to see
who has the most guts. who can punish himself into an exhausting pace. and then at the
end who can punish himselleven more" (4).

The athlet... needs to remember that pain is felative. The more you are committed to a
goal. the more you are willing to hurt to obtain it. Many times the athlete is not fully

_..1 aware of the discomfort of competition until afterwards because he is so involved in the
action that the pain seems inconsequential. Dionne Warwick sings a song that has a line
that goes something like this: "How many days of sadness must I spend to get one day of
gladness?" Sometimes, the athlete wonders how many days of pain must be spent before
he gets one day of glory. But there is no way to push oneself beyond the normal
boundaries without having to endure the painiCl physical exertion. Pain is as much a part
of athletics as pleasure. Paid tolerance is a prerequisite to championship performance.

Sense of Humor

Lastly. it helps greatly if one can maintain a sense of humor. Everything is so intense,
expkisive during competition that it is easy for things to get out of proportion unl%s

one can appreciate the humor in odes/predicament. I have never seen a sports situation
that wasn't more tolerable when players could laugh at themselves and with others. Note
I said wish: some players have been known to get their heads knocked off because the
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opponents thought they were laughing at them. If a player really enjoys competition. it's
easy to maintain a sense of humor.

Other Championship Factors

These are just a tew of the psychological factors that contribute to championship per-
firmance. There are many others that are probably just as irnportant.Coachability.
pot.e. self-confidence, natural physical build. and early background and skill instruction
are among them. 'the list is endless when you start naming all the factors that influence
the athlete's performance.

Keeping Championship Performance

0 a woman reaches championship performance, how does she maintain it over a
Ion nal of time?

First she should ignore many of society's concepts in regard to the expected role of the
man and the woman ana of the aging process. Enjoyment of sports activities can he
endless. It has nothing to do with which sex you are or how old riu are. The belief that
you should hang up your shoes when you arc 30 and while you are ahead is ridiculous.

George Blanda. who made miracles at 44 seem commonplace, is proof of this. Bobby
Riggs is another example that athletes can maintain a high level of skill as they get older.

Most athletes quit at a young age because it is expected of: them, not because they no
longer can perkirm well. However. it must he recognised that some physical qualities
deteriorate with age and that more effort must be exerted to keep the same level of
fitness. Most athletes say their legs are the first to go but in many cases the athlete itav
compensate fOr this lack of speed or decreased strength by better use-of the mina.

Why aren't there any older women who are still outstanding in sports? Part of it is a
product of out 'Ilium. Although men, always have been encouraged to pirti4pate in
sports. they are just now accepting the fact that they don't have to quit at ah'early age. It
will probably he several years betOre women will accept the fact that they can continue to
participate actively fife many years if they are willing To put in The added effort and time
to stay in top condition.

Personally. I don't ever want to get too old to play. I love physical activity and
competition. At the age of RV, I expect tikke the fastest woman on the block' with my
wheelchair.

I feel that right now I um in pretty decent physical condition mainly because I' have
stepped up my conditioning program in the last few months because I'm going to Europe
this summer to bicycle for six weeks with five other people and I can't think of anything
more embarrassing than being left behind by some young squirt.

In maintaining championship performance anek a high degree of conditioning over a
long period of time. one must first continually work out or there will be a regression of
conditioning and performance. One must also expend greater effort to obtain the same
degree of performance as time passes.

f Second. one must realise there will by limitations to what one can accomplish as one
v. gets older . . . but one must also be aware that the body and mind are marvelous

machines that can do fantastic things wheh we demand fantastic things. Better use of.the
mental powers as the body ages can often compensate for any loss of physical skill.

Third. in ryaintatnine championship performance. don't lose your enthusiasm or he
driven away from you+ onditidning program by staleness or monotony. The hardest
thing in the world for toe to do is jog daily because the repetition of running laps or
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covering the sante ground drives me up the wall mentally. I find I must occupy my mina"\.N.....
while my body is busy with the jogging. ofheitzer possible. I change the location sly the
scenery is different.

Staleness is one of the worse enemies for the athlete who trains over a long period of
time. Entering into other activities and using different methods for training, such as
alternating interval and circuit training. are ways to eliminate staleness.

Lastly, mental attitude is the key to maintaining championship performance. If one
wants to he physically tit and continue to participate as one gets older, and if one wants
tt he involved physically and mentally in an activity one has trained for sufficiently and
continually over a period of seam there is no reason why one wouldn't continue to
compete over a long period of time with a high degree of skill.

James Garfield said. -If wrinkles must he written upon our brows, let them not be
written upon the heart. The spirit should not grow old." This is my hopetfor you and for
all athletes ... that your spirit will not grow old. fort think this is where true greatness of
competition is. I hope that you will continue to enjoy the involvement of the whole persob

body and mind in whatever you do:
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Hurna6istic Psychology
Persoeetive Aoolied to
Coaching Women in Sports.
Dorothy Allen. .

State Univerlitv of New York at Brockport

I will attempt to identify the perspective in psychology known as humanistic
psychology by consMeejAg, the basic goals. some underlying assumptiok and televant
definitions. Second, I 411 examine specific ideas within these goals and assumptions
which I feel have implications for coaching. In this examination of implication. mg,
comments are relevant to coaching people rather than women or men. My past
experiences in coaching men's and women's teams have lead me to conclude that one
coaches inditiduals and deals with individual differences which do not necessarily have a
sex orientation.
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Goals of Humanistic Psychology
Humanistic psychology*focitses on the study of the psychologically well-developed

individual or the positively healthy in ividual. It is a perspective whose intent is to study
all that man is and can become. 1 e development of the individual's potential is
important man's potenjiial to be hu an. to understand self and others and to relate to
them in human ways. to achieve Iva is human needs and to grow toward self-actuali-
zation.

Self- actualization, a term coined by Abraham Maslow. refers not only to an end state
of positive psychological growth but also to the growth process of actualizing one's
potentialities at any time, and in any degree. In individual terms. self-actualization
means discovering who one is. opening oneself up to himself, identifying one's defenses
and finding the courage togive up the defenses and be oneself. doing with one's life all
that is possible. Self-actualization is the goal of sport experiences organized within the
educational framework. The coach, in many instances. however. becomes an inhibitor
rather than a facilitator in this grtni.th process. The procesmof growing into the best
human being one can be is intrinsic learning and must teachers and coaches have
specialized in extrinsic learning. Coaching for self-actualization is...subversive in a
realistic educational sense; it liberates and strengthens the individual's autonomy. It
accentuates individual differences and is committed to the emergence of the player's own
unique self.

Assumptions of Humanistic Psychology

bc perspective of humanistic psychology is based on several underlying assumptions;
I. Min's inner nIature is gtIod or neutral rather than had; thus this inner nature

should be encou'raged to grow ather than be suppressed.
2. Man's inner nature is not strong and overpowering but is sometimes weak and

subtle and easily overcome by habit and cultural pressures. E en though man's inner
nature is deniV or overcome. man is motivated by and persists drive to actualize%
his potentials. ,

3. Man has the potential to overcome his environment, to be autonomous. He has an
intrinsic conscience based upon perceptions of his own nature, destiny, capacities and
purpoiein life. Such internal determinants insist that he be true to his inner nature and
not deny it out of weakness. The individual who denies his talents perceives in a deep way
that he has done wrong to himself and despises himself for it. One then has a personal
integrity or.im perat ive which very often is in conflict with a cultural integrity or a cultural
imperatist.:

Experience and Humanistic Psychology

Huniaui%tic psychology is not purely descriptive or academic: to fully understati it
suggests action..implies eonsequencPs and necessitates dive~ experiences. The idea of
experience as the basis of knowing sport is significant to the humanistic. perspective.
Experiential learning comes about by identifying one's actital behavior within an idea.
Participation within an idea is a significant addition to learning about the idea. For
txatilple: there is a difference between knoteing about anxiety and knowing anxiety in
sports competition. The coach must encourage players to he sensitive to their feelings.
reactions and meaning% which are nart of the total experience. This means that the coach
must he ready to accept the feelings of players in all of their intensity and the expression
of the self along a fuy continuum of emotion, including emotions wetnight consider not
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good as well as those we mayaant to happen. The coach, then, must he open to explora-
tion of each player's emotional relationship with the sport since this emotional
experience is essential to the growth of the self.

Women in Sport

Behaviors which may riot be culturally acceptable for women in sport may emerge out
of sport experiences which are very reel for the individual: repression or punishment of,
the behavior does not eliminate the emotional experience which created the twhavior. Let
the individual player's- personal integrity (intrinsic conscience) become stronger than
cultural integrity: let her experience depth' and intensity along afull continuum of

t emotions. So often in sport, we cottwunicate to the players what to experience and what
%not tn expyience.`what movements to make and what sounds to omit. Players are told
what they sfu feel and what they should nor feel. Coaches in the sport situations have
the potential to destroy or create the hurmaneness of individuals and to create individuals

-Ash° are acceptable to themselves rather than to society. The roach has the potentIV to
desensitize or sensitize the plSyer to feelings and experiences of self which are real.

If I were to ask about your 'goals and purposes of sport, or how you perceive
competition for women or experience sport. I would probably hear as many different
.explanations as 'there are people. Whose explanations would he valid? Whose
explanation would serve as the basis for the team which you coach? Your predetermined
goals and purposes of sport are not necessarily those of your players.

If I am a woman on your team, let my experience% of goals. purposes. definitions of
competition. and all the uniqueness which is me coexist so that I might actualize that
potential which is me. Myt eelings and experiences validate sport for me. If you make the
decision about what the goal is. you take away my ability to validate the experience.
Facilitate my understanding of the relationship between my behavior and that of my
teammates and opponents so that my motive tOr behavior emerges from an experience of
hunt:inc.% rather than appropriateness , or acceptability within external structures. (Ave
me the freedom to see myself as I really am. to test myself. to tap my full potentials but
don't he my judge or iury.

Emotions as Disorganized Factors
Emotions can act as a disorganizing factor in sport when they intensely overwhelm the

individual aid are not in harmony with the individual's rational goals. However, these
disorganizing experiences should not he excluded. They help the player understand thk
felationship between her. emotions and her performance and this is better than having
the coach tell her what might he wrong. These experiences have something to do with a
sense of achievement. healthy self-esteem and selcontIdence. The individual who has
not conquered. withstood lr overcome (_cis doubtful that she could. This is true for one's
ability to control or delay one's own impulses. and theretre to be unafraid of them.
Human he play, take risks and flirt w ith intoxication for the sake of emotionally
toned :ind motivated experiences. They want to he overwhelmed by emotion but only
when they do not tear their emotions. lo the extent that those emotional experiences
reveal. tosser and Whin inner nature, they are positive experiences.

Freedom and 12esponsibit,

1 he tioneept of the freedom and responsibility within the humanistic perspective reters
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to the individual's growth toward actualizing her inner nature tintrinsic conscience),
being free to let this true selfemerge. then being responsible for whatever consequences
may result. The point at which the individual behaves according to her personal integrity
and is responsible for her behavior represents the point at which she is psychologially
free (autonomous) from her environment. There is a delicate balance between the safety
of the environment and personal growth. The coach must set conditions for growilt
nonjudging. unintruding, undemanding conditions in which the individual feels safe to
risk being,hersell, where courage outweighs fear, decisiott% afe real and not pseudo. and
questioning. rejecting or accepting, examining. feeling and choosing are valid processes
toward growth.

Perhaps we are quite unaware of our potential to he self-deter lining. to create change.
to act and lo cope with decision and responsibility. Perhaps the coach and players are soaniiii4iy looking for rules and regulations to gwvern decision that they lose the aware-
ness of their players' potentials tr'self-determination. Many sport situations are based
on the concept and practice of superiority, q hierarchy of people. roles, ideas and
behaviors which enhance and maintain selperceptions of inadequacy, frustration and

,inequality as human beings. If there is to be freedom and responsibility in the sport
environment, this would necessitate a new consciousnen, of potential, a change in
self-perceptions and a realignment of ours andour players self-image in relation to our
perceptions of each other. Allowing a player to choose and be responsible necessitates
that the coach he secure in her own selfso that she does. not need to he needed: so that
the coach's feelings of adequacy are not based on the inadequacies of her players. We
sometimes create images of "goodness." of being wise, knowledgeable within this
hierarchy of roles which we 'have created and yet our own self-image is sometimes in
opposition. We do not let ourse14. emerge but rather let the hierarchy support and
perpetuate personal inadequacy at the expense of individual freedom.

p.

Divergence

The humanistic perspective necessitates that coaches and players he committed to
divergence rather than comiergence7although divergence in thinking, abilities, purposes,
interests, hehiviors. etc. does not always maintain and enhance out perceptions of roles
and the goodness of ourselves as adequate. Divergence is threatening and often not
understood. In a sport environment which fosters divergence, there is greater free-
dom and responsibility and fewer imposed rules of behavior and images to maintain.
This allows increased freedom for significant emotional nvolvements in sport and
more oppoefunities for feeling oneself as free and responsible. Personal involvement and
growth" are magnified and intensified at the risk of culturally "inappropriate" behavior.
In the divergent env ironment there is opportunity fr various modes of expresion for
example, imaginative and perceptual basis for behavior. PerfOrmance is motivated by
that which is actual and that about which I can dream (potential). There is freedom to
confront. great new possibilities never dreamed of before, to be caught up with an
imaginative fascination which leads to discontent and, for those Oaken who pursue it. a
magnificent obsession with the ..actuali/ation ()lithe potential in sports. The coach who
can imagine that which has not been, has the potential to' set the conditions for this
imaginative tasyinsation. -I he coach by maintains the flexibility to iv surprised by
performance, and can aircept the realities and dreams of individual greatness. will
I:willow growth.

S.
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Sykiergle Behavior

The concluding idea about which I will comment is synergic behaviqr.I It deals with
the lupetion of behaviAr as qpposed to actual behiavior Vay people behave in
partieRlar ways rather than how they behave. Sport becomes an environment in which my
behavior is an advantage to me as well as to my teammate.and opponents, rather than
an advantage to me and a loss to others. When I pursue my interests. it benefits others
rather than sets me against others. Thus. my competitive behavior in sports leads to your
achievement and growth as well as mine. The higher my level of performance. the greater
will be your challenge to perform well. If I return the tennis ball as close to the line as
possible. I not only must play my best, but I ask you to play your hest if you are to be
successful in returningthe ball. If I do not play my best and.give up. I have taken away.
the 4portunity for both of us to actualise our potentials. Within the idea of synergic
behavior. winning and competitive behavior are not in conflict with growth. The crucial
question is. What is the function of winning and competitive behavior? I believe that the
concept of mutual advantage among teammates is significant to effective team
performances. If you do not play well. I may not play well and so our caring about each
other's performance level is of mutual advantage. Within the humanistic perspective, the
synergic function of the competitive behavior, and the humaness which is part of it.
represent the winning edge for the growth of both teams and individuals. A question
which often comes up is whether an individual is neccssarilyNlost in a team situation. It is
possible for both to exist with the synergic behavior concept.

Public Attitude Toward
Women ,in Sports.

Nell Jackson
University (11111innis
Urbana-Champaign

A current question in sports fur women today is, "Is competition physiologically and
psychologically different for women than it is for men?" There are probably as many old
wives' tales about the dangers and pitfalls of competition for women as there have been
fairy tales written. The two sexes are by far More alike physiologically than they are
different in the factors of greatest importance to training and conditioning of the body
for athletic competition. Some women place far too much concern on being different: It
is generally known that the functioning of the bo4 is the underlying basis behind any

., athletic performance. The functioning efficiency must be improved for good
performances by either male or female. Vast. immense and extreme are often used to
describe the differences hetweety ale and female performers. Athletic training, however.

I be, Ivy tt, tistr.tlen vot 1.. Rill II iirtictlit t KW.* ha. Meld tplonre the aka ott term.. of Itttettklusial felatinshith
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dues have the same basic phystoloncal effects on the *male organism its if hai on the
male. Some Of the usual effects of training and conditioning are:

4r1

I. Lower resting !kart rate

2. Lower oxygen utilization for the same amount of work

3. Gieater oxygen uptake capacity

4. Greater oxygen debt tolerancte

S. Increase in heart volume

6. Increase in blood volume

7.1 increase in total amount of hemogMbin

8. Increase in strength. endtrancez power and flexibility.- .

The extent to which any or all of these adjustments are made depends upon ihe'sport
and particular event for which the athlete trains. Research indicates. however, that these
changes have been observed in fendle athletes as well as in male athletes. As far as
the psychological implications are.concerned, based on my observation, the top women
competitors in individual sports are not very different from the top male competitors.
They tend to have great achievement needs. to be very disciplined, to exhibit dominance;
they are rather aggressive and tough-minded. have self-assurance and are very self-
sufficient. Many.4 them exhibit leadership qualities and are very independent: on theother hand. there are some girls who do not exhibit these leadership qualities and are not
strongly independent. I have noticed that some girls (and I'm basing this primarily on my
experience in working with the girls on the Olympic Teams) are self.ventered and
unwilling to he involved in the lives ofothers.

Similar characteristics have been observed readily for some outstanding girls on myuniversity team and club team. The better girls tend to be tough - minded, better
disciplined. more self-assured and self- sufficient than the would-be potential chattipion
on the team. We have a few girls inn the team who are not tough-minded. and one
winders why they are opt for the sport; but ti ten you work with these girls to try to bring
them along. We also haie those who are not very disciplined anti such a person will notbe able to reach her ultimate achievement level. As far as the psychological implications
are concerned, there isa great deal similarity in the characterittics of the highly skilledwomen and men.

Public Attitude 1.4 .

The public attitude toward otuen in sports generally has improved over the past 10
`years. but I think it still has a Jong way to go before women will feel they have equal
opportunity for their athletic abilities regardless of age. race, talent or social status.
Women in competitive sports find an obvious form of discrimination against them.
especially in the United States. It is reflected in such areas as facilities, equipment.
budget. opportunities. honors and rewards. In many eases women are restricted by law,
administrative regulations and traditions from-sharing the athletic resources so
abundantly available to men. Today till; public attitude is quite varied. ranging from
complete support of the program. to partial acceptance. to complete ;ejection.
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Here are some comments 1 have heard cone4ning complete rejection of the program:

1. Participation in competitive sports would put a nervous strain on the. performer.
They get this from the excite:Ifni of the competition before and during4th$ game:

2. Time would he lost from academic work because of the need to,travel. practice and
play. Is it mall!. worth it?

t. If you have a competitive program for skilled girls, what opportunities will be avail-
able for the other girls?

4. The intense competitive-system is not productive Or the better girl or woman.

5. The one idea of win ing brings into its wake the inevitable qualities of rowdyism.

h. Undesirable news per notoriety would come from participation.

7. The sense of value would become distorted and this is what happened to the men's
program.

K. The values achieved are not worth the time spent to achieve them. .

9. Intense athletic participation has a questionable effect on childbearing.

10. Membership on varsity teams would curtail a gni's freedom to pursue normal
trends of school life.

The follow ing are some of the comments I have heard concerning Pejeet ion because of
men coaches:

I. Men coaches tend to use boys' standards on girls.

2. this is not fair to the girls because they'have different achievement levels.

3. Girls w ill not discuss their problem% with a m9le coach.

4. Women should be leaders of girls.

5. Men do not rcaliie girls' physical limitations..

h. Men invariably train fr specialliation.

7. Men have no patience with weak.or inexperienced girls.

K. Men, as a rule, do not have an educational attitude toward athletics. s

In the area of partial acceptance of women competing. 1'4 heard these comments
from administrator% of both sexes:
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1. You may have a program but Oils cannot practice in the gym at the same time the
boys' team is practicing because they are distracting and might interfere with the lkoys'
team.

2: A girls' team should always be coached by a woman. Since women coaches are not
available. you Can't have a team. .

3. Girls' sports arc ton costly and we don't have the space to accommodate them.

4. Yip may have the competitive sports program. but the only time you can have the
pool is between 9 and 10 at night. or the gym between 5 and 6 in the afternoon

(that's supper time don't tOrgeti, or the track betwi:en 7 and 8in the morning.

S. We have a girls' gym and a boys' gym. The girls' gym was used for wrestling and
junior varsity basketball; now-we must share the girls' gym with the girls.

rt. I think girls deserve the right to participate but to a lesser degree than boys.

7. :laity go too far with this competitive stuff, they will lose slime of their 1mininity.

8. Girls do not have boys' fighting instinct and therefore. they cannot play the five
player game\in basketball.

Girls should ne%cr he coached by men because the men will take advantage of
young girls.

10. 1 have nothing against them participating. but they will not participate in my
program.

4
Here are some commentZon competition with boys:

I. Girls break bones mow easif! than goys.

2. Junior high school girls' reflexes are generally slower.

3. Girls in little le:tgue softball would require special chest protectives which are just
not available. (Incidentally. this comment came film the director of their central states
program.)

...S. We cannot afford to have two competitive programs. one for girls and one kw boys.
It girls can make the boys' team. they w ill he allowed to place. Well you can. imagine
how many girls ca flake the boys' team.

a

S. Girls are the wt. r sex. boys should not he beaten by girls: it's not good for their
morale.

b. Athletic competition'builds character in our boys. but we don't need that kind of
'character in our girls.

7. We will give her the opp(trtunity to empiric but we w ill not encourage her.
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Financing

There are other discrimination factors that are obvious
sportswoman is paid one-fourth of what her male counte
In a Southwestern state I understand that women offic
receive about $6,for a gamerivhereas male officials for girls' yolle
discrepancies occur in amateur sports. I can remember that when
Women's AAU Track anas Field Committee, the AAU allocated fun

or exaniple. a professional
.tri receives for the same work.

n girls' volleyball games
receive $12. Other
s chairman of the

to bring some
men's relayleams to the indoor Nationals, but I could never shake enough money loose
for some of the women relay teams.

Financing a program is perhaps one of the greatest concerns. In an Eastern city the
school hoard budget. for a particular year was $90.000 for extracurricular sports for boys
but onlx $200 for girls' sports. The next year boys' spoils Feceived $110.000 and the girls'
received $300. When this policy was questioned, it was pointed out by a school board
member that the girls' budget had been increased by 50 percent, while the boys' was
increased by only 30 percent. ThroUghout the United States. there are many
communities where tax-supported school systems offer no ;athletic program for half of
their students the female hail. In coftes the difference between resources devoted to
men's and women's athletics is greater than that in secondary schools. However, we must
understand that the programs are relatively new but adequate resources should be made
available so girls can have adequate equipment. facilities.etc. The amount of money
available to support a competitive program for girls varies among schools. I know of
some schools in which the girls do not have any uniforms they have to buy their own
equipment and tape and on overnight trigs pay for their fare and meals (that's one
extreme). The other extreme is that some progranis have such funds that the girls can fly
to meets and have all expense bsorbed by the school.

Media Coverage

Newspaper coverage is another problem. The amount of coverage given to women in
sports is very small. If you scan through the sports section on a weekday, you will find one
or two articles, perhaps more on the weekend. The few women's sports stories which do
appeafgenerally lack quality. The gist of the report is that here is an unusual and mildly
humorous happening. Rather than describing how well or badly the girls perform or how
the contest came out, reporters tend to concentrate on the color of the girl's hair or eyes
or the shape of her legs, and so forth.

Televi, ion is another problem. Only recently have the networks carried a full program
of women's sports events. Because program directors are a little skeptical about this, they
will include women with men in the belief that they will lose their audienceiifthe program
is devoted entirely to women. CBS. with its AAU Track and Field Series, was one of the
first networks to have a full one-hour program devoted to women's sports. I understand
that NBC carried live one hour of sports devoted to wonsfrr. between August 1972 and
September 1973. and that was the finals at Wimbledon. That was one hour out of 366
hours of sports. This year CBS plans to devote 10 hours to women's sports and 260 hours
to men's sports.

The American system of sports has ample and logical reasons for believing that the
system is not only sexist to its roots. but very hypocritical. On the one hand there is a
public-supported assumption that athletics are good for people and that participation in
competitive sports develops better people and better citizens. It builds a strong mind, a
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strong body; it builds a better society. Yet, when it comes to acting on this notion,
attempting to participate in meaningful ways, most girls shortly learn that there is
another assumption that is seldom articulated. which has to do with girls playing the
*am*. This assumption is that sports are good for people. but much better for men than
for women. This assumption is supported not by rhetoric but by the tax dollar, by laws, in
a web ofItard.to-isolay! but potent traditions and prejudices. Currently. opportunities
for women to participate in sports are so enormously unequal to those available to men
that it is something of a cop-ou\. a cover-up. to designate women as second class." citizens
of America's athletic work!.
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